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General S.mmary
T ll z introduction states: ""l’be object of this papcr is to
make a contribution, however sntall, towards the solution
of one of Ireland’s gravest social problems, the endemically
high unemployment rate".
The paper is divided into four chapters dealing with, (I)
The Setting of the Problem; (1I) Public Policy and Experi-
ence in Ireland with Employment Schemes; (III) Experience
with Employment Schemes in other Countries and (IV) Con-
clusions and Recommendations. q-here are three Appendices.
Appendix A is~A Scheme for the Mitigation of Unemploy-
ment in Ireland by E. Costa of the International Labour
Office; Appendix B contains the summary of a paper entitled
Planning and Employment read by Kieran A. Kennedy at
the Twenty-fourth National Management Conference, Kil-
larney 1976. Appendix C is An ILO Manual.
The first chapter shows that in ~971 Ireland’s percentage
unemployed was "by far the highest in Enrope", being twice
as high as the next in order in EEC. At the Census of Popu-
lation of April ~971 when the out-of-work numbered 65,ooo
the percentages were,
Total (excludine
Total Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing)
Unemployed as percentage of--
(i) Total employee class 8.I (7"2) 7"0 (6"3)
(ii) Total gainfully occupied 5.8 (4"7) 6"3 (5"4)
Tbe figures in parentheses are those for 1966, showing that
economic expansion since then has been accompanied by a
small, but significant, increase in the unemployment rate. In
197, gainfully occupied.ln AFF in Ireland formed 26 per
cent of total gainfully occupied and in AFF 82 per cent were
non-employees.
Since the principal official panacea for reducing unemploy-
ment is economic development, very general relationships
between economic and social variables have to be considered.
Is the "indirect" approach likely to create full employment
in the reasonably near future? Migration, particularly to
other EEC countries, cannot be ruled out as a part-solution.
The unemployed on the Live Register are predominantly
male, older than average, mainly in the unskilled and semi-
skilled occupational categories. The rate of female unem-
ployed at CP April t97t was 3.8 per cent, less than half the
male rate of lo.o per cent. In September 1973 men aged 5°
or more on the LR in towns were 94 pet" cent of the total, a
percentage which did not vary much in the previous five
years. The LR statistics are also analysed by industry. In
t973 the Construction group of industries had an unemploy-
ment rate twice as high as the general average.
In order to examine the problem by econometric methods
two models were used. (i) a simple model based on a chart
of three graphs and (ii) the COMET model of EEC. Neither
of these hold the smallest prospect of the realisation of full
employment with low net emigration without a drastic
change of policy and outlook. The COMET Model has 62
equations of which 3° are estimated and 32 identities. The
whole system had to be regarded as non-linear, the estimation
of the coefficients in the 9° equations being solved by itera-
tire methods. The COMET table which is a simulation of the
unemployment rate for EEC countries t979-t98o with annnal
averages t976-t98o, shows that by t98o the tmemployment
rate U* in h’eland will be 16.5 per cent whereas Denmark
will be 0.9, France 0.9, Italy 6.9, Netherlands 4.9. Belgium
5.3, UK 9.4 and West Germany ~.3. The average rate t976
to 198o is, Ireland t4.8, Denmark 2.9, France t.t, Italy 6.5.
Netherlands 4.4, Belgium 5.7, UK 2.5, West Germany 2.4.
*U~NA--NINA where U=unemployment rate, NA=available labour,
N ~employed.
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On this analysis h’eland is expected to have a high unenlploy-
men t rate because the rate of development of the economy will
not be sufficient on the showing of the recent past, to absorb
the number looking for jobs. COMET does not take account
of tile possibility of migration and it is suggested that per-
haps the unemployment rate naight be regarded as the sum
of tile internal unemployment rate plus an (employed
abroad) mobility rate. Tile authors state that the main object
in presenting tile COMET results, is to ensure that "... these
will not be realised. We have no illusions as to the magnitude
of the tasks facing the people to ensure a substantial reduc-
tion ill the uuemployn3ent rate. We want to have these tasks
accorded the priority they deserve".
Finance of tmemployment benefit in Ireland is by means
of employees’ and employers’ social insurance contributions
and by a state contribution. In ~958-59 payments of Unem-
ployment Benefit and Unemployment Assistance together
amounted to £,I.5 million, in 1973-74 to £3~.9 million. As
proportions of current transfer payments, excluding national
debt interest, unemployment payments represented ~’~.t per
cent in both t958 and 1973. In 1973-74
, 
the last )’ear for which
full details of transfer payments are available, UB and UA
together amounted to £3=.9 million but in the same year.
old age and widows’ pensions were £82.4 million and £~’~.2
million for disability payments, actually only slightly less than
tlnenlplovnacllt paynlcnls, a somewhat aooulalous situation
"if one takes tile view that keeping the nation’s labour force
hcahhy and competeut should have .a high priority in
government expenditure".
The l’ecord of special employment schemes in Ireland is
one of faihn’e to substitute work for dole. It was found that
the "relief" aspects of such schemes had led to "serious loss
of efficiency" due to the rotationa’l scheme, the limited appli-
cation of the schemes in most areas and the fact that schemes
were separate from existing public works programmes.
At the present time the aims of demand management in
h’eland were to promote "a level of demand sufficient to
achieve fnll employment and reasonably high living stan-
dards". Thus, organisations were created, such as, the
Industrial Development Authority, Shannon Free Airport
Development Company, The Industrial Training Authority,
the National Manpower Service. In addition, Government
Departments such as The Department of Social Welfare and
the Department of Labour administer schemes for helping
the nnemployed and encouraging the creation of jobs in tbe
private sector.
’l’he IDA was given the task of encouraging the expansion
of existing industry and promoting new home and overseas
sponsored projects. In the years ended December 1974 and
1975, however, estimated job losses in industry exceeded
cstimatcd johs "created" by 3,700 in the former and 14,3oo
in the latter years. SFADCo was established with the ob-
jective of ensuring the growth and development of Shannon
Frcc Airport.
The Industrial Training Authority (AnCO) was set up to
impnwc and encourage training at all levels in industrial
:rod commercial activities. For the year ended 3~ December
1975. the Irish Government contributed £5 million and the
EEC ovcr £4 million to AnCO for training programmes and
reccipt.s from levy-grant schemes in industry amounted to
£3-7 million.
The National Manpower Service (NMS) was established
in ,97I, under the Minister for Labour with responsibility
for (i) placing the unemployed in employment and meeting
employers’ demands for labour; (ii) the provision of regular
infnrmati~m on the nttmbers and characteristics of the unem-
ployed to the Central Statistics Office for the compilation of
thc Live Register; (iii) the provision of vocational guidance
on employment training and educational opportunities for
adult workers, (iv) tbe provision of careers information.
The Department of Social Welfare administers the Un-
employment Insurance Acts and the Unemployment Assis-
tance Acts which provide for national exchequer support to
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allcviatc hardship due to unenq)loymcnt by means of nnem-
p]oymcnt benefit and tnlcfnployn]cnt assistance. Pay-related
benefit is also paid under certain conditions. Unemployment
benefit is linanced approximately ,io per cent from the
emphLvee. ,io per cent from the employer and ~o per cent
from gcl]cr;d government revenue. Unnlployment assistance
is linanced it] full from government revmlHe.
A Prcnfium Elnploymcnt Scheme was introduced in June
1975 administcrcd by the l)cpartment of Labour, the ob-
jective being to encourage employers in manufacturing in-
dustry :rod agTictdturc to re-employ workers who have been
marie rcduntlant. A total of £3~0.o1)0 was paid ttp to 5 March
~976 representing the payment to ~o3 employers in respect
of ~7.3,to premiums.
Emergency Employment schemes in developing countries
as described by J. P. Arlcs of the International Labour
Office, are discussed. Experiments in Kenya, Chile, Colum-
bia and Morocco are cited. An articlc in the International
Labour Review by M. Kabaj on shift work is also described.
An OECD survey was undertaken in 1975 to .consider the
policies adopted in other countrics for uncmploymcnt re-
duction. The recommendations of the snrt,ey may be sum-
marised as follows:
(i)Income maintenance for the unemployed, such as
strengthening unemployment benefit systems or the
differential treatment of special groups.
(ii) Maintaining job attachments and employment by means
of benefits for short-time work or temporary lay offs and
the assistance of weak firms and sectors.
(iii) Providing alternatives to cmployment, such as training
or early retirement.
(iv) Restricting the labour supply by, for example, the
restriction of immiga-ation.
(v) Creating jobs by mobility measures and public employ-
ment-service or by the application of subsidy schemes to
certain groups.
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In Chapter 4 the authors recommend that a National
Manpower Authority should be set up, under the Minister
for Labour, a development of the present National Man-
power Service. " . . . taking over all the present [unctions
and staff of that service but greatly expanding them. Its duty
would be to set the greatest possible number o~ unemployed
to work in an optimal way". The choices open to it are:
(i) leave matters as they are, accepting the present level o[
unemployed, remunerated as well as the country can afford;
(ii) rely on the purely economic approach with perhaps in-
tensification of ]DA effort in non-agricuhurc; (iii) wage
subsidisation, whereby employers receive payments from the
government to keep on workers whont they would otherwise
have to let go; (iv) a direct approach: as soon as a worker
becomes unemployed he is given a job low in material and
capital cost, a large extension of present practice which
extends only to minor road making, repairing" etc., works,
social in character, largely infrastructural, typical of the kind
of tasks undertaken by government, with no goods or services
for sale; (v) the setting up of local industries, co-operative
or other, which, while producing goods or services for sale,
are not primarily impelled by the profit motive; (vi) con-
trolled mobility, internal and external; (vii) programmes of
training, ren’aining and general education of the unem-
ployed; (viii) improvement of employment in agricuhure;
(ix) retirement o[ the elderly on the LR.
The economic approach towards the elimination of un-
employment is calculated, first, by a crude method and then
by the Input/Output principle. The crude method calcu-
lates that to set too,ooo people to work with the ~975 GDP
at £3,548 million and the Labour Force i.i million would
involve a gain of £394 million. The IO method consists in
estimating the increases in gross output, added value etc. for
sector i "to be expected from putting the unemployed in
the sector to work". The resultant cost in 1974 of putting a
person to work wonkl be between £~.5oo and £2,ooo at
6
1974 figures when total taxation amounted to £955 million,
social.security contributions being £110 million. The pro-
granune would invoh,e training on a vast scale and the
closest regard to income restraint. "Everyone concerned
would require dedication and, frankly, sacrifice, especially
at the start".
The authors say "As a choice between the subsidised
economic and the relief approach, the former is greatly to
be preferred" but they argue that "... under NMA the
two are likely to merge at the construction industr7 level
and . . . the closest regard must be had to economic
efficiency and usefulness in selection of works for SWP . . .
Realistically the best we can hope for is a considerable per-
manent reduction in the number of unemployed and not in
elimination".
Appendix A was written by Dr. Emile Costa, Rural and
Urban Employment Policies Branch, Employment and
Development Department, International Labour Office,
Geneva, who came on a short mission to Ireland in 1976 at
the aulhors’ invitation to advise on the study.
Dr. Costa stressed the need for a Crash Employment Pro-
gramme, as it did not appear to him "that the employment
situation can improvc in the near future" and in order "to
prevent a deterioration in the social situation". He suggested
income and investment policies such as (i) fostering invest-
ment through increased profits, (ii) wage restraint, (iii) the
cstablishmelat of "crisis reserves" by public and private
enterprise when the present recession is over, (iv) reorienta-
tion of investment priorities if a labour intensive works
progrannne should be launched, (v) a "certain degree of
active planning by the Government and, consequently,
changes in the administrative structures", (vi) deliberate
preference being given to labour-intensive industries, par-
ticularly if a wage restraint policy is acceptable. This is not
at tile level of "the simplest traditional methods of pro-
duction" but rather of intermediate technology, (vii) the
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fuller utilisation of existing industrial capacity, (viii)
measures in favonr of redundant workers and to promote
occupational redeployment. In addition to the Redundancy
Payments Scheme, Preminna Employment Programme and
AnCO training and retraining, there could be the granting
of special allowances to older workers, resettlement assistance
scheme, "income maintenance allowances" for downgraded
workers, (ix) the setting up of workers’ co-operatives by the
tmemployed, (x) vocational training planning, (xi) training
of young workers within industry, (xii) training of migrant
workers.
A Special Works Programme suggested by Dr. Costa
"should try to give work to all those who are totally or
seasonally unemployed and are prepared to work"; this in-
cludes in addition to those on the LR. young people, self
employed, and those excluded from the LR for various
reasons of ineligibility. Tile average proportion of GNP
which has been devoted to such programmes in developing
eotmtries is two per cent. "Since GNP per head is much
higher in h’eland, it should be acceptable to devote to a
SWP three per cent of the GNP which would amount to
£Jo5 million a year on the basis of a GNP of £3,533 million.
It was then calculated, taking labour costs as 60 per cent of
total costs that the SWP would be able to provide 27,000
man years of work at a labour cost of £45 per man week.
If wages could be reduced to a labour cost of £36 per week,
the SWP would provide 34,000 man years of work but . . .
"when one takes into account the multiplier effect (indirect
and secondary employment effects), which may be higher
than 2 .... it can be seen that the SWP should permit the
absorption o[ 70,000 man years".
The criteria for selection of SWP workers are defned,
(i) financial, (ii) length of time on LR, (iii) concentration
on depressed occupations, (iv) concentrated programmes in
depressed areas, (v) age and good heahh.
In order to repay .rapidly part of its cost, any SWP should
include a substantial proportion of directly-productive pro-
jects and a u’aining component particularly as far as young
workers are concerned. It should have a public works com-
ponent, a rural works component and a youth component.
Projects should be conlplementary to other development
works and should maximise short-term employment genera-
tion.
The possible administrative structure and financing of
SWP was discussed. If a high order of priority in national
expenditure or policy is accorded to the prohlems of unem-
ployment, measures would have to be introduced to finance
proposals. Regard could be given to (i) the possible flexihility
in budgetary techniques, especially for sharing expenses be-
tween national and county budgets, (ii) the possible con-
tributions in kind hy participating populations, p:n’ticnlarly
in the form of materials, (iii) the possibilities of repayntent
by the beneficiaries of a proportion of the prolits accruing
from the projects.
If the SWP proved successful, "tl+.rough the selection of a
fair proportion of directly-productive projects to gcnerate
long-term employment, it should become pm’poseless after a
numher of years".
Appendix B is a summary of a paper entitled "Planning
and Employment" read by Kieran A. Kennedy at the
Twenty-fourth National Management Conference, Killarney
1976. It is suggested that employment creation should be
the primary objective of any new national plan. "The most
essential ingredient of the plan is a restructuring of public
expenditure and tax policies in the light of the employment
objective .... Elementary processing operations alone may
secure little expansion in employment, unless followed by
the development of further downstream industries." A
maior restraint on employment creation is the pursuit of a
higher real incomes "by employees of all kinds . . . Govern-
ment measures to secure pay restraint are considered under
six headings: (i) general statutory restraint, (ii) greater re-
sistance to public sector pay claims, (iii) stiffening the
resistance of private sector employers. (ix’) fiscal measures to
limit pay settlements or offset their effects, (v) profit sharing
schemes, and (vi) devaluation. If all or most of these are
ruled out. the objective of full employment may be un-
attainable."
Appendix C gives details of an ILO Manual based on the
reflections on. and experiences of. labour-intensive public
works progTamntes in developing countries over the past
twenty ycars. The Manual should be "an indispensable
guide to all directors of such programmes".
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Introduction
TH i:. ohject of this paper is to make a contribution, how-ever small, towards the solution of one of h’eland’s gravest
social prol31enls, tile endenfically high mlemploynaent rate.
The paper is ahnost entirely a loosely organised compendium
of previous work. including our otell. The present authors
will bc well content if the paper proves useft|l in forming
plans for putting pcople to work, or even in contributing
towards ntaking Irish people realise the gravity of the
problem they have in hand. for such realisation must lead
to an insistence on action on an increased scale. !,Ve are.
emphatically, of the opinion that the traditional thinking
on the subject is not enough, l,.Ve do not suggest new
approaches. However, we do suggest emphases so different
as to constitute a fundamental change of approach.
In order to effect a substantial reduction in the number
of unemployed, our main proposals, which admittcdly hatc
not the force of absolute proof even after our fairly elaborate
examination, and hence require fuller investigation, are as
follows : --
¯ Considerably larger fmlds should bc expended than
heretofore, i.e., the problem must be accorded a higher
priority in public CXlX:nditurc.
¯ Perhaps our principal thesis is that the problem of
unemployment must also be tackled hy special employment
schcn~cs, the main object of which is not econonlic but to
put people to work. The fullest regard must bc had to
economic and social efficiency in the selection of works to bc
tackled, from the vast ntlmber Of possible socially useful
works.
¯ Industrial development on an enhanced scale must
remain the principal mcthod, as thc most cconomical, for
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putting the unemployed, including young people with no
previous job, autononlously to work.
0 Regard should bc had to tbe potentialities of employ-
ment induced from all forms of direct labour, ill the service-
type industries (building, etc.) and services proper.
0 The tacit accept:~ncc of continued decline ht numbers
working in agriculture should be ab:tntloncd :tnd efforts
made to increase employment therein by increased invest-
mcnt, to realise somctl+ing like double the present physical
volume of net output, stated by experts to be possible.
0 "l’he h’ish tmcmploymcnt problem is due m:tinly to too
large a labour pool of unskilled men. hlcrcascd attention
must be devoted to making education :l tr:lining for life :lnd
to tnrning out incre:lsed ntmtbers of tralncd [x:uple.
Even in the next ten yCHl’S, whtzn those tO COlnC into
tile labour ntarkct arc already born, and hence number of
job seekers f:firly accurately forecastable, with cconomlc
recovery abroad it may be ncccssat-y to have recourse to some
cmigTation to ensure full employment :it home. Such emigra-
tion will be ollicially rccognised, to the extent that. before
leaving, emigrants will be properly trained and, after leav-
ing. their interests abroad promoted.
0 As a development of the present National Manpower
Service there will be created a National Manpower Autho-
rity with ample autonomous powers anti funds, under tile
general direction of the Minister for Labour, responsible for
creating full employment in h’eland in tile shortest possible
term of years. The anabit of this Authority would extend to
all possible avenues of employment at home and abroad,
including sonte not mentioned above, e.g., subsidised employ-
ment and etnployment in workers’ co-operatives.
O NMA should give the closest attention to detailed
planning, including optimal selection of works, well in
advance, training of supervisors at all levels, inspection at
irregular intervals, records etc., of all Special Works Pro-
gra nl nits (SV~I ])).
In Chapter i we provide a general background to the
problem and in it we use a veI3’ simple model to shove, the
magnitude of the problem of increasing employment in
Ireland. The elaborate COMET econometric model shows
that, without recourse to emigration, tile unemployment rate
is likely to increase from 7 to 16½ per cent between t973 and
198o, based on the--on the whole favourable--period 1954-
1971, i.e., ignoring the depression o[ the past two years, by
far the worst forecast, absolutely and relatively amongst
EEC countries. This chapter is our main reason for stating
that a revolutionalT approach will be necessary to effect a
reduction in the unemployment rate.
Chapter 2 summarises past experience in Ireland as a guide
to what to do and, more important, what not to do in [ntttre
planning of employment schemes. Chapter 3, dcaling with
experience with these schemes in other countries, has a
similar object; we call attention to some aspects of method-
ology in Appendix C.
Chapter 4 begins with some remarks designed Io lead to
the formulation of a pro~’amme. In propounding the heads
given above we were considerably influenced hy a pzwer
prepared for this research by E. Costa of tile ILO which wc
reproduce as an Appendix and which we regard as :0)out Ihc
most important part of this work.
Though long, the present paper, in so far as it refers to
many authorities, is but a brief summary, and recourse must
be had to the originals for a thorough appreciation of their
contents. Indeed, within the spirit oI the paper, we provide
an extended list of references to works which we consider
useful even though we may not refer specifically to some of
them in the text.
In planning this paper we decided thz~t we could ignore
tile recession and regard our problem as that of reducing the
customa~’ level of 6o,ooo-7o,ooo, disregarding the present
day LR as unrepresentative in age, sex, employment etc.. of
registrants. Now we are less sure. HOW "pernlanent" is this
ioo.ooo? ~,.Vith tile very high level of incomes ruling, tangible
capitalisation will be encouraged with reduction in the
labour-capital ratio*. Has tile recession, coupled paradoxic-
*A fall in the ratio could, however, still be consistent wi0a growing employment,
wlth a greater increase in capital.
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ally with rapidly increasing money wages, hastened the
approach of the Leisnre Age? In this paper we largely ignore
this recent high level of mlemployment, though figures per-
taining to it are used in Costa’s Appendix.
We started this research with the idea that special works
would make the main contribution to the solution or mitiga-
tion of our unemployment and under-employment problem
and. in large part, the paper consists of descriptions of Irish
experience in the past and world experience in recent times,
designed as a guide to prudent policy in the t~uture. E. Costa’s
paper (Appendix A), on which we rely heavily, has the same
enaphasis.
B. M. ~.Valsh’s suggestion that we should take a closer look
at the economic possibilities resulted at a late stage in a
chaoge in emphasis. In Chapter 4 we show that subsidised
economic development holds the possibility of generation
of taxation that might pay for employment with little re-
course to borrowing. There has been no change in our initial
hypothesis (from the earlier Geary.Hughes paper) that the
problem requires direct attack, i.e., to reduce the number of
no- and under-employed, even if this policy bc sul)opt.inlal
in regard to the pnrcly (i.e., unsubsidised) economic approach
in the non-agTicultural sector. We see little hope of future
reduction in the nnemploynaent-cuna-emigration level without
agriculture’s physical econolnic development, at least to the
poinl that it can absorb its own sttrplus manpower. Accord-
ingly both the special works and perhaps the subsidiscd
economic development shotdd have a strong agrictdttEml
dinaension.
~,.Ve have no new suggestion as to how the problem should
he tackled. All are at present in operation on a fairly large
scale (particularly IDA. AnCO). Wage premiums and agri-
ctdtnral administration, research and development and
special works have been tried in the past. Unfortunately.
there is little to show for the effect on unemployment.
of all these activities; of course it is true that if it were not
for them the unemployment level might be worse, a view-
point that is scarcely inspiring. Expenditure on these known
activities must be greatly increased to have such appreciable
effect as to appeal to the national imagination. The National
Manpower Authority that we suggest will have the closest
regard to economy and efficiency in the selection of projects
of special works (Costa’s SWP) of which it will have charge
and a strong voice with IDA to ensure that in future there
will be a m/arked bias towards labour-intensive industry.*
Crucial for the grand strategy as a whole will he that tile
extra taxation to accrue from subsidised" industry will all
be devoted to the lessening of unemployment and not dis-
sipated over the whole body of general government expendi-
ture.
We envisage three phases in the attack on the problem.
The first, to be put in hand by NMA with the least delay,
will be the SWP. At this stage also persons past their work
will be pensioned off.
During this first phase of perhaps several ),ears, prepara-
tions will be made (including training and retraining on a
large scale) for the second phase which is that of subsidised
industry. Of course some of this, perhaps on IDA’s present
scale, will be going on during the first phase. "~.Vc must
ahvays bear in mind that the new proposcd Register of
unemployment and underemployment will be changing all
the time, in particular through recruitment of school leavers.
It will be necessary to have recourse to loans during the first
and second phases, easy to raise when it will be clear that the
strategy is effective.
The third phase we hope will be millennial. The economy
will be functioning economically without subsidy at a
higher level than at prcsent. Proh:d)ly wc can ncvcr
reduce unemployment below say ,io,noo, with say ~o,ooo
net emigration. Smaller nmubers might not be con-
sistent with national clficicncy. Ore" national income
should be such. however, that wc can compensate
our tme|nploycd adcqtmtcly and ensure that ore"
*IDA would, however, have other views on the issue of Ihe appropriate level
otlabour-intensivene~ which should be encouraged in manufacturing investment.
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emigrants are properly trained and not "lost" to their country.
This whole sclmme is fantasy without a kind of dedica-
tion on tile part of tile majority, which is lacking at present.
We must remind ourselves that the present depression has
involved no reduction in constlmption on the part of most
of us; it is a large minority who have to bear the brunt. At
more or less present level of output it is obvious that those
who take more leave less for the rest.
We see no hope without present sacrifice of consumption
by most of us. The immediate object is a gq’eat rise in tile
volume o1: goods and services exported; income restraint is
designed to nlake us competitive. We must remain competi-
tive if we are to participate in gTowth of export demand.
Essential to such participation are moderation in labour cost
increases together with relatively rapid increases in labour
productivity. The ultimate object is to raise tile nation to a
new level of maleria] output in a short term of years--
instead of our being the poor man of Europe as the COMET
forecast portends.
More equal sharing would seem to be a corollary o[ ’Love
thy Neighbour as Thyself.’ Are we Christian in any real
sense?
AFF
AnCO
CB
CETA
C.C.
CP
CSO
DO
D/LG & PH
DW
DISW
EEC
EOA
ESR
ESRI
GDFCF
GNP
ICTU
IDA
ILO
IO
ISB
LF
LK
MES
MDTA
NAU
NESC
Abbreviatiom
Agriculture, forestry, fishing
The Industrial Training Authority
County Borough
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act
Correlation coefficient
Census of Population
Central Statistics Office
Depressed occupations
Department of Local Government and Public
Health
Durbin-Watson statistic
Department of Social Welfare
European Economic Community
Economic Opportmfities Act
The Economic and Social Review
The Economic and Social Research Institute
Gross domestic fixed capital Ibrmation
Gross national product
Irish Congress of Trade Unions
Industrial Development Authority
International Labour Office
Input-Output
Quarterly Irish Statistical Bulletin
Labour force
Live Register of current re:employment
Minor Employment Schemes
Manpower Development and Training Act
Non-agricultural unemployed
National Economic and Social Council
NMA
NMS
PEP
SESO
SWP
TEU
TU
UA
UB
National Manpower Authority (proposed)
National Manpower Service
Premium Employment Programme
Special Employment Schemes Office
Special Works Programme
The Trend of Employment and Unemployment,
compiled by CSO, latest for x973
Trade Union
Unemployment Assistance
Unemployment Benefit
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Chapter z
The Setting oJ’the Problem
Prefatory
IT used to be a clich,5 in demography that in mostinternational comparisons Ireland’s situation has been
exceptional. One need only cite our low marriage rate, high
fertility rate, high emigration rate, resulting in a declining
population over the past century and in the fact that the
ratio of nmnber of h-ish-born domiciled abroad, to the
population of the mother country, is one of the highest in
the world. Emigration has also been responsible for the low
proportion of the population in the active ages 15-64, re-
sulting in a dependency ratio of 73 (1971) compared with
5@59 (c. 1971) for other EEC countries) It goes without say-
ing that, with a GNP per head about one-half of that of
most of our EEC partners, a considerable constraint is im-
posed on the level of social security or indeed any kind of
public payments we can afford.
Of greater relevance is the fact that in 197J Ireland’s per-
centa’ge unemployed was by far the highest in Europe, twice
as high as the next in order in EEC (O’Higglns and
O’Hagan, ~973). At the Census of Population of April ~97~
when the out-of-work numbered 65,000 the percentages were
as follows :
Unemployed as percentage of~
(1) Total employee class
(ii) Total gainfully occupied
Total Total
excluding AFF*
8.1 (7.2) 7"o (6"3)
5.8 (4.7) 6"3 (5"4.)
1 United aVations Demographic Yearbook, ! 973.
*Excluding agriculture, fore~try, fishing.
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"l’he figures in parentheses are those of the previous CP, five
years before, slmwing that economic expansion since then
has been accomp;mied by a small, bait significant, increase
in the unemployment rate. Clearly, Ireland would make a
better international showing tinder concept (ii) which, how-
ever, is open to the objection that it takes no account of
under-employment in the non-emplo)’ee class, mainly
farmers and working inembers of their families. In 1971
gainfully occupied in AFF in Ireland formed =6 per cent of
total gainfully occupied and in AFF 82 per cent were non-
employees.
There have been remarkable changes in the last two
decades. Perhaps the nmst heartening is that the marriage
rate, practically unchanged at 5½ per l,ooo for a generation
tip to and including the )’ear 1965, has moved to nearly 7~,
alnmst a demographic revolution in the few short years since
theu. The net number of emigrants, 43,ooo a ),ear as recently
as in the decade ~956-196J, has been reduced to a7,ooo in
~96~-66, further to ~=,ooo in t966-7l, and to a net immigra-
tion in 1972-~973. The result has been that, with a sizeable
natural increase, the population has begun to rise, slowly
bnt significantly, after practical stagnation during the half-
century before. We shall draw inferences from these funda-
mental changes later which, if sometimes less than positive
proof, are essential for a hypothetical background to what
we conceive to be right thinking on this problem of redtlcing
the human and financial wastage in carrying perpetually
large numbers of unemployed.
Since 1961 (and until very recently) the unemployment
rate, at 6-7 per cent, has been at a lower level than pre-
viously: from 1947 to 1961 the seasonally corrected quar-
terly rates oscillated between 7-~o per cent (Geary and
Hughes, 197o). The unprecedentedly large economic ad-
vance since 196o has had little impact on the size of the
lahour force, almost constant at about l.l million, a sizeable
fall ~in agriculture being almost exactly balanced by a rise
2O
in non-agTicultural economic activity. Having regard to the
fall in emigration, casting more job-seekers on the labour
market, it is remarkable that the unemployment rate is so
low, compared with the past. However, our initial supposi-
tion is that it is still intolerably high.
Sources of Statistics
Regular sources of official statistics of tmemp]oynaent are
the Live Register (LR) and the Census of Population (CP).
The LR statistics, compiled by CSO from returns supplied
by local offices of the Department of Social Welfare, are
published in various detail from weekly to yearly? They are,
0f c0tn’sC, the main source of CUlTcnt information on unem-
ployment. The CP statistics are available only for a single
date every five years but the), are sub-classified in consider-
able detail. The great majority of unemployed register at
the local offices because they have a financial inducement to
do so and not primarily because they are seeking work,
though refusal to accept a suitable job would be a disquali-
fication for payment. This means that .most of the unem-
ployed not entitled to benefit are not included in the LR.
These exclusions include most young people (aged 15-17)
seeking their first job, endemically a problem category in
Ireland because the number is so large. The CP statistics
are probably of better quality than those of LR, especially
as regards place of residence and classification into occupa-
tion and industry, and have been used effectively for level
and trend comparisons over intercensal periods. In favour
of such procedures is that, broadly speaking, there is a
measure of constancy over short periods in the characteristics
of the unemployed: the story at a single date tells the story
of many dates near it.
Though they differ in numbers in different categories
SMedia of publication of LR data are the Trend of Employratnt and Unemployment
(latent for 1973, Prl. 4375), the quarterly Irish Statistical Bullttin and current leaflets.
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(e.g,, industries), total numbers on LR and at CP of males
and females at near Census date usually agree faMv well
(Geary and Hughes, 197o--Appendix).
Statistical Analysis
Statistics from both principal sources have fairly recently
been analysed in considerable detail (by one of ns amongst
others) (Geary and Hughes. 197o) so there is no need to
repeat, or even to try to extend, these analyses here, In xdl:tt
follows we sball simply describe the principal relevant re-
suits of these researches with as little recourse to aclual
figures as possible.
Since the principal official panacea for reducing employ-
nlen[ is CCOllonlic developnlent, ill the conlnlellt that follows
we have to consider very, general relationships between
economic and social variables, not only proven but specu-
lative. The question here is: is this "’indirect" approach
likely to create full employment (however detined) in the
reasonably near furore? I[ this is so. obviously it is the choice
which should bc made to solve the tmemployment problem.
the problem of optimality arising only in regard to choice
and location of economic activity. If not. we canllol exclude
the possibility of a revival of emigration, though ihe latter
ternl inav collie to be regarclcd as a lnisnonler (cat’r}ing. as
it does. a trail of bitter past associations in this (’otlntrv Of
rdatlvel,v largest emigralion in the last two centurics) and
the word "’mobility" as more suitable under EEC conditions:
anti ultimately the word might be qualified by "’external".
The modern fashion tends to be for industry to come to
people instead of vice versa. The h’ish, with their tradition.
ln[ly be lcss reluctant to nlove than lnos[ and. eu’~ilqlllillg
conditions being favourable, be able to take advantage of
better wages elsewbere in EEC than in h’eland. Certainly.
such migq-ation cannot be ruled out as a parbsolu|ion. We
max,’ here remark that the optimal solution of the Irish un-
cmployment problem will probably involve a mixture of
the several approaches.’
Female Unemployed
The problem of lowering the female LR is very minor
compared with that of the male LR. At CP April 1971
women constituted 26 per cent of the labour force of ~.J
million amongst non-agricuhural employees. A survey con-
ductcd by Walsh and O’Toole (1973) showed that mam’ied
women’s participation (in LF) amounted to 15.3 (part-time
9.6, full-time 5.7) per cent. Ireland’s full-time rate of 5 per
cent is in marked conu’ast to the some 30 per cent quite
common in Western Etn’ope (Walsh and O’Toole, 1973), a
contrast obviously related to the far higher fertility of mar-
rlage anlongst Irishwomen, hence with greater COlllnlitnlent
to household duties, still, it is expected that the low Irish
pch’centage will increase.
On average in 1973 the number of females on the LR
numhercd ~2,ooo. or one-sixth of the total number on the
LR. At CP April 1971 the female rate was 3.8 per cent, less
than half the male rate of io.o per cent. A rate of 3.8 per
cent might be regarded as "full employment" in Irish con-
ditions. Of course, it will be borne in mind that a vagueness
attaches to any definition of female unemployment because
many of those engaged in "home duties" would be "able
and willing" for paid employment if pay and other condi-
tions were right. Even at CP 1966 only 6 pet" cent of married
women described themselves as in the labour force, nearly
the same as the foregoing ~972 survey figure for "full-time
participation" but ignoring the io per cent part-time par-
ticipation.
4We resume the study of Irish emigration in its relation to unemployment later.
Some of our colleagues in ESRI do not like our treatment of the subject. Our most
severe critic in this r~peet writes: "Certain contentious passages, especially
digre~iort~ on the ~ocial costs and benefits of migration, should be dropped." V’,re
do not drop thee offending pa~a~te~ les~ because of insistence that the), are right,
than that m grat on (or, as we preler to call it. mobility) and other possible aspects,
should not be ignored.
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Age o[ the Unc,tployed
In Scptembcr ~!173 men aged 5° or more on the LR in
Iowns were 3’t per cent o[ the total, a percentage which did
not vary ranch ill the five ye.:n’s previous (TEl J, 1975). To
answer Ihe qllcstion "are unemployed persons older than
those gainfully occupied?" recourse must be had to CP.
"l’able t.l shows that. corrected for occupational distribu-
tion, men on tile LR are appreciahly older than the
gcneralily, tile plmnomenon is less marked than one might
have expected. "f’he problem, tile relief of unenlploynmnt, is
hy no means conlined to tile elderly. Comparison of the fore-
going CP statistics may be made with those of LR. The
Table t.l: ~I4ale unemployed classified by age April 197t, aclual and
hypothetical, including and excluding AFF
Ag~ group (%)
15-29 30-39 4o-49 50-59 60 %.
Total--
Actual              =8.o 1,1..o 17.I 21.8 ~9. x
Hypothetical 31.6 t7.t 18.3 18"6 14"4
Total (excluding
AVV)--
Actual 3°.8 t4"9 t6"9 2o’2 J 7"2
Hypothetical 35"3 i8. i 18.0- 17.5 m.9
Basic source: CP 1971
Note: The hypothetical percentages are those that would be found if
the numbers in the different occupational groups amongst the
unemployed were age-distributed as in the GO male population.
latter relate to UB and UA claimants residing in towns in
September 1971 which are compared with actual (exclnding
AFF) in Table I.I in April 197~
Aged 15-29 Aged 5° -~-
% %
LR 35"7 3~’4
CP 3°.8 37’4
Men describing themselvcs as out-of-work at CP are older,
on average, than those on LR, possibly because of ineligi-
bility of older men, though out-of-work, for tmemployment
payments. Another inference is that the problen* may be
more age-oriented than indicated by LR statistics.
B. M. Walsh (1974), regressing the proportion of the urban
male LR in each age group on (i) non-agricultural unem-
ployment rate (ii) net emigration rate and (iii) linear trend
in the 19 years 1954-1972 found highly significant results
for age groups over 21. Expressing the coelficients for (i) in
mean elasticity form, he finds elasticities ranging regularly
from .57 for ages 21-~4 to --.8~ for ages 6o+. He infers that
"as the unemployment rate falls the proportion of younger
men on the LR tends to fall . . . At the other end of the
scale, as the unemployntent rate falls, there is a fairly pro-
nounced rise in the proportion of nmle LK consisting of
those aged 6o and over".
CP April 1971 shows that, when the general male unem-
ployment rate was 1o per cent, the rates for all four young
age groups from 14-19 to 35-39 were much the same at 7-8
per cent; the rates increased sharply and regularly from
8 per cent for ages 35-39 to 25 per cent for ages 65-69. If
these figures show the age-effect more emphatically than
previously, clearly the rates for young men are formidable.
Duration o[ Unemployment
Unemployment is specially severe in Ireland for those who
experience it at all. TEU shows that in September 1973 the
average number of weeks of employment obtained during the
previous twelve months was 12, the lowest figure for the six
years 1968-1973, for which the average was 14 weeks, i.e..
men on the LR spend one-quarter of each year at work and
three-quarters idle. Further, the number of weeks employ-
ment does not vary so much with age: in September 1973,
while it is true that the under 2~’s got t6 weeks work, all
other age groups from 2~-~5 to 6o-65 ranged from Io-t3
weeks.
From a different angle: in November t973 almost exactly
half the males and 45 per cent of the females on the LR were
in continuons registration (i.e., out-of-work) for a half-year or
[note.
When one studies the table of the percentage of registered
unemployed males n, ho had no work during the previous
twelve months one is immediately struck by the great rise
between ~he years J968 and 1969, obviously dne mainly to the
increase (in 1968), in duration of payment of UB from six
to twelve months. From ages 2.~-29 to 60+ the percentage
increased rapidly and regularly from ~8 to 46 in September
1972.
In a very interesting section of his paper Walsh (J974)
showed that in 197~-1973 the probability for males of re-
maining on the LR for at least three months averaged .6o
compared with .39 in 1966-1967, six years before. The male
probabilities [:or remaining on LR for twelve months or more
nearly doubled in the six-year period, from .14 to .23. The
female probabilities showed the same upward trend, but at a
far lower level.
This sharp upward trend in the propensity to remain for
long terms on the LR has been assumed to be mainly due
to the rise in unemployment payments, proportionately much
greater than in incomes which we discuss later. Walsh 0974)
calculates that in 1974 an unemployed £ather of four would
have a net income equal to 88 per cent of average net in-
dustrial earnings as long as he qualified for UB~* (which
*However since July 1976, in the case of wholly unemployed person.~, the total
benefit payable by way ol’flat-rate unemployment benefit, pay related benefit and
income tax rebate may not exceed 85 per cent of the average weekly earnings afterdeduction oflncome tax and employment contributions in the tax year in which the
unemployment OCcurs.
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qualification period, to repeat, has recently been extended
from six to fifteen months) and equal to 48 per cent when
he was on UA. This contrasts with the 32 per cent estimated
by Geary and Hughes (197o) for total payments in December
1967 of non-agricultural UB and UA in relation to earnings
which the workers concerned would have received had they
been employed. It will also be borne in mind that unemploy-
ment payments are not taxable and that the unemployed
also receive children’s allowances, if qualified.
Regions
Amongst the eight regions into which TEU presents the
LR statistics, the non-agricultural unemployment (NAU)
rate, for Dublin (Dublin County Borough and Dun
Laoghaire Borough) is by far the lowest. Geary and Hughes
(~97o) remark on what they term the "staircase effect" of the
regional unemployment rates. This means that the annual
regional rates (in the period 195oq968) follow each other
closely with Dublin nearly always lowest: the economic level
and trend in this small country is pervasive. These authors
also show that the eight NAU rates are reasonably consistent
with six soclo-economic indicators, e.g., percentage popula-
tion in towns and average employee income. Regression of
net emigration rate on the NAU rate for the intercensal
period 196H966 was
e~ = --9’35 +2"57u,
with r = -83 significant (P ---- .Ol) with d.f. =6.
When ~,.Valsh (1974) regresses the annual NAU rate for
each region on (i) the annual NAU rate for the other seven
regions and (ii) linear time trend during the nineteen years
1954-J97~. R.~ is never lmver than .87 and DW’s are indica-
tive of residual independence.
Occupation and (Normal) Industry
The large wealth of data available in these regards from
both CP and LR are perhaps the best indicators of the
C
circumstances o[ the unemployed, to be taken into account
in any schemes for alleviation. In tile comments following,
attention is confined to the male NAU.
Gear)’ and Hughes remark " Non-agricuhural unemploy-
ment in Ireland would scarcely be the major problem it is
were it not for its chronic magnitude in three very large
[unskilled] occupational groups ". The three groups arc (i)
builders, etc., labourers, (it) road, etc., labourers and (iii)
general labourers, practically all male. These are termed
Depressed Occupations (DO).
At CP April 197t together they accounted for 20,0o0 out
of a total of 43,000, i.e., not far short of one-half. Their
unemployment rate (i.e., as percentage o[ number of
employees at work and out of work) was ~2.7*, contpared with
a rate of 5.6 for all other male non-agricultural employees.
i.e., a ratio of 4.~. The general male NAU rate was 8.(1.
No [ewer than 91 per cent (CP 1966, Vol. VII) of DOs
(at woYk and idle) ended their education at primary level
and one must surlllise that DOs contain many of that near
5° per cent of primary level children who (c. t963) left
without completing the course.
Geary and Hughes (197o) estintate that about 2,000 young
men etater DOs ever), year. It is true that, as Hntchinson
(’973) shows, rnany DO entrants improve their employments
in their subsequent career odyssey. The majority do not.
There is obviously a vast social waste in this recruitment
(mainly from under-privileged homes) to relatively poorly-
paid (an entrant shonld reckon on only 75-80 pcr cent
annually of the low stated pay) and probably unpleasant
duties. The emotional rhetorical question in (Geary and
0 Muircheartaigh, 1974) stands "How many geniuses are lost
every year amongst the 2,ooo?"
A mitigating circumstance, also relevant to this inquiry.
is that one-third o[ those in DOs live in households with
INot including male agricultural labourers out of work (April ,971 ), numbering
Io,0oo or ~’8 per cent.
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agricultural land (Geary and Hughes, 197o), Many of these
people therefore have a modest sufficient),, making them
lcss inclined to seek better work.
The LR statistics are also analysed by industry. From
what has gone before we are not surprised to find "that in
the Construction gl"oup of industries the rate 04 per cent
on average in J97~) is twice as high as the general average.
It is obvious that any serious attempt to reduce unemploy-
ment omst concentrate on (i) General building and (ii)
Other construction (roads, etc.) and/or reduce the numbers
engaged in them.
Using CP April 196fi statistics, Geary and Hughes 0970)
showed that, out of 184 industries, 79 had rates less than
¯ 1 per cent nnenlployed, which industries accounted for 42
per cent of the non-agq’icnhural GO. The proportion of
persons GO in industries with less than 2 per cent unem-
ployed (in 1966, the com,entional percentage for indicating
"full employment") was ~9 per cent.
Reverting to LR. there is a strong cyclical similarity
between the trends in the unemployment rates in eight
broad industrial ga’oups, a fact of considerable importance
in considering the extent to which the future trade cycle
Cml be relied on to reduce the unemployment rate autono-
mously. I[ we succeed in reducing the rate in Manufactur-
ing, will reduction follow in Construction, Commerce etc?
Geary and Hughes, using annual data 1947q967 inclusive
found generally high c.cs, betweert Manufacturing and six
of the seven other major gq’oups, not only using absolute
rates as data but the far more testing year to year changes.
B.M. Walsh (t974) carried the iadustrial analysis still
further, in regressing the unemployment rate in each of eight
broad industrial groups on trend and the general non-
agricultural rate excluding the dependent variable group,
using annual data for the more recent period I954-~97~. He
finds high values of R* (none less than ’54, the highest Com-
merce .91 and Services .86 and concludes)--
Coi~strllctloiI is a very major coiltributor to the national
unemploylnent problent, and the fairly significant negative
trend in this sector is the most encouraging showing [of his
"Fable t5]. On the other band, the significant positive trend
ill St~Cb important sectors ns Manufacturing and Cotlllllet’ee
indicates that these sectors have experienced an upward
trend ill their uncalplovment rates relative to the national
a v 12 i’a,~12,
,2~s I0 t~lc ];liter p~l’l O~ the COllltllellt it Illal" be tlO[e~ ~h,’lt
Walsh’s 097-t) data extend to the not-so-good }ears
t968-197~, compared with those of the Oeary-Hughes (t97o)
analysis. Walsh makes the following important comment
;is :~ resuh of his consideration of the Consn’uction indttsn’ial
group : --
.¯ . tile Oovertlment’s capital programme, which i~ a ntajor
factor ill this sector has not been ttscd hi a col.ttltcr Q’¢lieal
fashion, but has rather tended to aggravate the cyclical
I’hlctuations in the rest of the ecollomv.
Emigt~lion
All researchers have linked emigration with unemploy-
ment. Happily nowadays emigration is a less emotive sub ect
than it was. Gearv recalls his coming in for adverse public
criticism i+~ the 193os when he showed that enligralioIl ill
Ihe mo }’ears before had more of tile character of a "’pull"
(to other counn’ies) than a "’push" (from under-developmenl
at home) and that a large increase in population (i.e.. am’-
tiling like the politically sacrosanct pre-Famine 8½ million
for dae whole island) by tile end of this centtn’v was inost
mtlikclv (Geary. H/2t5). Scarcely a vestige of this public
atlitltrlc remains, possibly because of the dinlinution to
vanishing point in tile most recent few years of net
emigratitm.
This diminution, coupled widl the gTeatly increased mar-
... ¯
,
i i,igc rate. ill a short tel’ill of years is a most remarkable
phenomenon, h means that possibly for tile first time in
Irish history a rnajority of young people have corne to be-
lieve that they could make a career in Ireland. Such a
sentiment is, of course, to be welcomed, but it can also
exacerbate the problem of finding work at home.
Relation between Emigration and Unemployment
"l’hc number of persons born in the h’ish Republic resid-
ing in England and Wales in z966 was 674,ooo equivalent
to one-third of the population of the home country aged 15
or over. This extraordinary showing as between politically
independent countries, naturally raised the question: does
the Republic behave in the unemployment-emigration re-
lationship as if it were a region of Britain? To answer, Gcary
and l-tughes 097n) studied the relationship between the
average rates of unemployment (u) and of net emigration (e)
of insured persons in seven British regions in the five ),ears
1962-~ 966. q’he regression was : --
e¢ = -o.7684+o’4~6u
for which r had the remarkably high value of .98, over-
whelmingly significant even with only seven pairs of observa-
tions. If this formula applies to Ireland. the NAU rate for
thc )’ears 1962--1966 being 5-8 pcr unit (=u), using the fore-
going t’ormula average annual net emigration wotdd have
been 8.5on, regarded as a reasonable estimate of the net
emigration of non-agricultural unemployod, in annual aver-
age net emigration of 16,ooo in thc period 1961--1966. The
authors therefore found that in its reaction emigration-wise
to uncuq~loyntent, the non-agricultural unemployed hehaved
:,s if tfic h’isfi Republic were a British region.
This would mean that part of the explanation of the low
emigration rates in the past few years is the depression in
P, rimin. One infers that if the rate of recovery in Britain
is greater than in Ireland. migTation to Britain will be
resumed, in oossibly sizeable volunle. As EEC is also depressed
but with a potential for recovery and advance possibly greater
than for Britain oz" Ireland, a future large migration to the
Continent cannot be ruled out of account. Such a move
cannot be prcvcnted, should not be deprecated, but efforts
should be directed towards making conditions for migrants
as good as possible, including training them properly.
No one has studied the relationship between unemployment
and migration more successfully that has B. M. Walsh (1968)
using single equation regressions, with either variable as
dependent. An equation explaining year-to-year change in
number ofNAU (AU,) is as follows:--
U, = 14"6 x--o’53 /’,E. --o’4~M +e
(5’~) (5’3)     (52)
E being non-agricultural employment, M level of net emigra-
tion, all numbeps in thousands, regression period [9~2-1966.
For a A equation the ,g2=.73 is remarkaby high. One may be
doubtful about the chain of causation: If &E, can be regarded
as indicating change in production and hence a causation
variable, ~14 is surely more the effect d~ao the cause of change
in numbers unemployed, i.e., &U.. This is the view taken in
another of Walsh’s regressions (quoted, with reference, in
(Steven H. Sandell J974)--
N~= 7"05--9’56 Wt
o.33 U~
(4"3) (4’3) [’Va (5"I) ~ ’
.N, net emigration as percentage of population aged t5-64,
subscripts I and B, meaning Ireland and Britain, ~4z average
real weekly earnings of industrial workers, U, annual average
percentage of insured workers registered as unemployed
(excluding agricultural workers in Ireland). This is statistically
a very satisfactory relationship:its ~ =’84 and if its D W----t "37
is somewhat low, as indicating absence of residual auto-
regression (i.e., completeness of relationship), the cause-effect
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direction seems right, in the case of all three variables involved.
Regarding the last relationship as an equation and taking
Wt/WB as 0"8, (more or less realistic) we find that aV’~ =o
when U~/Un=l’8, an annual ratio never obtained in the
post-war period¯ It will be unrealistic to leave migration out of
account in any future consideration of lowering the unemploy-
ment rate.
Full Employment
q’his condition has been adjudged by percentage un-
employed. TI’~e report of Fnll Employment of the National
Industrial Econoulic Council (NIEC) published in January
J967 proposed a figure of 2 per cent. Since then there has been
a lowering of sights, following a more realistic appraisal of
what is possible in Ireland. Almost independently in the
Colin Buchanan and Partners Report. Geary and Hughes
(197o), B. M. Walsh 0973) and the National Economic and
Social Council (advised by B. M. Walsh) (NESC) assume
,I per cent and S. H. Sandell 0973/74) raises the figure to
5 per cent¯
The NESC 0975) asked B. M. Walsh to make population
projections for the period J97]-~986 and to calculate the net
increase in total employment which would have to be achi-
eved if full employment were to be reached by 1986, on
certain assumptions about the possible behaviour of emigra-
tion, fertility, marriage and participation rates. The Council
prudently adds "It cannot be emphasised too strongly that
Professor Walsh’s projections are not forecasts of what will
happen", a point stressed by Walsh himself in his report
¯ appended to the Council’s. This figuring is merely a sensible
aid to thought and to planning.
As a pioneer in the field of projecting the Irish population
by age and sex on various assumptions Gear3, 09~5) con-
gratulates Walsh on his thoroughness. As Walsh’s projection
period is only t5 years from CP date April 197~, one can
have much confidence in his population results for ~986,
especially for ages t5 or over, for all these people were in
existence and included in CP 1971. Hazards attach to the
projections of nnntbers under 15, number married, partici-
pation and fertility rates. Walsh pays close attention to the
past trends in the multitude of rates involved in his pro-
jections. He presents his results in the form of Low and High
estimates. The range shown for ~986 mainly reflects varia-
tions in assumptions made about emigration and participation
rates.
The main restdt is that if the average redundancy rates
(i.e,, number of redundancies each year as percentage of
industrial employment) were 2½ per cent (only half the rate
obtaining in the last few years), the gross number of new jobs
required would be of the order of 375,ooo to 42o,ooo--or
over 25,ooo a year. Is this possible?
Economelric As#ectff
This section consists of two parts: (I) a simple model,
based on a chart of three graphs and (1I) the COMET model
of EEC. Neither will be shown to hold the smallest prospect
of the realisation of full employment with low net emigra-
tion, without a drastic change of policy and outlook.
(1) /1 Simple Model
Our first approach is so simple as scarcely to qualify as
"econonaetrics" at all. In fact, this approach is based almost
solely on the accompanying chart.
The chart is deliberately confined to the period
~958-1973, i.e., the recent years of depression are excluded..
"]"he data, in principle, relate to the economy outside of
agriculture, forcstry and fishing (AFF) except for (1) (gross
fixed capital formation) which relates to the whole economy:
it was scarcely worth while trying to exclude AFF, since
correct figures would be certain to show much the same
percentage changes, with which only we are concerned here.
I I p I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1958          ’63        ’68        ’73
/=Gross domestic fixed capital formation at constant
prices
Y----Non-AFF factor cost GDP at constant price
N=Number at work in non-AFF
Vertical scale logarithmic. Same change scale (as
indicated) for three graphs.
The differences in trend in the three variables is enor-
mous. The eye can also detect changes c. 1965/66, particu-
larly evident in the (I) graph: the year-to-year changes be-
come more irregular in the later period.
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To eliminate accidental variation in the single-year
figures, five-year averages as used at the beginning and end
of the 1958-1973 period may be regarded as 1960--197~. The
annual average percentage changes in the three variables
ill tile eleven years were as follows:--
%
I 9"04
Y 4"65
N 1"38
B. M. Walsh’s projections (implying full employment for
Ircland in 1986, assuming, in fact, an unemployment rate
of ,t per cent and two assumptions as regards annual net
emigration, namely of 5,000 and zero) pertaining to the non-
family farm population at work (i.e. closely similar to N)
imply a "low" and a "high" estimate of annual average
pcrccntagc growth in this population in the period
1971-~986, of course not allowing for the depression, as with
N above. Walsh’s percentages are 2-~o and 2.3,I.
We shall not be so nai’ve as to have recourse to simple pro-
portion to estimate what Walsh’s percentages imply, i.e., to
pose the question in this form: if an increase in N o[ ~’4
per cent implied percentage increases of 4"7 in Y and 9.o in
(1), what would these percentages have to be to secure an
increase of 2.t per cent (to say nothing of the 2"3 per cent)
in N? Without citation of actual percentages required for
Y and 1, we can confidently state that they would be far
and away in advance of any contemplated for Irish economic
development in the future, adhering to methods and outlook
of the recent past. They would imply a g’reat increase in
h’ish exports (already with a high ratio to GNP) since the
home population, though increasing, will be small. The
rapidly increasing per cent per annum would imply greatly
increased rate of foreign investment in Ireland. We do not
see an)’ prospect of the Irish economy as operated at present
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levels and with present policies ever achieving full employ-
ment in Ireland.
(11) The COMET
The COMET model,* the essentials of which will
presently be described, holds a dismal future for Ireland’s
tmemployment, as Table 1.4 shows.
Table ~’4. Simulation of unemployment rate ( U) from COAqET for EEC
countries J973-t98o, with annual aoerages 1976-t98o.
Year D F 1 NL B UK    IR DE
1973 2"9 t’7 4"t 0.8 l.o 2.5 7"2 i.l
t974 3.t 1.6 6.3 i.5 t.3 2.0 9"5 J’4
1975 4"l 1’5 5"4 2.t 3.1 ~-o I t.~ J.6
z976 4’1 I"3 6.6 3"4 4’4 ~-o I~.7 ~.o
1977 4"2 1’3 5"9 4’2 5"3 2.o 14.o 2.5
~978 3"~ z.o 6.6 ,!-’75"5 2"3 t4"9 ~’7
1979 2.o J.o 6.3 5-0 5"5 ~-8 15.8 ~.6
t98° 0"9 0"9 6’9 4"9 5"3 3’4 16"5 ~’3
Average
1976-198o 2"9    I.t    6.5    4"4    5"7    ~’5 z4"8    ~’4
d\eotes
U=(NA--N)/NA, NA=Availabl¢ labour, N employed
in million man years.
D = Federal Republic of Germany
F=France
I=haly
NL=Netherlands
B=Belgium
UK=United Kingdom (incl. NI)
IR=Ireland
DK=Denmark
labour,
*Source : A. P. Barten,G. d’Alcantara and G.J. Carrin, "COMET :"
"A medium-term macroeeonomic model for the European Economic
Community", European Economic Review, Volume 7, No. i, January
1976.
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’l’he figures in Table i.4 would be unacceptable if the
model were unreliable as regards Irish unemployment or
if fnture economic and social policy were changed drastically
compared with that of the estinaation period of the model,
ronghly t954-~97I, though the period varies for the diffcrent
equations. The 1976-8o averages for tile unemployment rate
are twice as high as for Italy, sometimes compared with
h’cland, six times as large as those of our main trading
parmcr and, at a high level, constantly increasing.
Description o[ the Model
The model is stated to have been developed under con-
tract with the EEC Commission (whosc staff membcrs helped
in making it) but the Commission is not responsible for the
views expressed in tile article (noted at foot of Table 2.1). It
is stated, indeed, that the model differs in some coclficient
values and in the assumed future time path of exogenous
variables from the version in use in EEC. One ~ssnmes lh:n.
these differences would not.materially change the showing
of Table ~.l. If this is acceptcd, Irchmd mnst bc regarded
not only as the poorest partner at present, but likely In get
relatively worse and to remain a perpetual bnrden on the
charity of the other mcnlbcrs of EEC, a situation surely not
consonant with the national dignity unless, of course, thc
tigurcs in Table 2.1 are wrong for whatever reason.
COMET is by far thc most elaborate general economic
nmdel cvcr produced for h’eland. We may state, at once, that
the mcthodology of the model is admirable from the purely
economic and statistical points of view. There are 62
cquations in all. 3° to be estimated and 32 identities. Most
of tile estimated equations arc of the log-linear type, very
convcnicnt (:is regards lincarity) even for some of thc identi-
ties. However, the whole system had to be regarded as non-
linear, to be solved (i.e., for cstimating thc coefficients in the
3~ equations) by iterative methods.
Most of the 3° behaviourlstic equations are set tip using
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very thoroughgoing ccolaomic ratlonalisation, sometimes
Ihrough scveral intermediary equations; indeed, if anything,
the approach is over-meticulous, baying regard to the statis-
tical quality of the basic data and the resulting equations, as
adjudged by goodness of fit. Almost all the equations are in
the form of a single current depvar on the LHS and the
selected explanatolT variables on the RHS, i.e., each equation
is a causc-clfect statement.
An intcresting aspect of some of these intermediate
equations is their being regarded as non-stochastic, i.e.,
exact, logically enabling the analyst sometimes to soh,e them
for a I,’HS varial)le.
A feature of thc model, nluch to be commended, is tbe
slnall nonlber of ctlrrcnt exogeuotts variables. Even so, it
is the stated intention of the compilers to reduce these still
fllrlher in nc’x versions of COMET.
As to the acccptability of COMET for forecasting Irish
economic data we observe ill’st that the observation years.
;t[~proxilnately 10~,t-t97~
, 
for coeMcient estimation is not
too wcll suited for h’eland, since the period of 18 years
included two quitc different epochs c. 1964-t96o, c. 1960--
t971. In fact. 1960 was a take-off year for the Irish economy,
if not indeed for eml:Jloyment. Also, the activities of the
IDA intensified after t971.
The builders of CO.,MET compare the goodness tit of
estimated to actual over the the estimation period for
h’ehmd compared with seven other EEC countries.
Generally the fit is poor for Ireland. It is true that for
five of the fifteen variables the Irish fit is near or better
than the average: it is mildly, interesting that three out
of these five are price indexes. Unfortunately, the remaining
ten contain the more important variables, including GNP at
constant prices.
Does the fact of poorness of fit of estimated to actual dis-
qualify COMET for assessment of the near future of un-
employmtmt in Ireland? What any forecasts (or "simula-"
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tions" as our authors call them) of this type are doing is
saying (speaking in e. t97l) that "according to our know-
ledge of the recent past, we expect the variables indicated
to have the values given for the )’ears 1973--1980". This
statement of faith implies that the coefficients, in the various
equations in reduced form, estimated fi’om data in the
recent past, will apply with little change in the future. This
hypothesis is rarely true: the coefficient estimates are based
on the data for only a few years and are therefore subject
to large random sampling errors.
In the simpler terms these forecasts are not prophecies.
They are policy instruments. The)" purport only to show
what is likely to happen if policy is unchanged. More often
than not (as in the present case where h’eland is concerned)
the), are merely cautionary: unless you change your policy
this or that (mainly undesirable) thing is likely to happen.
The calculations are usually made so that the forecasts
(or simulations) will be found in the event to be wrong.
The answer to the question posed (nhether poorness of fit
for h’eland is a disqualification) is a somewhat hesitant
"No". We wonld certainly wish the h’ish forecasting formu-
lae to have lnade a better showing in the estimation period.
The rcsuhs mean only that the h’ish forecasts are usually
to be regarded as having larger extrapolation errors than the
figures for the o0~er seven EEC countries. It will be noted
that the fit for total employed labour, one of the variables
involved in the estimation of the employment rate. is one
of the less satisfactory by the goodness-of-fit test. Though the
showing of COMET for the future of the Irish maemploy-
ment rate is so decisive, we cannot reject it as a qualitative
fact, though we may consider that the figures exaggerate
the phenomenon, even given the hypothesis of no change
from the estimation period. After all, COMET is not the
only piece of evidence wc have leading to the conclusion that
snmcthing like a revolutionary change in policy and attitude
(e.g, to mobility of labour) will be necessary to make a size-
able impression on the unemployment level in Ireland.
The COMET estimates were made before the recent
economic depression affecting all EEC countries. This has
involved a near doubling of the number of unemployed in
Ireland. In many countries (including Ireland) a ga’im view
is taken of the possibility of reducing the number of un-
employed, even by people who anticipate economic recovery
in tile near future. Even with interest rates of over 15 per
cent, labonr is regarded as morc expensive than capital, i.e.,
capital-intensive industry is more likely, autononiously, in
the future than in the recent past. unless of course labour
cheapens comparatively.
The o.7 per cent per annum exogenously asstnned by
COMET for the rate for population during 1973--1980 is
much below Walsh’s estimates.~ Britain’s increase is to be
less than half of this, with population aged 15-65 decreasing.
h’eland’s asstnned population increase is mucll the same
as that for tile remaining six countries. The postulated
increase for population aged ~5-64 is in all eight cases not
greater than for total poptdation, in h’eland in fact 0-6 per
cent. which means, however, that the very large h’ish depen-
denc)’ ratio is assunaed to increase still further, if by a small
amount, conlirming an anticipation by ~,.Valsh.
Consistency o/ the COMET Forecasts a.~ affecting Ireland
We are really looking for clues as to why the COMET
unemployment prognostics for Ireland are so unpropitious.
It is true that tile model does not behave well (in the statis-
tical sense) [or Ireland. ~,qe had considered setting up our
own model much simpler than COMET, encouraged by
the experience of others in this field that sometimes simpler
¯ Nationl Economic and Social Council Population and Employment Projections:
197z-86. t975. ~Valsh’s estimates (per cent per annum growth rates 1971-1986/
were "low" I. i, "high" J .6~ depending respectlvelg on annual emigration of 5,000
ol¯ 7.cro.
models give more satisfactory results than more complicated
models. We did not do so because, as regards the unemploy-
ment rate, the COMET results were so emphatic as to
render it most unlikely that they would be negatived by
another model
It is not enough for a model to show that the future
unemployment rate, under conditions postulated, is likely
to renlain high. We must try to find out just where the
weakness lies (over-shedding of agricultural manpower, too
many children, industrial development, too capital-oriented,
manpower, insufficiently trained etc.), though elementar7
analysis may serve us as well in finding answers.
It is in the COMET showing of rate of change in
employment in the period ~976-198o, negative as in the
case of UK and Italy, that we find the most useful clue to
the high value of the unemployment rate for Ireland. Size
of population aged 15-64 (exogenous) is to increase by o.6
per cent in Ireland, compared with a fall in UK. We infer
that, had the figures been known, available labour would
make the same comparative showing. This is why the UK
is shown to have a so much lower unemployment rate than
Ireland. As one would expect the unemployment rate for Italy
is to be somewhere between Ireland and UK.
On this analysis, Ireland is expected to have a high un-
employn!ent rate because the rate of development of the
economy will not be sufficient, on the showing of the recent
past, to absorb the number looking for jobs. It is here we
should remark that COMET has taken no account of the
possibility of migration.* Perhaps the unemployment rate,
might be regarded as the sum of the internal unemployment
rate plus an (employed abroad) mobility rate.
It is not unexpected that Ireland is to have the lowest figure
for capacity utilisation since labour as well as capital slack
One suspects that ifB.M. Walsh s low on no emigration hypothe~ had been
used in COMET the unemployment rate forecasts wou[d be even higher--National
Economic and Social Council, Population andEmployrnent Projections 1971-86 0975).
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is taken into account in its formula in the model. We have
also remarked, however, that the volume of gross fixed
capital formation is to decline for Ireland on annual average
in the five years ~976-k98o. Since in COMET the capital
concept is gross (i.e., inchtdes tile provision for fixed capital
replacement as well as net addition to existing physical
capital) this must mean that, in the case of h’eland, actual
vohune of the latter is expected to decline.
Conclusion /tom COMET
Vv’hile, as regards Ireland, this model has its peculiarities,
on the whole it is consistent in painting a sorry prognostic
for the next five years and, we surmise, there would be little,
if any, comparative improvement if the "simulations" were
extended to, say, 199o. To repeat, the basis of the elaborate
calctdations for COMET were approximately the ~8 years
1!)5,i-t 97 J, most of which would be regarded as "good" years
for Ireland. and certainly well before the present depression.
"l’he depression has postponed recovery in the case of all EEC
countries. Our personal answer, without proof, to the ques-
lion "If a revised COMET were based on data for years up to
:rod inchlding t976, would the comparative showing of Ire-
land in EEC be much better as regards nnemployment?",
would be a gloomy "No."
It is not enough, from the fact that statistical goodness-of-fit
of calculated to actual for estimation periods is tmsatisfactory
in the case of Ireland, to reject, out of hand, the showing
of this model. Simpler analyses were leading us to suspect
that the national objective of full employment and low
emigration, simultaneously, by some ~utnre year, say 1985,
was unattainable, the depression merely exacerbating the
situation.
It is impossible for us to contemplate unemotionally the
showing of COMET as regards Ireland. Our main object
in presenting its results is to ensure that these will not be
realised. V~le have no illusions as to the magnitude of the
D
tasks facing tile people to ensure a substantial reduction in
tile unemployment rate. We want to have these tasks accorded
the priority they deserve. COMET is the main impulsiola for
the drastic proposals in our last chapter.
Addendum to COMET
It has been brought to our attention, since our COMET
model was completed, that the Depai’tment of Finance has
developed COMET, principally to check the consistency at
European Conlmunity level of national projections ot
medinna term developments. In the case of Ireland, it is
claimed, the model does not give sufficient importance to
tile extent of tile agricultural sector or to the influence of
grant aided domestic and foreign investment in the ga’owth
of tile manufacturing sector. Experience in the use of the
Department of Finance model apparently suggests that two
important areas are sensitive to tile assumptions tlsed,
namely, the effect of the terms of trade or international
competitiveness on the vohnne of exports from h’eland and
tile effect of relative wage and capital costs in determining
tile balance between investment and cmployment/unenl-
ployment. We do not know to what extent the Department
of Finance COMET inferences will modify tile dire prog-
nostic of thc original COMET.
~,.Vitl~ all the constancies we have cited for the recent
past, experiences of sinlultaneous occuin’ences of high nn-
employment with high net emigration and, very recently,
of low or no emigration with very high unemployment, it
it hard to conceive of low unemployment and low emigra-
tion obtaining a decade or so from now. In the rapidly
changing world anything can happen; we shall be wise to
keep our options open.
As we have already suggested, one of these is mobility. It
is oI the first importance that we shed our traditional atti-
tudes and take a fresh look at everything, mobility in par-
tieular. If, with a high birth rate continuing (see below),
migration out shows a tendency to revive, it will do so on the
decisions of free individuals and so accepted by the nation,
increasingly Europe-oriented. Official recognition (perhaps
by a Division in the Deparunent of Foreign Affairs) must
n’anspire, to look after the interests of migrants. In the
cducation and training o[ our people, the possibility of
mobility must be borne in mind. e.g., in teaching foreign
kmguages, though we h-ish are fortunate in our having as a
native tongue English for the vast majority, now ahnost the
lingua fl’anca of the West. In certain circumstances it may
be conceivable for an Irish government to promote migra-
lion, should high unemployment come about.
Acceptance of the 27 per cent obtaining it) 1985 as the
proporlion of number in mamffacturing to non-Al:’F total
at work implies a theory of aulonomous-indueed in the W. J.
Baker 0966) sense, "autonomous-induced" being much the
same as "cause-effect". Baker would not regard all mantl-
factuYes as aUtOI1OlllOIAS nor indeed all non-lllallllfaClllle
(e.g.. the public service) as induced. He would probably
agree that at present a much more prosperous agriculture
may have higher powers of local induction than when he
wrme his pioneering paper in 1966.
Might we suggest that government and IDA interest them-
seh,es in promoting services and service-type industry (con-
struction+ etc.) as well as tnazlu[acturhlg, so as not to reh"
on the latter (alone) bringing this about by induction? In
Ibis connection one welcomes the CSO*s five pet" cent Labour
Force Survey which, if carried out annualh- and promptly
compiled, will make it possible to keel) the employment
situation under review and to help promote balance where
necess:ll’y.
Vqhile the promotion of manufacturing is deeply era-
*Building and construclion arc of course, fostered by government bul. we suggest.
nOl enough, as evidenced by Ihe enduring ¢ondilion of large unemplo~uent in this
industrial group. The IDA have been frying to atlract Sel’viee ~vpe induslrles with
some suec~ in the COlnputer scrvi¢~-~ and englnecriiig design and planning
industries.
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betided in the Irish consciousncss as almost the sole expe-
dient for increasing employment and for reducing unem-
ployntcnt, very rccent work on Irish towns (D. Curtin et al.
1976) has shown that the industrial town is not a particularly
prosperous one. Other cmployntents should be positively
prontoted.
I"itla;icc*
In ~958]59 payntents of UB and UA together amounted
to £4"5 million, in 197.~/74 to £32.9 million, equivalent to
0.7 pet" cent and l-3 per cent respectively of cut-rent GNP
at market prices. These amounts are gross, i.e., of contribu-
tions to UB by emph3yees and employers and of government
to U P, and UA. Contributions by ,2mployees and employers
are, bt the national accounting convention, regarded as part
of direct taxation. As proportions of current transfer pay-
mcms (cxcludlng national debt interest £57-2 million in
1958 and £298. J ntillion in J973) unemplo)’ment payments
represented 12.J per cent in both 1958 and 197’4.
The alnomlt paid to the unemployed are strategic figures
from ore" point of t, iew. In fact. the success or otherwise of
two of the approaches we consider for lessening unemploy-
ment. namely, direct labour and labour subsidisation must
be adjudged mainly b)’ the saving the), effect in tmemplo)’-
ment expenditnre. In the last paragraph we have shown
thai. in rclation to GNP and to the total of current transfers,
unentployment payments are surprisingly small despite our
higb unemployment rate. In 1973/74 the last year for whicb
full details of transfer payments are available, we note that
UI3 and UA togcther anmtmted to £fl~’9 million, but old age
and widows’ pensions were ~8~.4 million and £3’~-2 million
for disability payments, actually only slightly less than un-
cmphtyntent payments, £5~.9 million. This situation is
somewhat anomalous if one takes the view that keeping the
*Throughout this section payments to the unemployed all relate to the financial
year ended 31 March.
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nation’s labour force heahby and competent sbould have a
high priority in government expenditure.
It is shown above that the proportion borne by unemploy-
ment payment in the total of transfer payments has been
much the same in 1958/59 and 1973174. Indeed a quasi-
constancy in the proportions devoted to the different objects
o~ transfer payments is inevitable from the political point
of view. According to precedent, an)’ increase in unemploy-
ment payments can come about only with an increase across
the board in transfer payments.
I11 z¢~7.
~ 
Geary showed that "having regard to relative
incomes Ireland’s present distribution of transfer income
(except national debt interest) measures up to the best EEC
standards". Geary had purported to show, from a study of
the relative trends of persomd income per head (Y) and
current transfers (except national debt interest)as percentage
of current personal incomes (X) in the period 1947-197I
that when Irish income reached EEC levels, Ireland’s trans-
fer payments proportion would exceed those of all other
eight EEC parmers.
The F’ut’ure o[ the Dependency Ratio
B. M. Walsh’s (J975) estimates of the dependency ratio
for wt)86, ranging from 68 to 79 fi’om his various projections
(compared with 73 in 1971) are still very high by present-
day European standards. These projected excess magnitudes
are due entirely to young dependency, in turn duc to the
high birth rates ranging between 2R and 25 per i,ooo. Are
these rates, based by Walsh on vet3’ careful assessments of
nuptiality and fertility, plausible? The rate in 1974 was 23.
In 1973 the birth rate amongst our eight EEC partners
ranged fi’om ~o-~6, actnally less than half the Irish rate of
22 in the case of West Germany. Despite the nearly 50 per
cent increase in the marriage rate since 1966 after a long
period of stagnation, there are little signs yet of an increase
in the Irish birth rate, nor indeed does Walsh foresee any
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large increase.* But it secms likely that, as Ireland’s relations
with ils EEC parmers become closer, its birth rate will also
move nearer to the EEC average, as has the mal-riage rate.
If this difference, or anything like it, in birth rates, per-
sists, migratory (temporary or permanent) manpower might
I)cconIc one of tile nation’s illOS[ precious assets. In an
increasingly wealthy F.uropc the country’s receipts from
migrams’ rcmittanccs--a not ncgligiblc £32 million in 1973
--could become a formidable element in helping to balance
oilr current international payments, rather chronically out
o1! balance.
/l’ce the Unemployed a Class Apart?
In tile absolute sense the answer is "No"--there is some
movement into and out of the LR. But we have seen that
hail Ihe ntmlbcr of men oil the I~R in November ~973 were
Ihere for six months or more; that in September ~973 towns-
men on tile LR on average had only ~2 weeks’ employment
in the previous twelve months. It is also relevant to remark
that the two big unskilled categories experience unemploy-
ment with exceptional severity. Obviously there is a hard
core of unemployed, i.e., of men who are permanently on
I hc LR..
To answer the question posed above, we require statistics
tff the ~maount of unemploynlent experienced by the em-
ployee class as a whole and not merely particulars of the
mmmployed at partictdar dates. Unfortunately, information
of this kind for Ireland is available only for a remote date
in the past, in fact at CP 1936.
At CP April ~936 the ntnnber of NAU was 69,0oo or
i~ per cent of tile non-aga’icultural employee class (573,000).
Of these, no fewer than 428,ooo. or 75 per cent, experienced
*Geary (1935) showed that there was a significant cross-section inverse relation-
ship (with countries as units) between fertility rate and marriage rate which he sur-
mised was partly due to less fertile women being married in countries with high
marriage rates and vice versa. This he also showed was true in Ireland, with count-
ies as units.
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no tmmnployment in the previous twelve months. This
means that only t45,ooo had some unemployment during
the tweh,e nlonths, about twice the nunlber out of work at
any given date. ~,’Ve do not know if this latter fact still
obtains: there are indications that the ~:~ ratio would be
lower recently but before the present recession began. Our
answer to tile question must be something like "Mainly
Yes". This does not mean that most or any of the long-term
unemployed are unemployable. If this were true there would
he little point in this exercise. It does mean that perhaps
tile majority of the unenlployed at any given time have
beconte accustomed to unemployment as a way of life and
for this reason alone, may be reluctant to change (even
though change may be demonstrably for the better) especi-
ally with the present increased rates of unemployment pay.
This is sm’mise.
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Chapter 2
Public Policy and Experience in Ireland with Employment
Schemes
Tll E first part of this chapter deals with Irish experience
with employment schemes in the past. The second part
consists of a short description o[ present schemes to cope with
the problem.
I. Guidance/tom Experience
In the early ,93os public works schemes were initiated to
provide employment for people in receipt of unemployment
assistance. Unelnployed men were put to work on develop-
meut of housing sites, road improvement, farm drainage,
public health works; these were all useful works but the
emphasis was on reducing expenditure on unemployment
assistance, an emphasis which was inimical to the efficiency
of the works produced.
In the fourteen years J93~/33 to 1945/46 inclusive aggre-
gate expenditure on employment and emergency schemes
was approximately £16.3 million of which £12.7 million
was in State grants and the remainder mainly from local
anthorities. This £16.3 million was equivalent to £1.3 mil-
lion a ),ear. Even allowing for the great change in the value
of money this £1.3 million would be regarded as small today.
The insignificant impact of these schemes on the level of
unemployment may have been due partly to this meagre
expenditure. We surmise that public opinion now would
sanction net expenditure of one hundred times this amount
a year if thereby a sizeable dint in the number of nnem-
ployed conld be effected.
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The Department of Local Government Report 1945-47,~
states that sums anaounting to approximately £64~,ooo in
1946/.t7 were made available from the Employment and
Emogency Schemes Vote for "the carrying out of new
schemes for the provision of additional employment and
also for the completion of workd undertaken in previous years
with the aid of grants".
The grants for new works allocated to local authorities
through the Department amotmted to £335,7o6 and wcrc
applied towards public health works undertaken by rural and
urban sanitary authorities, road works and amenity schemes
carried out by county and urban authorities and develop-
mcnt works at sites for housing schemes.
In the case of public health works the grants allocated
reprcsentcd a proportion of the expenditure and the balance
was defrayed by the local authorities from their own funds,
generally by way of loan. Estimated expenditure on new
l)ublic heahh schemes to which grants were allocated was
£~49,63~ o£ which ,~247,982 related to the provision nf
watcrworks and sewerage schemes.
Apart from road works local authorities were invited to
submit proposals for the carrying out of works of local
amenity, such as provision of public parks, playgrounds and
open spaces, clearance of derelict sites, improvement works
at fair grcens, etc. The cstimated expenditure on approved
works of this nature was £44,141, towards which grants
Iotalling £3o,981 were allocated. The balance of the expen-
diture was dcfraycd by the authorities concerned from their
own funds.
Housing development schemes to which grants were
allocated were limited to development works undertaken in
advancc of the normal housing programmes of local authori-
ties. Site development works towards which grants were
allocated involved an estimated total expenditure of
*Department of Local Government Report 1945-z947 (Stationery Office,
Dublin).
~29,2oo, the balance being met by loan.
Men employed on public works schemes were mainly un-
skilled o1" semi-skilled casual workers, who had little pros-
pect of work other than on such cmployment schcnles.
Selection of men was by rotation and employment was by
direct hd)mlr in the case of smaller schemes and by the
contract method for large works. Whc most needy, i:e., those
with most dependents, received more wages a weekthan the
less needy. Naturally such methods o1~ selection caused dis-
satisfaction anaong workers and frequent changes led to
incfficicncy.
The record of the Special Emplo,vment Schemes in Ireland
was one of failure to substitute work for dole. The relief
aspect of early schemes led to a serious loss of efficiency
due to the rotational principle. The experience of all coun-
tries has been that with puhlic works, efficiency and relief
are inconsistent. It was found that relief works programmes
would not effectively reduce the number o1~ unemployed
unless they were supplementary to existing public works
programmes.
In the mid-~93os Gear,v was associated in a research capa-
city with the SESO under the enlightened direction of the
late Hugo Flinn, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister
for Finance. Without being executively involved in the work
of SESO, Geary could observe the dedication which that
officer, under the administrative control of the late E. J.
McLanghlin, brought to bear on their tasks. The disappoint-
ing results were not the fault of the office, but, we think.
of the lack of adequate finance and the undermentioned
rules. There must be a great mass of records (including
Gcary’s report on employment opportunities) available in
the archives which could be made available to NMA for
their guidance, if this were mainly indicative of what to
avoid in future schemes.
From his experience at the time and with the help of
hindsight Gear), thinks that the earlier scheme foundered
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for lack of funds and in its being so flagrantly a relief scheme
designed to reduce expenditure on UA. At one time nearly
everyone on UA had a short stint of work during the year,
so that recipients came to regard the work as UA with a
different name. Of course efficiency was far lower than in
ordinary contraction work, an important cause being the
effect of rotation: as a worker attained efficiency he tended
to be knocked off to make room for another.
The early objects of Special Employment Schemes were
(i) distribution of work over the largest possible number in
proportion to their needs, (ii) rehabilitation, and (iii) testing
of willingness to work. It need only be added that (i) of itself
made inefficiency certain, (ii) was ineffective and, of (iii) it
may suffice to state that in some cases gangers kept the mani-
festly inefficient on the payroll because knocking them off
debarred them from UA.
Certain lessons to be learned for future guidance are
obvious. There should be free selection of the best labour
available, regardless of family circumstances. Rotation, cer-
tainly in the old form of so many days a week, shonld go
and be replaced by a full week (or preferably a longer period)
of work. Elsewhere we emphasise the fundamental ilnpor-
tance of immediate supervision, detail planning well in
advance and close central control.
II. The Present
The aims of demand management in Ireland have been
to promote a level of demand sufficient to achieve full
employment and reasonably high living standards, at the
same time controlling the tendencies towards excessive price
increases and balance of payments deficits. Both fiscal and
monetary policy have tended towards expansionary goals.
The aim of full employment is paramount and the Govern-
ment has concentrated on such aim by the creation of the
Industrial Development Authority, Shannon Free Aiport
Development Company, the Industrial Training Authority
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(AnCO), the National Manpower Service. In addition,
GCwcrnmcnt Departments such as the Department of Social
Wclf:tt’e and the Department of Labour administer schemes
for helping the nnemployed and encouraging the creation
of jobs in the private sector.
The Industrial Development Authority (IDA) was given
the task of encouraging the expansion of existing industry
and promoting new home and overseas sponsored projects.
The stated IDA aim is to provide highly skilled employment
predominantly for men and to strive to provide job oppor-
ttmities by creating "better opportunities for existing wor-
kers, jobs for redundant workers, career opportunities for
young persons and for returning emigrants."
As part of its function to promote regional industrialisa-
tioo, the IDA has worked in the Limerick region with the
Shannon Free Airport Development Company (SFADCo).
The latter company was established as a state sponsored
body in ~959 with the objective of ensuring the growth and
development of Shannon Free Airport. The combined activi-
ties of the two organisations, IDA and SFADCo include the
construction of industrial estates, the provision of sites for
factories and of support to assist industries in the western
region. They also assist firms with manpower problems such
as the recruitment and training of workers and industrial
relations. The numbers of workers employed in agriculture
have dropped significgntly during the recent past thereby
exacerbating the problems of job opportunity creation even
m the extent to keeping up with the shift. There has been
an emphasis also on creating jobs requiring skilled workers,
which has been instrumental in increasing the establishment
of capital-intensive industry. The policy of increasing skills
requires an extra effort when full employment is also an
objective. The following table taken from the IDA Annual
R.eports shows the total number of job approvals, grant com-
mitments and fixed asset investments for the period April
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197o to December 1975. Unfortunately, the job approvals
section is a target which in times of recession particularly
has been difficult to realise.
The total number of job approvals together with associ-
ated grants commiunents and fixed assets investment in the
period 1970--1975 is shown below:
Projected
new jobs IDA Fixed
at full financial Asset
Financial year production commitment investment
£m £m
197o-7’ 12,487 3o’3 94"7
1971-72 8,734 18’7 6o’4
1972-73 14039 35"0 t35’4
t 973-74 23,316 75"4 3o2-8
9 months to December
1974 18,884 63’4 28 z -2
t975 16,53o 67.8 273.9
Total x97o-75 94,o9o 29o’6 1,148"4
Source: IDA Annual Report, April-December 1974, Review
x97o-1974, December 1974, December 1975.
13nl:ortttnately, the time lag for the achievement of "pro-
.jccled new jobs" is not stated. The IDA Annu,"d Report
,)75 slates however:--
The total direct job potential of the 2,~38 industrial
projects approved by IDA in thc pcriod April 1972--
Deccmbcr ’975 amountcd to 71,o84. These projects are
now at the construction stage or are already in production.
Thcy arc crcating actual jobs on the ground, indirectly in
the construction industry and directly in manufacturing
as they come on, stream.
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Against this "job creation " job lossmust be offset:
" The overall job creation/job loss position in m:mufactur-
ing industrT’’ had the following out-turn:
Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec.
1972 1973 1974 1975
CSO Quarterly
Industrial In-
quiry
Estimated Gross
Jobs created
Dec.-Dec.
Estimated job losses
(redundancies,
non-replacement
job shifts)
CSO Dec.-Dee.
net changes
199,7oo 207,500 203,800 189,7oo
+ 17,8oo +i6,2oo -1-14,5oo
--1o,ooo --19,9oo --28,600
+7,8oo --3,7oo --I4:OO
Such a situation would not appear to help gTeatly the increas-
ing numbers of unemployed nor to do anything positive
about creating the "6,ooo net new jobs per annum over the
period 1971--J986" calculated by Kieran A. Kennedy in a
paper read to the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society of
h’el:Md in November 1975.*
It is difficult to distinguish completely between training
and education but broadly speaking, education is the respon-
sibility of the Department of Education, agricultural educa-
tion and training the responsibility of the Department of
Agriculture and industrial training the responsibility of the
Department of Labour.
The Industrial Training Authority (AnCO) was estab-
lished to improve and encourage training at all levels in
industrial and commercial activities. Its main function is the
*h~reasing Employment in Ireland. Kieran A. Kennedy. Paper read at a Sym-
posium of the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society of Ireland on 2o November
1975.
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promotion within industry of training through levy and
grant schemes; priority is given to the establishment of the
training function within firms. AnCO also provided facili-
ties for the training of unemployed and redundant workers,
the initial training of apprentices and updating of the
existing skills of workers, adult u’aining and re-training.
The AnCO training centres have the social objective of
giving workers an opportunity to acquire skills for which
there are job opportunities. There are courses for appren-
tices and for adults, who may receive training allowances
depending on age and domestic responsibilities; allowances
are related to unemployment benefit. Tbe courses provided
are mainly in the engineering and metal trades for which
there is a demand either locally or within the State. Special
training facilities are also provided in an area wbere re-
d tnldancy occurs.
For the year ended 31 December 1975 the Irish Govern-
ment contributed £5 million and the EEC over ,£4 million
to AnCO for training programmes and receipts fi’om levy-
grant schemes in industry amounted to £3"7 million. The
levy-grant scheme applied to Textiles (iol firms), Clothing
and Footwear (314 firms), Food, Drink and Tobacco (342
firms). Engineering (I.~76 firms including the Motor
Industry), Consn’uction (I,18’~ firms). Printing and Paper
(167 firms), Chemical and Allied Products (193 firms).
Training grants are made to firms in the industrial sectors
to which the levy applies.
AnCO centres provide training for apprentices off the job;
there are traiuing advisory services; courses for adult training
in regional colleges, technical schools, mobile and temporary
centres, in company training centres. There are also special
training courses for women and for training of the handi-
capped.
Towards the end of 1975 pilot projects in communily
work were inaugurated to provide training for school leavers.
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The Annual Report ~975 states: "Projects were proposed
by local authorities and community bodies and were assessed
by AnCO for tbeir training content. The work . . . was
undertaken by five teams, each headed by a senior trainee,
who was an unemployed tradesman and was given a short
~raining course to prepare him for his role in the project."
’l’he report continues:-
"The total placement rate was 57 per cent. AnCO is having
discussions with NMS and the IDA to find out the precise
skill needs for all regions so that the training courses shall
ccmtinuc to be relevant to the nceds of the job market and
so th:tt placement may be improved."
The cmploymcnt exchanges performed originally the role
-I! ;t placement service, compiling of the Live Register, pay-
mcnt of social welfare benefits and assistance. Payment of
bcncfits was given priority thereby giving placement a lower
priorily. The Govcrnmcnt recognised this difficulty of coin-
bining payment of benefits with placement functions and
established the National Manpower Service under the Mini-
stcr for Labour in ~971 with responsibility for (i) placing
lilt unemployed in employment and meeting employers’
demands ~or labour; (ii) the provision of regular information
on the numbers and characteristics of thc unemployed to the
Central Statistics O|fice for the compilation of the Live
R.egister; (iii) the provision of vocational guidance on em-
ployment training and educational opportunities for adult
workers; (iv) the provision of careers information. The NMS
is organised on a regional basis with a number of placement
~fllcei’s in each region under the control of a R.egional
Director.
The majority of job seekers registering with the NMS are
in the semi-skilled and unskilled categories. The following
lable shows the nnmbers of vacancies notified to the service.
job seekers and unfilled vacancies during m975:
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E
Men Women Total
Number of vacanc~
notified during 1975 14,389 7,726 22, I 15
Number of vagancies
filled during 1975 9,77a 5,252 15,o23
Total job seekers regis-
tered at 31 December
1975 2o,999 7,819 28,8 t 8
Total unfilled vacancies
registered at 3z Dec-
ember x975 681 233 914
Source: National Manpower Service Report, 1975.
When the enormity of the problems of unemployment is
considered, it is difficult to understand any impediment on
the expansion of the NMS during ~976, as occurred with
the imposition by the Government of financial restraints on
all Government departments’ activities. The contrary would
appear to be sensible in the case of allocation of funds to
the NMS at a time when numbers of unemployed are in-
creasing, particularly long-term unemployed. At 9 January
~976 total numbers on the Live Register amounted to
116,953 of whom 66,361 were on Unemployment Benefit
and 45,807 were receiving Unemployment Assistance whereas
at the corresponding week in ~975 numbers on UB were
58,040 and 34,~24 on UA. There was therefore a shift to -
UA payments, the first week in January ~976 being 4~ per
cent with the comparable week in 1975 which was 37 per cent
of total unemployed. In fact, this shift to long-term un-
employment is partly concealed in official Live Register
statistics, due to the very stringent conditions applied to
women thereby excluding almost all of them from UA
benefits.
The NMS is responsible also for the implementation of
the EEC regulations regarding mobility of labour within
member states. This does not appear so far to have developed,
6o
as the total number of vacancies specially notified at the
request of individual firms in EEC countries in t975 was
14o, while only three were reported as interested in such
vacancies.
Tile Department of Social Welfare administers the Un-
employment Insurance Acts and the Unemployment Assis-
tance Acts which provide for national exchequer support to
alleviate hardship due to unemployment, and by means of
tmemployment benefit and unemploymenr assistance. Social
insurance applies to all employees aged J6 years and over
regardless of the level of their earnings. To qualify for un-
enlployment benefit, the claimartt must be unemployed,
capable of and available for work. satisfy the contribution
conditions aud not be involved in a strike, be sacked for
misconduct, have refused an offer of snitable employment,
nor of training at an AnCO com’se if selected. Unemploy-
mcnt benefit is payable normally to people aged under 65,
(in certain cases extended to age 67) for 65 weeks; when the
bcnefit period expires, a further ~3 paid contributions are
neccssary for re-qualification. Pay-related benefit may be paid
with unemployment benefit: it applies to persons insured
at the ordinmT or agricultural rate of contributions on
carnings up to a ceiling of £2.5oo a year. Payment of pay-
related benefit 1nay continue for np to 63-
~ 
weeks provided
the relevant flat rate benefit is also payable, and is calculated
on the clailnants’ gross taxable earnings in the income-tax
year preceding the pay-related benefit year. Recipients of
maemploynlent benefit, wholly unemployed, may not receive
the combined benefits of fiat rate benefit, pay-related benefit
and income tax rebate in excess of 85 per cent ot~ average
weekly earnings after deduction of income tax and employ-
ment contributions, in the tax year in which they became
nnemployed.
When unemployment benefit is not payable there may be
eligibility for tmemployment assistance provided that the
tmemployed person is aged between 18 and 67 ),ears, has
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lived continuously in the State for at least six months at an)’
time before claiming, is capable of, available for and genu-
inely seeking work and satisfies the means test.
Unemployment benefit is financed by approximately 4°
per cent from tile employee, 40 per cent from the employer
alld 20 ])el" cent from general government revenue. Un-
employment assistance is financed in full from government
I’C V e n U e.
A Premium Employment Scheme was announced by the
Minister for Finance in tile ~6 Junc 197fi budget statement.
(The scheme is administered by the Department of Labour.)
Its objective is to encourage employers in Manufacturing
industry and Agricnhure to re-employ workers who have
been made redtmdant. The Employment Prenaium Act J975
granted a premium of £1~ a week to employers in respect
of each additional eligible employee employed after 29 June
~975 in the relevant industrial sectors. A total of £330,000
was paid up to 5 Marcia 1976 representing the payment to
2o3 cmploycrs in respcct of 27,3.,!0 premiums.
Chapter 3
E.xTeriencc z,Jith Em121o),mcllt Schemes ila other Co.ntries
T H I .’ ch:t])tcr trcats of methods usc(I in other cotmtricsfor thc allcviation of unenq~lo),mcnt. An abvidgcmcnt
from ~t considcrably larger clmptcr, it is dcrivcd cntircly
from work, publishcd and unl)td)lished, kindly made avail-
ablc 1o us by H~c 11.,O and also from a sltltly ptH)lishcd by
Ihc OECD. ’]’hc ch:tptcr is :t bricf synthesis of avcry much
largcr volumc of matcrinl, so that :tttcnlion is dlrcclcd to
[]IC V;tl’iOus SOttt’CCS notc([ to which I-(:[Cl’(dncc Inust bc nladC
for a proper undcrst:mding of the points mercly Iouched
()ll 11 (;I’C.
1. K~ltc~cptc), Emplo),mc~Jt Schcmcs
The Ih’sl sccHon, bascd on an informative aFticlc I)y .1. P.
Arlcs of H~c II.O, rclatcs to cxpcricncc and guiding prin-
ciples I:~r developing countries. While the counlries con-
sidered hztve fzl|" h~wer nali(~n:tl incomes :t hcad than herc,
it is ;~ IIIo~)t p~int wllctilcr h-el;rod is or is I1OL ZL developing
C()llnll’y~ Ccrl;tin l’Cgions in h-elnnd have Ibis character, and
these arc the rcgio]~s m~mt in nccd of cmph)yment schemes;
;tJso i’~l’~bJ~tiils ;~ssociate¢l with cl]’Ol"lS io i’c]icvc imenll)Joy-
n~cnl ;Jrc similar cvcrywherc.
Thc prcscHt scclion b;tscd Oil :tn :trliclc by .1. P. Aries of
the I1.().* dc:ds with cmcrgc]~cy sittmtions rc(luiring rcmcdial
action of s~m]c urgcncy. Thc nrticle docs not rigorously
t:~nlinc ilsclf to this spcci|ication. It is partictHarly ttscful
fill" :q~plicntion in h’cland in its lhcoretic:d and "inlentlonal"
I rca tmcn I.
*"Emergency I:iml~loyment Stile,lit’s," Aries J. P. International labour Reuiew
Vol. ,o9, No. I, I.q74.
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Schemes are evaluated mainly according to three main
critcria: (i) spced and cffcctivcncss, (ii) extent, nature, im-
portance, (iii) long-term effects, on employment in particular.
As to (i), there is some consideration of agreements or laws
rcquiring cmployers to hire more labour; as to (ii) fuller
utilisation of industrial capacity is dealt with and (iii) "the
widcst and most promising field seems to be that of public
works . . ."
The experience of Kenya, 1964 and 197o, is cited, where
agreements were deliberately short-term, designed to give
authorities a "breathing-space". Employers undertook for a
period of one year to increase the volume of labour employed
by H) per cent in both the public and the private sector in
,97n, when there was the stipulation that most of the em-
ployment should be provided in rural areas. The Ministr.v
of Labour could modify the conditions as affecting emplo.vers.
Trade unions agreed to a wage standstill and undertook
not to strike. In ,97° a total of .16,non jobs were created,
’.in,non in the private sector. The result was a massive influx
of new registrants which "resulted in an increase . . . in the
volume of unemployment". The towns attracted a dispro-
portionate nmnber of registrations and placements, with
labour shortages in rural areas so that the scheme was a
"Iotal failure" in this latter respect. The tripartite agree-
mcnts had no permanent effects on cmployntent or on busi-
ness investment decisions or methods of production. Wages
were 2 to 3 pet" cent below what they would have been had
there been no agreements. The one bright spot cited was
that the ,97° agreement was successful in maintaining indus-
trial peace. It is suggested that the project might have been
successful if the agreements extended over several years.
Industrial Capacity and Shift-Work
The article states that it is a "well-established though sin’-
prising" fact that capacity is under-utilised in the developing
countries; 6o per cent of capacity is stated as a "reasonable"
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estimate for the Third World; there is an inverse correlation
between degree o[ under-utilisation and size o[ firm. The
ntain externalcauses are "scarcity or irregular supply of raw
materials, an inadequate infrastructure and insufficient, un-
reliable or unstable markets."
It is suggested that recourse might be had to subcontract-
ing "’as a means o[ ensuring regular orders for small-scale
enterprises". Attention might be turned to the promotion
of international subcontracting for establishing "contractural
links between large firms in the industrialised countries and
small undertakings in . . . the Third World". Such sub-
c~ntraclors would be trained by the large firms at home or
abroad.
In tile case of machinery lying idle for excessive periods, it
is possible to increase the size of the workforce, resulting in
an increase in productivity. When the working pattern is
sub-optimal, introduction of shift work may be the answer.
In theory the increase in employment opportunities may
i’angc from 20 to ~1~o per Cent. In practice the increments are
sntallcr. An experiment in Chile by an 1LO expert shows the
gap betwecn theory and practice. It was calculated that an
increase in the existing average of t’4 1o 3 shifts could
increase industrial employment by J t4 per cent. Due to
the main constraints o[ {oreign exchange, small-scale family
enterprises, intcrscctoral dependence, the shifts were reduced
from 3 to ~.6. However. even the improvement from t.4
In 1.6 led to a net increase of 93,ooo jobs or t5 per cent oll
the existing 6~5.ooo.
The stated objection to shift work is shortage of skilled
workers, particularly of supervisors and operational planners.
Consn’aints are also imposed by legislation and by trade
unions, e.g., prohibiting night work by women and minors;
and it is stated that in Columbia there is a 35 per cent pre-
mium on night work. A World Bank mission considered
restrictions on women and minors as "anachronistic". The
view is expressed that the wide disparities in wages between
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night :rod day work in developing countries is largely tile
restdt of a preference for wo~’king at a normal tlme ~f day.
Tile implications of the foregoing analysis arc highly
relevant to the choice of the measures to be adopted: it
is, indeed~ on the socio-physiological factors explaining
workers’ preferences that stress should bc laid. If it is
mainly its inconveniences, coupled with a feeling of isolzltion
and loneliness, that account for aversion to night work, it
can be said that :tny improvement ira the amenities of night
work (housing. transport, food, police protection) will
influence utilisation rates, and that the preferences them-
selves will change under the effect of an extension of night
work resulting from tht~sc improved amenities.
Special Pttblic Works Schemes
"l’he stated objectives of special puhlic works schemes
differ only slightly from those given elsewhere in this chap-
tcr: (i) cmployment, (ii) redistribution of income in favour
of the poorer classes. (iii) execution of productive projects.
(iv) ;~Ctluisition of skills. Expcriments appear to have madc
cmly a marginal contribution to relieving unemployment
and under-employnaent in the Third World (thtts Morocco.
(i-t2 pcl" cent, Bangladesh..~ per cent, Pakistan, 2 per cent
of the tmemployed). The point is made that this familiar
"’pcrcemagc of unemployed" understates the real impact of
the projects; for example, in Morocco, each of -~5o,ooo indivi-
dualsIperhaps half of all unemployed males---wcre annually
employed for 60 days receiving on average about a quarter
~f GNP a head. In Morocco also, the benefit/cost ratio,
at a discount rate of io per cent, for all projects was l-,t
and it is authoritalively slated "the projects . . . compare
favourably with those carried out by other channels." Again
"’it does seem that, in many cases, these appraisals invalidate
thc criticism frequently made that experiments of this kind
cannot bc justified on economic grounds". As in USA the
projects failed in the matter of acquisition of skills. Schemes
are cxposcd concerning profits and corruption and, at the
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national level, "disinterest, if not disdain" of the authorities.
’l’bc authors conclude by arranging the three types of
measures (tripartite agreements, better nse of industrial
c:q):teity, special public works) in developing countries in
:tsccnding order of merit. "l’he lit’st is described as "stopgap",
the second cont:6ns the risk of a shift toward capital in-
tensity.
It is natural, therefore, that preference should be given to
the third category of measures--the public works approach
--by reason of their potential impact on labour and capital
in the rur:d sector and I)ccausc they arc ¢c]ttzdly suitable ;is ;i
response to an emergency situation, in the strict sense of the
term, or :~s part of a longer-run development effort. This
brief survey of special public works schemes suggests that
their capacity to make an effective impact on employment
depends to a great extent on politic:d and administrative
factors.
Shi[t Work
That increase in shift work has obviotts potential in
increasing number of jobs is the basis of two articles+ in
the Inlernational Labour l¢eTJiew b)’ M. Kabaj. These
contain comparative statistical information mainly rclatlng
to socialist cotmtries which, if they have full employment
now and so are nntypical of Ireland. had high unemployment
at the start of the regimes. We deal very briefly here with
Kabaj’s articles. Comparative shift coefficients and employ-
mcnt expansion opportunities arc given as follows:--
Particulars are available for main industry branches. The
improvcmcnt in employment depends on the magnitude of
the :tctual coefficient, mucb lower for Great Britain than for
the planned economies.
The coefficients in the last two columns of Table 3.t are
theoretical and not possible of achievemcnt in Great Britain
*"Shift-work and Employment Expansion". "Shift-work and Employment
Expansion: Towards an Optimum Pattern", International Labour Remew, Vol. 9I,
No. I. J965 and Vol. 98. No. 3, 1968.
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Table 3.t: Shi.~ coe~cients and employment expansion opportuniti~¢ for
Great Britain and six socialists countries for total industry
Actual Employment expansion
Tear shiJ2 opportunities (%)
coeff,
with shift coeff, of--
1.6 i "8
Great Britain I964 1.22 31 48
Bulgaria 1963 t "45 t o 24
Czechoslovakia 1963 t "4o
~ 4 29
Hungary 1963 i "4 ~ 13 28
Poland t96 t l ’57 2 15
USSR t962 1’51 6 19
Yugoslavia 1963 I "47 9 22
,Arole
For socialist countries the shift coefficient S, is usually
St -- (Et +E2 +E~)/E,,
where El, E2 and E3 are the number of man-days worked on the
first, second and third shifts respectively. In Great Britain the
coefficient S2 is
s2 =e,/E
where E, is the number of operatives working on shifts and E
the total employment in the present.
where full employment obtained at the time, with mass
immigration. But they could be relevant for Ireland, assum-
ing the actual coefficient could be appreciably improved,
having particular regard to whether increased production was
competitive in price at home and abroad.
A summarisation of Kabaj’s "concluding remarks" in his
l:ltcr paper are: --
i. "The shift system is an inherent feature of modern
industrial civilisation . . . With . . . increases in capital/
labour ratios . . . the wealth of nations has come to
depend on fuller . . . utilisation of modern industrial
equipment...
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¯.~. Shift work has social disadvantages so that’the search
I:or an optimum pattern is important.
3- In socialist countries two phases can be distinguished.
In the first phase, one of "unemploynlent and unlimited
manpower", the dominating aim was to maximlse the
shift coefficient. The problem of finding an optimum
pattern arises only in the second phase of full employ-
lnent,
4. Thc optimum pattern is a compromise between social
and economic factors, As in Table 3.~, the optimum
shift coefficient is often regarded as lying in the range
i .t;-i .8.
5. The concept of an optimal shift coefficient provides
II~e planner with a yardstick for the formulation of
targels for the expansion of employment through the
more rational use of industrial resources.
6. While it may not be possible to eliminate night work
completely the study suggests that "there are wide
opporumlties for reducing night shifts without pre-
judices to production costs, labour productivity and
profi tahility".
.’lccm, nt ~,[ OECD Study of the Present Employment
Situation : Problems and Policies*
"l’his section continues the consideration of policies adopted
in other countrics for" unemployment reduction and describes
an OECD inventory of the measures taken or contemplated
in the field of employment and manpower to deal with the
current sltnation,
The report states that any assessment of selective employ-
ment and manpower measures is made difficult due to a lack
of quantitative information about the resources allocated to
*OECD The Present Employment Situation: Problems and Policies Paris :1976
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such measures and to inadequate evaluation criteria. Many
of the selective nleasurcs taken by the countries concerned
are not fully operative, creatlng diirfieulty ill assessing their
efl’ectiveness.
It is evident, however, that governments are devming larger
resources to resu’ain increased unemploynlent and to alleviate
ilS hardships. Budgelary constraints have reslrictcd thc scale
of the measures taken; whether priorities are right is another
question; it is evident, however, that larger expenditures are
required and will continue to be requh’ed for some time
I0 COllie.
Unemployment compensation has played a useful role in
rcplacing wage loss, "’softening the hardship of generally
dellationary po]icy," al~d having some stabillsing effects by
"permitting governnlcnts to pnrsuc rigorous measures to
bring inflationary tendencies under ~’eater control." The
report continues "emergency public works or relief projects
so far have been little used, reflecting budget constraints.
dissatisfaction with past performance, and an apparent pre-
ference for the acceleration of public infi’astructure invest-
menl fro" majm" pul)lic sector objectives."
The recommendations of tl)e OECD survey may be sum-
marised as follows:
Income Maintenance for the Unemployed
Strengthening nnemploymcnt benefit systems.
l)ilfcremial trcanncnt of special groups.
11 Maintaining Job Attachments and Employment
Bcnellts for short-time work or temporary ]ay-offs.
Assistance of" weak firms and sectors.
I11 Providing Alternatives to Employment
Training.
Early retirement.
IV Restricting Labour Supply
7o
V Creating Jobs
Mobility measures and l)ublic enq)loymcnt services.
Public service emph~)’nlcnt and conm~nnity pr~qects.
Public works fin" job creation.
Financial incentives for private job creation.
Job creation through regional dcvclopnlcnt plans.
Wage subsidies for dircct job creation.
Application of sul~sid), schemes to special groups.
Income Maintcmtnce for lht: Unemployed has been
achieved in OECD Member countries by the use
of initiatives to modify existing social security
s),slcms by the following methods:
Strengthening une,lployment bone[it systcm.~ has
I)ecomc one of |he nlost important methods for
substantially offsetting wage losses and easing per-
sonal hardships. ’l"hcsc systems were primarily
designed for frictional unenH)loyulcut but have had
to be modified, because of the current recession,
particularl,v in benefit levels, duration, scope of
coverage, differential Ireatmcnt of special gTOUpS.
Benclit levels have been raised considerably to com-
pensalc for cost of living rises with provision for
periodic review in. e.g., the UK and for indexation
in Germany. Belgium, haly.
A few countries cxpcrimentcd with triggcr de-
vices for automatic extension of dtn’ation or entitle-
ment to benelits. In Canada, the govermnent con-
tribution is based on an eight-ycar monthly moving
average of uncnq)loyn~ent rates. In the United
States, by legislation with a cut-off date, duration
is automatically increased when the national rate of
unemployntent exceeds four pet" cent for three con-
secutive months. In Japan, benefit duration is ex-
tended in certain circumstances or triggered auto-
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matically if unemployment exceeds four per cent for
more than four consecutive months.
DiUerential treatment o/special groups : Austria.
Finland and Norway directly help older workers;
Japan varies in duration of benefits with age and
employability; in France. interim supplementary
allowances help workers whose jobs have been lost
for economic reasons, older workers receive special
benefits, redundant workers are treated as a special
ga’oup; Australia, Canada and dte United States
have special programmes to assist workers affected
by adverse international Irade changes.
The policy of mai,tab6ttg job attttchmcut.* altd
emplo),me~t cmphasises the necessity of ntaintain-
ing jobs and keeping firms in existence. Legislation
has been introduced in several cotmtries to provide
notice and time for consultation in prospective
rednudancv cases. Work sharing has been encour-
aged also and in some cases indirect subsidies have
been made to employers through provision of bene-
fits to workers employed for less than normal hours.
Bencfils for short-time work or temporary ]ay-offs.
while providing benefits for partial nnernployment.
also have the object of nfinimising dismissals. Ger-
many. France. Belgium. Italy. Japan and Luxem-
bonrg have schemes of benefits for those working
short tinle; inost COtlnil’ies have a limit for the time
for short-term benefits. In Italy the scheme has
special application to the construction industry.
.qssistattee of weak fflg"tltS and sectors : Many coun-
tries have tried to keep firms in existence by various
means of government intervention. Canada, France "
and the UK have taken budgetary measures to.im-
prove the liquidity position at enterprises. France
and the UK have made loans on an ad hoc basis
Ill
or through participation in shares. The Nether-
lands and Ireland have endeavoured to find new
enterprises or new management to take over firms
which are on the point of closing; this may be
combined with special financial incentives and
assistance for re-training existing personnel. Special
government contracts may be given to provide new
management with orders; in Sweden the govern-
ment gives bulk orders to firms; in Finland orders
for paper-making machinery were advanced.
Providing alternatives to employment has been in-
creasingly recognised by governments including
possibilities for transforming involuntary to volun-
tary retirement by development of the concept of
flexibility of working life.
Education: In Germany, employees have the
right to pursue further education with compen-
sation for loss of pay and expenses; French law
permits tip to two per cent of a firm’s labour force
to take leave for training at any one time; in Bel-
gium full-time workers aged tinder 4o may be absent
from work on full pay for a stated number of hours;
Italy provides the right to 15o paid hours’ educa-
tional leave over a period of "three years; Japan
gives incentive grants to small firms for paid educa-
tional leave on training related to employment;
Australia has found that special incentives may be
required in periods of reduced activity, to induce
workers to take long service leave.
Training for the unemployed was used in most
countries. Contingency plans were developed in
Norway, and new programmes introduced with
special emphasis on youth in the UK; the US has
a new "deliver), system", whereby block grants may
be used to provide comprehensive manpower-ser-
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vices including classroom instruction, institutional
and on-the-job training and allowances for workers
in training. Early retirement has been introduced
by permitting the unemployed to withdraw from
the labour force and obtain pre-retirement pensions.
when their unemployment benefit is exhausted or
after a fixed period of unemployment at a given age.
Belgium, Finland, France, and Spain have adopted
this method. Sweden has reduced tile general retire-
ment age 65 and provided part-time early retire-
ment by people aged 6o years or over.
l{estricting labour supply : Social attitude changes
may result in restricting the labour force supply,
e.g., Australia has noted an acceleration of long-
term Irends towards lengthier periods of initial
education and training. Some countries restricted
immigration for economic and social reasons.
Germany discontinued immiga’ation from non-
Commtmlty countries at the first sign of rising
tmemployment in late 1973 in order to maximise
employment opportunities for nationals. France
also suspended inlrniga’ation in carly t97,t.
Creating ~obs by the use of active manpower policy
was the strategT used by government in many
countries.
Mobility measures and public employment seroice
were designed to facilitate tile search for jobs and
the matching of workers and jobs. In the US efforts
were made to increase services by reviewing staff
deployment and by recruiting a reserve force for
claims processing; The Netherlands reported in-
creases of staff for tile employment service and new
methods of operation. Canada introduced a job
information bank system. In Germany a special
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:allowance was paid to tmemployed persons who
took new jobs requiring adjustments, such as mov-
ing, receiving training or accepting reduced earn-
ings initially.
Public see’vice employment and community pro-
jeers have incre:tsingly hcen used for the creation
o1~ jobs. The US made extensive use of public ser-
vice c,uploymcnt with the object of increasing the
number of jobs available to nearly three times its
former level and with the ultimate goal of creating
full-time tmsubsidiscd cmploymelat. The Ncther-
I;mds, New Zeal:rod and Sweden all have pro-
grammes a, various stages of development. In the
case of Attslralia. ’l’he Netherhmds and France. pub-
lic eml)loymcm has bccn perm:mently exl~:tndccl.
The local initiatives prograo~nle in Canada is a
direct joh crcatioH progr;mlme for the implcmenta-
lion of commtmity projcc,s initiated by unemployed
groups during pcric~rls ~1: high seasonal unemploy-
ment. ’Fhc UK has ;, C~m,,mnity lndllslry Schemc
for youth employment on projects of social or en-
vironmental vnlue. Public Works for j,,b creation
have not been very pOl>tHar; Germ;my :rod Sweden
have contingency plans and funds availahle for such
purposes, while Finland and Denmark have initi-
ated projects on an ad hoc basis :rod Belgimn also
tried to speed up its public works :qH)ropriations
to produce immediate employment effects.
Increased expenditure has recently been projected
hy many cotmtries for housing and olher puhlic
works in order to reduce high-level unemployment
in the construction trades in the relatively short-
term.
Financial incentives by governments for job
creation in the private sector provide for private
investment ga’ants, rates of interest, depreciation
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allowances, rebates on taxes. In tile UK the dis-
parities in the unemployment rates between areas
have been reduced by regional employment pre-
miums; France and Ireland have investment sub-
sidies conditional on the number of jobs created
and kept in existence. In an effort to reduce urban
congestion Japan gives grants to employers in
less developed areas where tile increased capacity
absorbs more workers.
Wage subsidies for direct job creation are re-
garded as an important strategy for creating addi-
tional jobs in a non-inflationaD, way. In Germany,
during early 1975, a wage subsidy was paid to firms
engaging additional permanent employees from the
unemployed in areas with above average unemploy-
ment. France initiated an incentive bonus of 500 frs.
paid for six months for each job created between
June and November 1975, to employers hiring
under a permanent one year contract certain Cate-
gories of unemployment persons.
The application o[ subsidy schemes to certain
groups has taken place in Austria and Finland by
granting financial incentives to promote the em-
ployment of new and inexperienced workers; in
Germany subsidies were given for inexperienced
and older workers and in France for young people.
There is a continuing trend towards subsidising
the employment of handicapped workers in many
countries.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Recommendations
T~
E paper is ah’eady long but there are still a nt,mbcr
important topics undealt with which, indeed, we had
planned at the outset to include. These topics comprise
(i) the constructiou of a forecasting model o[ our own,
simpler than COMET (Chapter l) but including external
labour mobility as an endogenous variable: (2) cxamination
of a spccific (but not exhaustive) list of potential public
works to derive experience from which precise rules, in
modern Irish conditions, for running such enterprises could
be derived; (3) conduct a snhstantive survcy of the un-
employed using guidelincs derit’ed from the pilot already
carricd out; (4) economic theory. There are other problems,
or aspects of problems, but these fonr, il"t our view, are the
most important. The present is but one of the earlier studies
on the country’s unemployment problem: it has no,pre-
tention to what is termed "definiti~’e" and to repeat, the
paper is merely a compendium.
As to (i), no model of ours wonld bc likcly to negative
the dire showing of COMET for the future of unemploy-
ment in h’eland. COMET and the economic implications
of the B. M. Walsh demogTaphic forecasts for full employ-
ment are our main impulsion. In rcgard to (2). obviously
the determination of works to be undertaken, having regard
to priority and optimality, is for large organisations and not
for a couple of researchers. ~Vc were, however, ga’eatly helped
at an early stage in this aspect by W. O’Gorman and his
Bord F~iilte colleagues who indicated that their Tidy Towers
enterprise alone had brought to light details of several hun-
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drcd local tasks which required doing, as public works.
Obviously governlnent dcpartnlents, local authorities and
other gronps are aware of many inore. Our study of h’ish
experience in tile past (Chapter 2) and of other cotmtries
in the present (Chapter 3) will eotboldcn us to make pro-
i)osals which we hope arc sensible to the point of forming
:t b:lsis for discussion by experts. As IO (3), while the pilot
survey provided sonic usefttl information. Ihc statistical
possibilities would bc vastly cnhanccd by an ioquiiT extend-
ing to say IO.O00 uncmphLvcd respondents.
As to (,I), wc decided :it Ihc outset to confine our attention
Io Ihc practical aspccIs of ol.n" snbjccl, wilh a it:ll’Yow dciini.
lion of Ihc word "l)raclical’’.
A general study of Ihc theory of uncmphwment would
cover a I:n’gc p:~rt of economic theory itself. A more confined
theoretical concept is possible and, to this end, we made
a study of a recent paper entitled "Pnblic l~nlploynlent and
Fiscal Policy" by M. Wiscma11 with Discussion 0976) which
is. in effect, wide-ranging ;is regards US theory and practice
on the problem of putting the nnemploycd to work.
While this papcr can be recommended to administrators
and stodcnls, it milst be pointed out Ihat there is no con-
census as to the "best" way o[ putting the unemployed to
work. lndccd, judging by the small ilumbcr* who found
work under Ihc val’ions schenles, we wonder whether the
US Adminisu’ation really believed in such an approach at
all perhaps preferring the general economic improvement
to rcduce tile nunlber of out-of-work. A serious h-ish effort
would have to be relatively on a fat" larger scale than those
of USA.
X,Viscman’s 0976) approach is partly statistical, analysing
job creation by sex. race. age and education, a model perhaps
for lrcland when its schemes get under way. Aspects con-
*Amongst males, in March 1975 when the unemployment rate was at the de-
pression level of 9.~ per cent, special employment created amounted to only o.3
per cent of the LF.
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sidcred in paper and discussion on both practical and theo-
retical lines are the anticyclical, inflationary, Phillips Curvc,
net (as distinct from gross) employment and other effects.
Wiscman 0976) nmkes the important point that direct job
creation (pl’csun]ably as dislinct from measures to promote
general development) arc "speed and job impact". He fav-
oured fixed term for jobs. say, one year, but all discussants
did not agree with him. The net effect on employment
(which is all that matters) will be less than the number of
jobs created, but JaH~cs "Fobin 0976) thinks "The best pro-
gramme of all would find a way to fill existing vacancies
with unet’nploycd workers". Tnbin 0976) has an ingenious
"simple algebraic framework for thinking about these mat-
tel’S’, which incorpor~ltCS cn’lployll]enl, nnelnp]oynlent, vacan-
cics and wage-inflatinn rate. A tentalivc conclusion of
¯ Fobins : --
Sonic of these considerations lead nit to wonder whether
a progranm+e that placed eligible workers into private or
public jobs with a federal wage subsidy might not bca
better device for bahmcing several objectives than arc the
public service employment prngranuncs.
These remarks have no prctention to summary. The papcr
(and. no doubt. Ilae many references thercin) and the dis-
C|ISSi¢)o al-c as we slated, well worthy of study, especially [or
their mention of many of the consideralinns to be borne in
mind in selling up an efficient pnblic clnplnynlenl, pro-
gla nl rile¯
Pritmiplcs, Practice, Policy
We believe Omt almost tl~e tirst essential in tackling the
problem of unemploymenl (and indeed any other social
prolglcm) is for the pul)lic Io view phenomena with a fresh
mind. In a rapidly changing world old shibboleths in:W con-
tain the worst kind of error and inconsistency, however true
these beliefs were in the past; anti some of them may never
have been Irttc. [:alsc targets (i.e., targets bad in themselves
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or, if not bad, unattainable) are harmful if only because they
lead to division and discouragement in the nation.
We find it necessary to return to first principles to deter-
mine .what we conceive to be the right attitude towards the
problem of endemically high unemployment, prior, of course,
to the determination of policy. The first principle is that
the rights of the individual, including, above all, his personal
freedom, are paramount. The rights of the individual take
precedence of the rights proclaimed for family, parish, state
or any other entity. The individual is the best judge of his
or her own affairs. We do not trouble to qualify these state-
ments since qualifications are obvious.
Basic rights include a minimum standard of material
comfort. (For the moment it will suffice that these should
apply within tile nation, if necessary with sacrifice by certain
sections, i.e.. a more equsd sharing.) The individual is equally
emitled Io levels of education, training and information
adequate to enable him or her to cope with the problems
of living. For the sake of human dignity as much as to
provide the necessaries of life each individual has a right to
a .job. The famous principle is acceptable to us "from each
according to ability, to each according to needs."
COME’F shows that the main reason for the high un-
employment rate is "too many people chasing too few jobs",
the too few jobs being, in turn, due to too low a level of
fixed capital [ormation, due ultimately to our relative poverty
as a nation (in EEC if not in the world generally). The
"too many people" is due to the relatively high birth rate,
making it necessary to give our views, for discussion only,
on this difficult topic.
M’ost Irish people will agree that the recent substantial
increase in the marriage rate is a good thing, not only for
the individual but [:or the nation. Though it is perhaps too
early to judge, there are, as yet, no signs of an increase in
the birth rate which, if true, would mean that the lertility
rate (roughly birth per marriage) was tending appreciably
8o
downward, as it has, of course, in Ireland in the longer
period. That allegedly high Irish birth rate (and still less
the fertility rate) is far from being as immutable as the laws
of the Medcs and Persians. Gear},* even argued, and pro-
duced statistical evidence for his argument, that, in the pasi,
the number of births had its law: that the number of births
was of the same order of magnitude as number of deaths,
and ahvays far fewer than the biological maximum, is an
aspect of this law. This view might require qualification in
view of the decline in the death rate, especially amongst the
poorer peoples. Ve~3, recently GealT~ has raised a doubt
as to the commonly held view that the world is over-
populated.
"Fhe fact that, as stated in Chapter i, young people, per-
haps for tile tirst time in Irish history, decided that livelihood
could be obtained in Ireland, is of very recent and short
duration. "eVe ask the question without propounding an
:mswcr: is ~he present low emigration rate "natural" for
h’cland? If not, can we ever hope to reduce the present high
unemployment rate to ~,’Vestern European levels? The eco-
nomic and social boundaries never coincide with tile geo-
graphical boundaries for any country in tile modern world,
less so fro" h’cland than for any other country. Full employ-
mcnt for the Irish is a tenable ideal, provided that the
country of employment is not specified.
The principles involved here are the individual’s freedom
of mm,cment and that it is better to have a job anywhere
lhan to he idle at home. Again, these principles are subject
m obvious qualifications. We hesitate to advance, as a social
principle, parents’ right to have as many children as they
like. We take the view, rather, that social forces will tend,
of their own, to limit the birth rate in Ireland. But these
social forces may take a long time to be effective.
*R.C. Geary: Irish Population Prospects Considered from the Viewpoint of
Reproduction P-arm. ~7ournal of &e Statistical and Social lnqu#y Socie~ of Ireland.
*$4arch 19 I.
tR.G. ~eary: Lecture in TCD, 1974.
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~,.Ve have suggested that. in ftltUl’e, cinigration ft’)m lrt;-
land, bc it largc or small, should bc regardcd as :m aspcct
of mobility of labour, h’ish workers abroad will rctain their
Irish nationality and domicile if they so desire. They will,
in futtn’e, be properly educated and trained for their sojourns
abroad. Their interests will be safeguarded, primarily by ihc
Department of Foreign Affairs. Miga’ation will cease to be
Ihe shamc of tile nation.
Having regard to the level and trend in the birth rate in
other EEC countries, to say nothing of their value at home,
h-ish )’oung persons, properly educated and lrainctl may bc
the nation’s most precious asset.
There is no suggestion herc that external mobility ~)f
labour holds the complcte solution of the Irish nnemploy-
nlent i~roblem. In the first place, the demand for labour
abroad may be less in the fntnrc than in the past, even with
economic recovery. Also. in our philosophy, the rights of the
individual are paramount, and it is not right that an,vonc
should bc forced against her or his will. m leave the country
for twn’k.
St~ tvc assert that the national conscience must regard itself
as invnlvcd in this matter. When tile number of registered
uncmlJlo,vcd was half what it is at present (to say nothing
of the worscned situation of the largcl,v unregistered seho~l-
I~!a~’t!l"S) "tve t:vrolc
In the chlssica] w~wds ~ff the Uncml)lo)’mcnt Acts a person
qtmlilicd for aid when ’ able and willing to work but unable
to find suitable employment ’. That such people, through
no fault of their own. should find their earning’s reduced
sul~stanti;dly is :in :all’font to natural justice and a burden
oil I]lc c~msclcncc ~l" citizens in gcncnd. The idc~d would bc
th:tt every employee shotdd have a civil service type contracl.
whereby his income is reduced, or ceases altogether only
bee:lUSt of grave mlsdemcanour; it should not be reduced
on invohmtary unemployment. Apart from cost. there would
appear IO bc no diflictllty nbout ;idministcring such a schef~c
usil~g the existing social security system.
(Gcary :lttd Hughes. Mi7cJ).
The large majority of the labonr force (even most of the
employee class) are never threatened with unenlploytncnl even
in bad times likc tile prescnt. We believe that this majority
must accept sacrifice to reduce unemployment. Sacrifice
means willing acceptance of disposable earnings or profits
below those which wage earners or en3ployers would have
the bargaining power to impose. ~,.Vhilc it is true that in-
creased money income is an impulsion to home demand
and hcnce to reduction of unemployment, the potential for
export demand from reduction of employee remuneration
is very much greater. Public works schemes will also be
necessary, demanding a substantial increase in earmarked
taxation, i.e.. taxation specifically designed to reduce un-
employment, with the effect o1~ reducing disposable income
of all classes. Recourse must also be had to internal and
external loans. We believe that the public are far more
ready fi:w sacrifice than is connnonly supposed i{ it can clearly
be seen to be effective in snbstantially reducing the number
of unemployed.
We also believe that those who still hold tile old-fashioned
idea that the unemployed are simply lhe work-shy have
decreased in number. Many more. however. Ihink that un-
employnacnt pay at its present levels is something like :m
equitable minimum wage. It is certainly true, as indicated
in Chapter i. that having regard to the Irish GNP we arc
probably doing more for onr unemployed than is any other
EEC country. However, our GNP is very low and the pilot
survey clearly shows that this is not enough in absolute terms.
Before discussing the various choices for the relief of un-
employment wc wish to call attention to a relevant paper
by our colleague, K. A. Kcnnedy.~ While the paper is very
much the author’s own he acknowledges his thanks for
"helpful ideas" to no fewer than eight staff members (in-
cluding one of us). that to a large extent the paper synthesiscs
*"Planning and Employment" read at the Twenty-fourth National Management
Conference, Killarney t976
, 
~l,[anagement ([976).
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E."iR+I ideas. At our request he has kindly supplied us with
a sunmtary of his paper to be found in Appendix B.
.’lotion Required
We have already indicated that we have no pretention to pro-
pounding a detailed solution of the h+ish unemployment and
nnderemployment problems; E. Costa’s appendix paper, we
think, largely dispenses us from this task. The main objective
has been to show that the problent is a very serious one and
we shall bc amply rewarded if we have done something to
convince the public and the government of the fact. We are
certain that the ordinary economic process, even with the
I’avourablc n’cnd of the period of say I!)(io--197"I. or the
amicipatcd trend in the future, will not solve the problem.
We assign E. Costa’s paper to an appendix to emphasise
that he has no responsibility for the rest of this paper.
Indeed we regard the appendix as a vital part of the whole
paper, for ils inherent quality, as well as for the distinction,
1he practical and theoretical experience and the indepen-
dence of the author. At the same time wc feel bound to sol
dm~’n our own ideas as a result of a study of a large amount
of material. Our views are more general, though nowhere in
serious conflict with Costa.
Our most important recommendation is that there be set
up a National Manpower Authority, analogous to the Indus-
irial Development Authority. under the Minister for Labour,
a development of the present National Manpower Sen’ice.
taking over all the present functions and staff of that service
but greatly expanding them. Its duty would be to set the
gremest possible number of unemployed to work in an opti-
mal way. Optimality implies profitable or socially useful
works, with high labour content, low cost per worker but
adequate wages, reasonably high labour productivity in work
initiated by the NMA. No programme can be optimal in
all objectives; the NMA must find its way. It will be en-
dowed with the highest prestige by having ample funds and
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a wide discrction as to spending them. It will work closely
with IDA and other existing authorities, public and private,
m ensure that goods and services produced, whether for profit
or otherwise, have a high labour content. NMA will require
a highly competent research wing containing expertise in
construction engineering, accountancy, economics and statis-
tics ahvays, and other consultative skills as required. We
eannf)[ overstress the importance we attach to research. It is
not a matter of following the best international models.
h’e]and nlttSt evolve its own methods.
Choices Open
There are several choices open:
i. Leave matters as they are, accepting present level of
unemployed, remunerated as well as the country can
afford.
3.
Rely on the purely economic approach with perhaps
intensificatlon of IDA effort in non-agriculture.
Wage snbsidisation, whereby employers receive pay-
Fncnls from the government to keep on workers whom
they wmfld otherwise have to let go.
A direct approach: as soon as a worker becomes un-
employed he is given a job low in material and capital
cost, a large extension of present LA practice which
extends only to minor road making and repairing etc.
These works are social in character, largely infra-
structural, typical of the kind of tasks undertaken by
government, with no goods or services for sale.
Another direct approach: the setting up of local in-
dustries, co+operative or other which, while producing
goods or services for sale, are not primarily impelled
by the profit motive.
6. Controlled mobility internal and external.
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7. Programmes of training, retraining and general edu-
cation of the unemployed.
~. hnprovenleut of employtucnt in agricuhurc.
9. Rctircmcnt of the elderly on the LR.
Notes follow on each of the nine policies lislcd:
,. No change in polio,. It would mean little change in
the present level oE the LR for a long time to come. Policy
should be directed towards getting work [:or the younger
people so that those remaining on the register are the older.
As the total LR gets sntallcr the cotmtry can afford to pay
d~em more. The long-tcrm unemploycd elderly people will
mostly have been tmskilled and thercfore heavy manual
workers, less lit for such work as they get older, and C;nlll~l
he criticised for lack of inclination fiw such work. One desir-
ahle objective will be an older LR.
~. 7"he purely economic .pproach. IDA has hccn success
tul in attracting invesHllenl and creating employment :rod
shmOd bc encouraged and financed tow:lrds even mort inlen
sive effort. We know d/at IDA is aware ~ff the need I’~t
atlracfing and expanding labour-intensive industry, although
the world competition for industry is intense and we innsl
lake what we e.71n get. The research departmenls in IDA
and NMA must do thcir ntntost towards identifying labour.
intensive industry. Has sntficient attention been given to
services, necessarily labour-intensive?
Even if present-day optimistic prophets are right that wc
arc slowly emerging from the current depression, they say
little about the effects on employment. We avoid arrogating
to ourselves the role of prophecy, but we consider that the
sittmtion of ftdl employment experienced by most economi-
cally advanced countries sincc World War lI is unlikely Io
recur. We fcar that unemployntent has. more or less per-
manently, shifted to higher levels everywhere, in Ireland
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il~ i~articular. Perhaps other COtllltrics will have to adopt
Sl)Ccial lncasures as "ivc rccolnluended for ireland here. Ad-
millcdly Ihc COMET modcl foresees a bright future for
cml~loynlent in l:rancc and Germany.
!,. l,I/agc sub.~idisatiott. This has had what wc i’cg:.tl’¢l as a
promising start. "File Premium Employment Programine,
PEP announced by Hie Minister for Finance in his Budget
slatcluent in ~975, in so far as it rclates to manufacturing
industlT makes but a small dent in tile total unemployed,
el)out ,l.ooo in the first ),car. We hope the programme will
bc continued. Clearly the premiums should be increased and
the programme extended to tile construction anti other ser-
vice industries and to services tlaemselves. We realise that it
is dillicult Io apl~ly PEP Io some industries including
t:OllStr|lcI ion.
.I. Direct labour. Most i)l" the cxpcricncc described in this
paper, in h’cland in the past and in other countries in the
past and present, has had to do with public etnployment
rclicl? schemes. Truth to say, OUl" study has left us with tile
illlpresslon that these schenles have not been a ga’eat snccess
anywhere except as ways for distributing a somewhat larger
dole; wc can at least, learn from mistakes. An exception are
agricuhan-al schemes in h’cland which seem to have had
usclul resuhs. Yet special work schemes generally must
remain, especially at the start, the best way for absorbing
sizeable nund~ers of the onemphLvcd. Only we must be careful
11ol to call them "relief schemes", or select or operate them
as if this were their character.
"l’hc following seem rules to be observed:--
(i) Project leaders should be specially selected and trained
in the veu’ wide range of skills required, administrative as
well as technical with close regard to tile art of management.
Some of the trainees amy be found amongst the unemployed
themselves. They will not be expected to be possessed of all
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the skills, engineering and other, but will know how and
where to look for them. Their role will be that of manager
(or "ganger" on smaller jobs) with wide disca’ction but observ-
ing general rules, including accurate record-keeping on cen-
trally-determined models.
It is not to be expected that county engineers and other
local officers can add to their duties the general overlooking
of special works, though these works will normally be those
which would fall to be executed by theln. The works must be
carried out witb the closest co-operation between the relevant
local authority and the NMA or, at the local level, between
the county engineers etc. and the NMA ntanager. Care must
be exercised that special works are additional, and not just
substitutional for works that local authorities would under-
take anyway, hence with little or no addition to employment.
(ii) One of thc first duties of NMA will be the systematic
collection of the thousands of tasks, large and small, which
might be undertaken, with tmiform particulars of site, nature
of work, man years, fixed capital, labour, time duration etc.,
from which central NMA will make a selection, ~]uasl-
optimal in character.
(iii) A trained inspectorate will be appointed to report in
uniform fashion, on the progress of the works undertaken.
(iv) A roster of applicantswill be established, including
school-leavers who do not normally register at the local offices
of D/SW, with full qualifications for each. Application for
jobs on special works will be entirely voluntary, i.e., refusal
will not disqualify the applicant for UB or UA. Selection of
applicants will be primarily on the basis of the best qualified
to do the job, i.e., the standards will be those of a private
employer. There will be ways, however, in which this prime
consideration can be mitigated in hard cases.
(v) Past experience in Ireland has shown that to a large
extent work sites do not correspond with place of residence
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of the unemployed. "Fhis means that lodging must be pro-
vided for many workers. Travel and subsistence must be
provided for workers who have to travel.
(vi) A kind of rule emerged from previous Irish experience,
that small jobs were for direct labour i.e., the ganger under
the direct control of the NMA manager and larger works
should be contracted out, the contractor using the labour
designated by NMA. While this arrangement, as regards
contracting out, may make for efficiency as measured by total
cost of the work, it will probably result in a smaller aggregate
wage cost than otherwise might be the case. "~Ve do not
wish to be dogmatic or doctrinaire on this point. Each case
should be considered on its merits. Unless due regard be
given to economy with the vast sums involved through
efficiency and general factor and labour productivity, the
whole idea of special works on the scale required may
founder at the start. The best way to endow special works
with prestige and to remove fi’om them the stigma of relief,
is to devise their methods and to judge their results by
business standards. Cost-efficiency is of the very essence of
special works and NMA must give this problem special
consideration. The answer may be that when the works are
on a scale requiring professional skills these should be paid
for on a fee basis.
(vii) The co-operation of ICTU will be sought to ensure that
wage demands for special works while fair are not excessive.
The lower the wages the more the projects can be under-
taken. The full approval of the TU movement will be
necessary if the whole new special works scheme is to be a
success. It may well be that 1CTU and other important
bodies may have to alter their traditional sights in this
process.
5. Local Industries. There have been complaints in the
press at the absence in Ireland of goods of an essentially Irish
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t:haractt:r; making such goods requires skill and skill requires
training. ’l’he few h-ish artefacts ah’cady available arc so
good :Is to cnc<~til+:tgc Ihe notion that, especially altlongst
’~’,’olnen ill rural areas, holllC workcl’S ;llld snlall industries
could col~sidcrably increase the incomes of participants and
s~ g~lther tip some of the slack of undcrenaploynlcnt. With
orgailisation we consider that added iilconlc could be con-
siderable if, as was anticij)alcd ill bCtler times, tourism was
to bcconlc one of our largest non-agricultural industries.
Sales to tourists would initigale our import balance, one of
Ihc main deterrents to economic advance. We could make
~tlr own prices 1:o1 charactcrislically h’ish goods and. to Ihat
CXICIlt, I)rolect Olll’seh’cs fl’Oln Ihal cconolnic I)tlgb~2al’. inlet-
national prices. NMA should consult Kilkcnny ~,V<wkshops
and ot her pratt ili++ncr b~rdlcs on this prop~+sal.
6. Migratiotl. WC h:lvc dealt at some length with this topic
in Chapter i and elsewhere in Ihc leaper. X.Vc h:tx’c stlggt’sted
Ih;It 11"1 viexx+ of tradilional unhappy associations the term
"" emigration " should be changed to ’" labour mobilily ". \Vc
indicated that this is not merely a change of words. The Irish
mobile worker will bc a diffcrent [)el;¢ona from that which
he or she so often was in the past. especially in the fact lha!
he will be properly trained and educated and. as the need
requires, looked after by the h’ish :tuthorilics.
It is a great advance Ihat Irish naigration is at last officially
recognised as a fact of Irish life. and not as the shame ~ff the
na.tion as it was in the pasl. This is pardy Ihe rcstlll i~f iltll"
EEC membership, whereby we are subjcc¢ m the EEC
R.cgulation of Free Movement of workers. Rut lhcl’c is alsl~
the ~969 Committee set up by the Minister for Labour whose
prime object seems to bc to encourage enligranls to return
to Ireland, it also provides fltr allocation of gTants to volun-
tary organisations in Ireland and abroad which assist emi-
gl’a i1 ts.
We have given reasons why we think that when a world
economic upsurge gets well under way again there may be
a renewed demand abroad for Irish workers. This is specu-
lative. Ill the longer term, effective demand win depend on
the relative trends of the birth rates in Ireland and the
advanced industrial cotmtries. We have also indicated our
apprehension that recovery will take longer than most
experts think; and that, when it comes, it may not have a
major effect on existing unemployment levels at home and
abroad as it may be capital-intensive, so with a lesser demand
for labour.
7. Education and training. Not only in h’eland but in the
workl generally there is a realisation that at all levels, but
especially at that overwhelmingly most important level, the
primary, education should be a training for life. Primary
education in so far as it succeeds in imparting the three Ks
has gone far on the way in preparing the future worker for
life. Having regard to the huge drop-out rate before com-
pletion of primary education and from other evidence, we
believe that closer attention he given to reading and writing
at least. As a training for life, bluntly a training for jobs,
we are convinced that, at all le~’els, choice of subjects could
be improved and time content of existing subjects made more
useful. AnCO, vocational training and training on the job
are on tile right lines; they need only extension.
"l’he foregoing remarks are relevant to the whole popula-
tion and only the minority exposed to the risk of tmemploy-
menL Education, of itself can do nmch to lower the endentic
level. The argument is almost syllogistic: to a large extent
the high percentage unemployed is due to the high rates
anmngst time unskilled indicating too large a labour pool of
unskilled; the unskilled are largely undereducated and un-
trained; hence by improving education and training the
number of tmemployed could be reduced.
Every effort, including financial inducement, nmst be
made to induce the unemployed to continue their schooling,
training and retraining, especially the younger unemployed.
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It will be of great importance to convince these people that
the training they get will be useful for getting them jobs.
And tile best way to convince them is to get jobs at home
or abroad.
8. Agriculture. Is thc continuing decline ill manpower
in agricuhure as inevitable as is ahnost invariably assumed?
Ahnost tile main deterrent to a decline inthe nnnlber of
unemployed has been the shedding of manpower from aga-i-
culture towards tile non-AFF labour pool. We arc told that
this depopulation has reached the point where prcsent-day
farmers have 13o heirs on the farm, if this accentuates the
elimination of the small uneconomic farms by consolidation
it might be a good thing but it offers only a poor employ-
ment prospect. Must agrieuhure become a capital-intensive
industry in Ireland?
If any sector wanted tile new outlook we have been plead-
ing for, it is agricnhure. One senses a note, sometimes indeed
a full symphony of fatalism in most discussions on Irish agri-
culture. But also it has been authoritatively stated that the
physical output of our magnificent natural pastures could
be qtmdrupled and total output doubled. Under the CAP
the tendency of farlners to seek enonomic salvation through
prices, instead of quantum and quality, i.e.. away from man-
power, has been exacerbated.
Irish agriculture must increase in etficiency, in finding
new products and raising output of existing products suited
to Irish soil and climate, and in all other respects, to obtain
and to hold a larger share of the vast EEC market, to say
nothing of the rest of the world, inclnding the huge htmgry
part of the Third World, stated to number a thousand
million, a qnarter of the world’s population.
If it be argned that agriculturally Ireland is no worse off
than clscwhere in EEC. we suggest that Ireland should con-
sider the advisability of being the exception, instead of
eternally following the band.
It is our profound conviction that the land, whether rural
or urban, is not just another form of fixed capita[ to be
owned outright and disposed of at will, like other forms of
capital in the western economic s}’stem. Instead, whatever
the form of tenure, it shotdd be regarded as held in trust
for the nation by the occupier. It is interesting to note in
this connection that Michael Davitt, tile greatest figure in
tile land nlovement of the last century, believed that lantl
should be nationalised.
Geary,~ h~ a research based on a large ntnnber of farms in
the same county, found that output varied enoruaously for no
obvious reason, btlt one nlust asstlnle that: the competence
of the operator was one reason. In fact, regtflarh’ on each
size of farm group the range in output between the upper
and lower ten per cent deciles was 3: ~. Hc concluded that
the quality of husbandry on many farms large and small
should not be tolerated. Misuse on large farms was a more
serious problem than on small. A new Land Act should pro-
vide for the snbstitution of competent for incompetent
operators, with fair contpensalion for the latter, q’he fact
Ihat, as is clear from CP, t971, the otlnlber of relatives
assisting was insulficient to ensure the succession might have
two effects, both advantageous: (i) reduce number of small
farlns by consolidation, (merely a speeding-up of a process
Illat is taking place all the time), (ii) young people in towns
to take up agTicnlture as a profession, in fact a return to the
land. The present manpower drift I~ront tile land is one of
the major impediments towards our attaining fnll employ-
nle|’lt. Hence lhe net drift tnust 13e arrested, or even turned.
if in a modest way.
9. Retirement o[ the elderly on the LR. I’~rom a human
point of view the situation of the elderly (however defined)
on the LR can be tragic. They are mostly long term. Clearly
*"Vllriability inAgrlcuhural Statistics on Small and .Medium-Sized Farms in ~n
I rlsh Coounly"_Journal of ~he Slallslieal and Seelal Inqldry SocieO, of Ireland Vol. XLV1956-57.
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~l~cy arc disadvantaged in seeking work in competition with
younger persons. It cat’|not reasonably be expected that they
sh~nld learn new ways and uew trades.
It is sttggcstcd that long-term elderly persons on the LR.
sh~nld bc gT;tntcd OAPs al an c;n’licr age than normal, so
removing them from the LR. They should have the benefit
,ff ;,n)’ income-related OAP which may transpire, income
in such c;~sc I)eing ctn’rcnt income from normal occupation.*
The Ecoltomic ,’lpproach towards the Eliminatiotl
o~ Um,,ployme,t.
For Ctts~;l’$ C’Sl Jln;llz.’s till: (.’xtt-en}.’ zlSStllllptJotl iS 19,qade tllat
;ill Yccipicnts of UB and UA are on SWPs, i.e., relic[ work
thllugh, t. the c×tcnt Ih;tt t’ecotn+se nlnst be had to it, it will
never bc s<+ called, or s. regarded. Here wc take the opposite
extreme view. namely, that all the reglstcred unemployed
ave to be cconomicall)’ employed. Our calculations are over-
simplilicd and unrealistic but wc believe that methodo-
h)gically thcy hold a clnc for more sophisticated analysis.
Also. they nmv indicate wl)ctber there is an)’ hope for an
ccnnotnic sohttion to the problem, i.e., is the cost (to be
I)(wnc by tile nation ihl’ongh general government) altogether
beyond our nacans? As will be seen we think not--if the
n;nion is willing.
The crtldest me01od first. "Stlppose that the problem is to
set ion.non pcople to work. The LF (including unemployed)
is ~.l million. In 1975 GDP has been estimated at £3.548
million. The gain from setting o.i million at work is £394
(=o. t X3..~,|8/(i--i~.l) million. Methodologically such a
¯ It has been suggested that many elderly people could contribute4o their own
we~l°being ~r~d the n~tional illcome by undertaking part-tlm~ work; they should
not be discouraged by ¢onditloz~ attaching to their pensions from doing 5o within
reasonable limits. In ,~ ~’i~se retirement of th~ elderly unemplo~,ed doe~ not redu~:e
~he tolal ullellaploy~. ~,Ve ¢on/’~ss tha~ ~e t~lake ~hi~ recotllmendal~oa from
humanistic point of view, having special regard to Ireland, where the wry large
llullll)cl" Ol" ullski~l~d ~xperlel’~cil increased ecollotrlic tlll~El~ploymellt llS thc:y grow
older.
~’We are indebted for the b~ie idea in this sectioll to B.M. Wal~h, who also ina-
proved it by b¢lpfid/ugge~tion.
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Table 4-1 : Potential additional lO flow values on assumption that all unemployed are set to work t 974
£ million
~ector$
] 4 5 6 7 Io       zt 12 [5 ]6 J7 ~8 Other Total
]. Gross output 856 953 299 14J3 182 242 174 536 458 221 z,262 353 414 --
~. Added value 376 t48 95 55 75 9° 64 233 327 ]oo 97o 23 169 2,725
3. Imports,
complementary 2 27 ] 7 3 45 55 67 3 o 22 7 17 96 36j
4. Percentage
unemployed (ri) 20 i z ]6 16 [4 io ]5 26 i [ 13 8 20 -- 13
5. Muhiplier (mi) "2500 .1236 -t9o5 .19o5 .t629 .ittt .t765 .3513 .J236 .1494 .0870 .2500 -- --
Potential addition
6. Gross output 2]4 it8 57 28 3° 27 31 189 57 33 i]o 88 48 J:o3o
7. Added value 94 t8 [8 to ]2 lo [i 82 40 E5 84 6 J9 419
8. Imports,
complementary I 3 3 t 7 6 ] 2 ] 3 l 4 a x 53
9. Intermediate goods 187 39 27 34 2i 15 8 29 ]5 I’l- 3° 87 36 542
xo. Household
consumption 25 44 25 t i 3 9 i t 3° 9 35 14 216
it. Exports, visible,
invisible 23 44 33 7 20 26 4 2 J ~ 5 t 12 189
t2. Net government
current o 13 41 o 54
13- Gross physical cap.
form --a 2 4 4 2 8 8 147 IO 2 I t86
t4. Minus similar imports --]9 --It --32 --28 --16 --31 --o --4 --I --i5 --157
Prinmrysources: E.W. Henry I-O manuscript table for 1974 (preliminary and subject to amendment) ISB for =March ~976 for unemployment rates December 1975.
.]Votes to Table 4. J
Sectors
L Agriculture, forestry, fishing.
print. 7. Chemicals, rubber,
t3. Electricity. 14. Gas, town.
2. Solid fuel. 3. Stone, ores, gravel. 4. Food, drink, tobacco. 5. Textiles, clothing, leather. 6. Wood, furniture, paper,
plastic. 8. Petroleum refining. 9. Clay, cement, pottery. ]o. Metals, machinery. It. Vehicles. 12. Consn’uction.
15. Trade margin. 16. Transport. 17. Services. ]8. Artificial sector.
Rows i-3 relate to the whole country, derived from the Henry IO paper.Rows 6-t4, the "potential addition" figures are derived from the Henry figures by
multiplication by rni=ri/Ooo--rl), e.g. 2t4=856 × .25, 94=376 × .25. The rl figures relate to December 1975, after examination deemed most suitable fro" the
present purpose; the ri for sectors x and t8 are conjectures.
In the IO convention, rows 7-8 are primary input (row 7=wages, pensions, profits, depreciation, indirect tax less subsidies). Rows [o-t4 are final demand heads.
As in the original figures of the IO table, in the "addition" series, col. 6----sum of cols. 9-14.
Table C~ : C~mponents of cost ben~t calculation of a given LPH"P project
(a) Costs
Individual
i. Opportunity costs
(net of taxes) :
--possible forgone
employment
--leisure
--family care and
v.,orks at bonle
’2. LOSS of transfer
payments:
--welfare support
--unemploynlent
insurance
---other subsidies
3. Extra costs due to
the participation
of LPWP:
--transport expenses
to work sites (if
not paid by govern-
tnent)
--increasing energy to
work (if not paid by
government)
--additional clothes for
work,
hldividual
i. Increase in earnings
due to LPWPs job
(net of taxes).
k
Additional fringe
benefits due to
increased income.
3. Benefits derived from
on-the-spot job training:
--better opportunities to
iliad qualified job in the
future with the skill
acquired in LPWP.
--perspectives of increased
wage rate due to the
improvement of skill.
--personal satisfaction
of becoming a skilled
worker.
LPI I;P Agency
t. Project outlays:
--investment COSTS
(land, capital,
labour)
--operatioo, main-
tenanee and replace-
ment costs (OMR)
--administrative costs
(fixed and variable)
--additional administrative
costs (direct and
iildirect)
Additional subsidies paid
during LPWP:
--food aid (if not
granted by external
donors).
LP I’VP Agelwy
I. Direct benefits
collected fi’om LPWP
project.
.2. Indirect benefits
collected fi’om LPWP
projcet.
Cost of possible
anti-inflatlonary
policy (see Chapter \:1
Section 1 l)
L Savings in administrative
expenses of transfer
paynlent progra nln+tes :
--tlnemp[oyment admin-
istration
--welfare programme
Iernph~,nlci=t scz~’icc
operations
Increases in taxes
--direct taxes on :
LPWP parliclpams
and =bose v..ho benefit
from the multiplier effect
--secondary taxes on users
of work done by LP’vVP.
I,
Society
z. Oppc, rmnity costs
(gross of taxes) :
--tbrgonc use of
land, capital, labour
due to LPWP
’2. Cost of traiMng the unskilled
workers.
Socieh,
Social benefits derived
from LPWP project:
--additional output, resuhing
fronl an inlprovcnlent ill
Ihe country’s infrastucture,
fi’oH1 resotlrccs becoming
more productive
--reduction of poverty and
unemployment
improved income distribution
--reduction of social costs
resulting fi’om social turmoils
control (crimes, political
troubles)
--improvement in the workers’
skills.
~. Secondary benefits resulting
fi’om the multiplier effect.
3. External benefits derived frorn
LPWP project.
figure, for 1975. is too crude but it gives some idea of tile
t’nagoitnde involved; also the principle involved in what
follows is the same at sectoral level, using IO.
E.W. Henry has kindly made available to us an eighteen
sector IO table for t974 which he prepared in connection with
his study of energy conservation. While he emphasises that his
figures are preliminary and subject to amendment, they arc
useful to us in so far as we are concerned mainly with illus-
trating a method. As will be seen from the Notes to Table 4-1
this method consists in estimating the increases in gross output,
added value, etc. for sector i, to hc expected from putting the
unemployed in the sector to work, found by muhiplying the IO
figures by (mi=ri/Ioo--ri) where ri is the percentage.
Aggregate added value (row ~) £~,7’.t,5 million, the sum of
heads wages, pensions, profits, and indirect tax as less sub-
sidies, is near enough for our purpose to the official GDP of
£2,900 million for t974: there is no reason why they should
be identical.+ Our most important figure is that of row 7,
the added value from putting" the unemployed to work.
namely, £419 million, or an addition of L5 (=~oo×419/
~725) per cent to GDP. Its principal constituents will bc
sccn to bc 9,t. 82 and 84 millions for sectors i, 12 and ~7
respectively. The ’2_~ per cent for AI:F is pure surmise but
it is far less than the doubling which experts regard as pos-
sible for agricttlturc. Of cnursc construction (12) looms large
but it may conue as a surprise that services (17) have similar
possibilities.
~e set out the last colunm of Table 4.1 in the form of
an account in Table ,I.~ to make a couple of points. The
principle is that the accotmt would be in exact balance in
an 10 thble proper. Here. as will bc seen, there is a dis-
crcpancy of £tfi ntillion, negligible in the light of the
figures involved. This near-concordance does not justify this
arithmetical exercise, though its absence would be a dis-
qualification.
°Taking account of extraneous items Henry’s figure become~ £2,928 million.
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Table 4.2 : Aggregate potential additional lO flows
~m ~t?l
7 Added value 4t9 9 hater, goods 542
8 Imports, comple. 53 xo Household ~t6
9 Inter. goods 54
~ ]I Exports 189
Discrepancy t6 ]2 " Govt. current 54
t3 Capital form. t86
14 Minus sire. impts. --157
t,o3o 6 Gross output I,O30
Source : Table 4" [, last column
Not" woul~.l there be a seriotts increase to the itnport bal-
ance an cncletnic feature of the h’ish economy, in fact a
111crc ~.~2 I (=53 + 157 -- ] 89) tnillic, n.
The elimination of tmeml~loyment on the lines envisaged
would enutil a vast increase in government subsidies and
,d~cr pump-printing expendittn’c. X.Vhat kind of sums. apart
front borrowing, might be available?
NIE 197,t (Table A.](i) shows that. in 197.t total taxation
:mlotmted to £%5 nfillion. The table shows dclails of direct
and indirect taxation and the total includes social security
contributions of £~zo million. Having considered these
details, and having t’eg~ard to the relaxed character of tiffs
exercise, wc see no reason why the additional taxation
should not bc the foregoing i-~ per cent (additional added
vahlc as percentage existing added "caluc. :Is quoted :dgove) of
prcscnt total taxation, or £ 1.13(=955 X 15/ioo) million.
l?~ut this is not all. Account must be taken of savings on
tmemploymctat pnymcnts, in millions in )97-t: UA ~4, re-
dundancy 3 and UB (cstimatc) t7. total £+t milli°n.~ Of
course tnxcs (mainly indirect including rates, tninus house-
hold subsidies) will have been paid to government out of
*Tile al’nount (in particular as containing pay-related benefit) would be much
larger in 1976.
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this £44 million. At a guess, set this at .£8 million, leaving
.£.86 million government saving. The total exu’a sum avail-
able to government to eliminate unemployment,* assuming
no change in taxation levels and no borrowing, would be
.£179(=143+36) million. As the number to be employed
may be regarded in z974 as zoo,ooo (including a special
addition to L.R in respect of tmdel’employment in agric-
culture), or .£t,8oo per person set to work, or say .£1,5oo-
~,ooo (or perhaps £~,ooo-3,ooo in 1976).
Critiqltc
This -’£,,500-2,ooo is like what IDA spent in the 1974"j" to
get a man a job in industry.
At tirst sight the calculation in Table 4.t would appear
~,ptimistic hecanse the uuenlployed in each industry are not
as competent as those at work, as containing higher propor-
lions of unskilled and of long-term unemployed. Also, there
is no indication that the registered unemployed were ever
all working in the sector indicated at the same time, The
idea is rather that the percentages in row 4 and hence the
multipliers in row 5 are indicators of unused capacity. But,
so regarded, these figures are also overstated. The calcula-
tions have tan pretentions to accm’acy; at this stage we want
only the range of £t,5oo-,’t.ooo (in ~974)- Other multipliers
could he used. granted the availability of IO margins, i.e.,
in primary inputs and final demand. Also, from the admini-
stration of this whole econotnic employment scheme an IO
table in far greater sectoral detail (perhaps with hundreds of
*All, or almost all, would be available to government for rellel’of unemployment,
ineludlng industrial subsidies, discovery of markets, training and retraining of
workers, pensioning off and, no doubt, always some UB and UA in respect of
frlcti~l~al u~teta~ployment. There seems no ood reason vchy there should be irt-
creased government outgolngs in r~pect o~ traditional objects like payments to
public servants, children’s allowanee~ and other subsidies etc. because of this
revised unemployment policy.
l’The IDA subsidy per job el’eared was £~,5.oo in x974. While this figure is larger
than our highly speculative ~1,5oo~,ooo, tt may be remarked’ that our figure ts
much greater than the NMS premium of ~65o for 197g per person retained in
emplo),menl. Recourse wouRl be had to any and ~ery method by ~q]qA to set
people to work.
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sectors) will be necessary so as to be able to select, after con-
sultation with experts, the sectors with greatest future
potential. In such conditions the calculation of Table 4. t, in
aggregate might even be suboptimal.
The programme would invoh,e training on a vast scale,
greatly expanding AnCO, vocational schools, on-the-job
training and the u’aining of trainers, all of which would have
to conte out of the afore-mentioned ,£ J,5oo-a,ooo a ),ear.
This was altogether a supply exercise. No account was
taken of demand to which the best resources of Coras Tracht-
ala for exports (to which most increased production should
be directed) and of private sector salesmen should be de-
voted.
"|’here is not tile faintest hope of the realisation ot m-
creased economic employment on a large scale without the
closest regard to income restraint. Government purchases or
guarantees with regard to marketable goods and services is
out of the question as leading to rampant inflation and
national bankruptcy.
Everyone concerned would require dedication and. frankly,
sacrifice, especially at the start. This applies to managements
as well as workpeople.
Signs that some such programme is likely to be a success
would have vast repercussions (unallowed for above), with
economic muhiplier effect, i.e.. the percentage increase in
GDP would exceed ~5 per cent. Also loans internal and ex-
ternal wonld readily be forthcoming, with their prospect of
early repayment.
Part of the cost should be devoted to pensioning off eldcrly
persons on the LR, beyond their work.
It was pointed out to us that there are a number of
restraints which set "fairly narrow limits to what is prac-
ticable for some time to come and point in some directions
at least to different approaches to a solution of the problem".
The argument differs somewhat from our point of view but
merits reference.
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The first constraint mentioned was our relatively low pro-
ductivity. The NESC Report* on Jobs and Living Standards
stated :
If past performance is a guide to the future, then full
employment (on Professor Walsh’s projections) by t986, at
living standards obtaining in that year in the smaller EEC
countries is an unattainable objective. But if past perform-
ance cannot be improved upon in the future, then either
full employment is achieved while the gap in living
standards remains (oz" gq-ows), or thc gap in lnaterial
standards is narrowed for those in enlployment but total
employment falls below present levels. The major objective
of the irish community must therefore be to improve on
past performance.
It was argued that experience in Ireland with employment
schemes has been far from impressive either in relation to
employment creation or efficiency in performance. The
authors would argue, however, that sucb sehenles were on
too small a scale, were regarded as "relief" and the method
of selection of workers on rota was both wasteful and in-
efficient. It was put forward as a probability that the btdk of
employment schemes would be in the areas of infrastructure
and amenities and that it might be "imprndent to assume
that Irehmd can g~’ow sector by sector in ant, way that is
substantially different from the well established pattern."t
The Report "Prelude to Planning" argued that "The over-
riding objective must be to realise the full potential for
growth of the Irish economy . . . in realising this potential
the key sectors of the Economy are manufacturing industry
and agriculture... The inescapable precondition for
faster growth is an improvement in industrial competitive-
ness". The authors would not quam’el with these points of
view but maintain that the overwhehning problem is to get
the tmemployed work. As normal economic processes seem
*~obs and Lioing Standards: Projections and Implications: NES C Pa per No. 7, (1975).
I Prelude to Planning" NE~C Report No. 26 (1976).
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to be ineffective at present then something constructive must
be initiated which could give the required momcntum.
~,.Ve were also reminded of the "critical importance of
choices in the allocation of expenditure". Prelude to Plan-
ning stated "In 1977 the phased approach towards reducing
the bot-rowing requirenlent lUUSt take the form o£ moder-
ating the growth in public expenditure or increasing tax
rates or some combination of both. Increases in the rates of
direct and indirect taxation shoukl be avoided". It was said
that the country should not take any action which might
significantly weaken our competitive position. The authors
agree that the subsidised economic approach to tile problem
is preferable but special works progTammes are viewed as a
lemporary alleviation of tile t|nempIoyment situation by
USeftll and [leCessary nleans.
C~mclusion as Regards the Economic Approach
As a choice between the subsidlsed economic and tile re-
lief approach the former is greatly to be preferred. In an)’
case. under NMA. the two are likely to merge at the con-
slruclion industry level and. as has been emphasised here
nlore than once, the closest regard nlnst be had to economic
eilicicncv and usefulncss in selection of works for SWP. The
economic approach will take many forms, including general
and wage subsidies to managements, help to find markets
for cxlra onlput etc.
There is no suggestion that rede]uptioll lles in exclusive
rcconrse IO this snbsidised economic approach. All we have
done is to show that there is more to it than has commonly
been supposed. If it be argued that such proposed subsidies
are in conflict with EEC regulations, we can, with convic-
tion. take refuge in the "special case" argument, based on
our unique unemployment problem and on the dire show-
ing of COMET for its future.
Realistically, the best we can hope for is a considerable
permanent reduction in the number of unemployed and not
in elimination. Of those who are assisted to find work, in
the short run (say, in tile next five years), more will be em-
ployed in the SWP than otherwise. There may be three
stages in time. the first clominated by SWP, the second with
snbsidiscd economic works taking over a large part, the
third in which subsidies, gradually reduced, become no
longer necessary. All :it work are economically employed,
still with an appreciable unemployment/emigration level,
but low by former h’ish standards.
We do not presume to indicate the lengths of these three
stages or, indeed, to endow our prophecy with figures of any
kind. We only state our belief that the whole scheme is
feasiblc.
q’he very first essential is that the Announcement of a
scheme (to eliminate the hnge national waste that tmemploy-
ment and nnderemptoyment entails) should appeal to the
national imagination. After consultations, the Announce-
ment should indicate the general lines to be adopted in-
dicating that tile programme as a whole has the support, in
principle, of all political parties, of ICTU, FUE, NFA etc.,
in fact as manv economic and social gToups as there are in
the coonn"v. q-he Announcement might be in quite general
IcFInS--IO avoid anything like controversy at the start: there
will. of course, be conflict in detail. There should certainh-
lye mention of the proposal here for a NMA and that govern-
ment will dispose of large sums from current taxation, in
fact of approximateh’ £~,5oo-2,ooo per man-year economic
work created.
To start with. a Register should lye sct tip to NMA
of pcople who want jobs. with all relevant personal par-
ticnlars including statements of willingness to be trained,
deployed industrially or geographically etc. The Register
would differ from the present LR in containing all school
leavers ,,vho leant jobs. domestic workers, wholetime or part-
time. The Register will be purged of those elderly persons
who really do not want work and should be pensioned off.
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Only peT:~ons on the l~egistcr should be employed on govern-
ment-sub.¥idised industry. We must eliminate the mystery of
the lack of relation between the Register and increased em-
i)]n)’ment.
Why should a start not he made almost at once on a few
industries deemed to have a large potential and on a fcw
SWP works, having regard to the experience, rules and sug-
gestions, mainly of others, in this paper?
Our solution to every problcn~ rctluiring government in-
tcrvcntion is str.ngly influcnccd by UK principle and prac-
tice. We cannot., however, look for our neighhour’s guidance
in this positive approach to the solution of, or marked im-
provement in, our tmcmplo)’men~ prohlcm. Frankly, we do
not think that our schenlc would work in the UK. With ils so
high density of population, the high standard of living and
Ihe so ilnlllcnsc expenditure invoh’cd in the scheme, the risk
of failure thcre would hc too great. Basically our economy
at a ]nuch h)wcr level anti the fact Ih:~t we have a low density
of population (which mcans that--diffcrent from the UK--
failnre might not entail starvation) is far stronger relatively
Ih;ll:l lhal of the UK. All we would want is courage, resolo-
lion ;ind involvcn|cnt (fir everyone.
Appendix A
O.tline of a Schcme for Relic of Unemplo),ment in Ireland*
by
Emile Costa
lnlroduction
W ry ~U more than ~6,ooo persons on the Live Registerin March 1976, representing some to per cent o£ the
economically active population, it is generally agreed that
reduction in the level o£ unemployment should be a prime
objective of policy in Ireland. The current recession and the
strtzctural adjustments n, hich are a consequence of Ireland’s
entry into the EEC resulted in more job losses and redund-
ancies than jobs created in the industrial sector in t975 in
spite of the vigorous efforts of the lDA. Thus it does not
appear that the employment situation can improve in the
near future. Moreover, one cannot overlook that the Live
Register does not give a fidl picture o£ the tmemployed--
young people in search of a first job, usually are not eligible
for unemployment assistance, but some of them do register
for work--that there is a substantial amount of under-
employment in agricuhure~ and that the number o[~ women
*This appendix was prepared for us by Dr. Emile Costa, Rural and Urban
Employment Policies Branch, Employment and Development Department,
InternatlormI Labour Office: on a short minion, at our invitation, to Ireland. %Vc
are extremely grateful to Dr. Costa and to the ILO. We have decided to present
this paper without comment.
~’As stated in the Report of Committee on the Review of State Expenditure in
Relation to Agriculture (197o), 53 per cent on holdings over one acre, if equipped
with average facilities for their line of productlon, had an employment requirement
of,attder ’2oo t~xan-days per year in x965. And there are now about 4o,ooo "part-
time farmers’.
who, although they do not register as unemployed, would
be able and willing to work if pay was snflicient is probably
not negligible.
In such circnmstanccs, in order to prevent a deterioration
in the social situation, there is an m-gent need for a Crash
Employment Programnae. This requires sacrifices and bold
decisions by all concerned, more particularly by the Govern-
ment and the Trade Unions. This also requires the adoption
o/: a whole set of measures, as direct employment creation
throngh a Governnlent financed special works programme
does not seen] to be possible on a scale sufficient to
absorb all the unentployed--those long-term structurally
unen]ployed who were ah’eady jobless before 1974 (some
67,ooo) and those unemployed as a result of the recession
and of the move to free trade. Not" would it be appropriate
for all of them. Mainly the hard-cm’e would provide the
labour for an " emergency " works programme, which con-
sequently might ]veil last for a number of years. Any other
measures which would permit it to be kept to a manageable
size are therefore all the more relevant.
A. Policy measures suggested as part of a
Crash Employment Programme
As pointed out by Kieran A. Kennedy in his paper on
Increasing Employment in Ireland read at the Symposium
of the Statistical and Sociztl Inquiry Society on ’~o November
1975, it would first be necessary to introduce a package of
policy incentives which wonld maximise the use of scarce
resources it] the creation of adequate employment, in order
to try to reach the target of 3oo,ooo net new jobs outside
agTicnlture to be created between 1971 and 1986 which was
suggested by Brendan Walsh, a target towards which little
if any progress has been made up to now. Quite natnrally,
most of these incentives and other measures would affect
incomes policy measures and the industrial development
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strategy, since industrialisation has been considered in the
past few years as the basic source for enaployment generation.
Other measttres wottld bc related to u’aining policy and
possibly to emigration.
Incomes and investment policies
~. More and more it is agreed in Ireland that there is a
trade-off between incomes and enlployment. ~¢Vhile wages are
rising far more rapidly than productivity, the share of profits
in non-agricuhural national incomes has fallen during the
present decade and the rate of return on capital in Irish
mannfacturing industry is only in the 5 to 7 per cent range
--and lower if proper inflation accounting techniques were
applied.~ Obviously there is a need for fostering investment
through increased profits---without going into the political
and institutional problem of the ownership, control and use
of profits, and whatever the level of foreign borrowing
and of assistance from the EEC Regional Fund. it is
snggested that higher profits might bc ensured through (a)
a wage restraint policy as proposed under (2) below; (b) tax
relief on profits as proposed under (6) below; (c) possibly,
labotn" subsidies to enterprises to keep the labour costs to
the level of productivity, after a full discussion of the problem
among Government, Employers org,’anisations and Trade
Unions.
~. A policy of zoage restraint through the temporary non-
paylnent of the escalator clause, which wonld involve a non-
negligible fall in real incomes for those in private employ-
ment, could of course only be proposed, again after an
in-depth tripartite discussion and would involve the
Government in pay determination. It might only be accepted
by the Trade Unions as one of the austerity measures
under a Crash Employment Programme and as an evidence
*Contribution by Derek Chambers, Confederation of Irish Industry, at the
Symposium of the Statistical and Social Inquiry Society on ~o November 1975.
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of the solidarity of the working class. It should anyhow be
distinct from a wage freeze. The limitation of wage increases
to the level of labour productivity increases would seem to
be the most reasonable approach and tl~e most acceptable to
the ’l’rade Unions.
3. As soon as the present recession is over and with a
vicw to alleviating unemployment dtu’ing possible future
recessions, "crisis ’resetTJes’" might be constituted by public
and private enterprises.* Enterprises would be encouraged,
through tax relief on these reserves, to defer certain invest-
nlelltS until the Government wottld consider them as
appropriate, i.e., when a recession occurs. A percentage of
the reserves might have to be invcsted in Government loans.
thus producing interest for the enterprises concerned.
4. "l’hc adoption of the above measures would imply a
certaitl degrcc of active planning by thc Government and
consequently changes in the administrative structures. This
is true also of the Special Works Programme suggested under
B hereafter.
hldnstrial development strategy and related measures
5. Due to the small size of the domestic market, emphasis
has been lald on and tax rellcf gl"zntcd to export industries.
If a labour-intensive works programme is launched, some
reorientation o[ investment priorities would be necessary to
meet the increased demand for wage goods from the formerly
unemployed workers. This would permit limitation of the
possible inflationary effect of the progrmnmc. In addition to
the need for supporting, as a general rule, the processing of
local food products and minerals. IDA would thcrefore have
to consider giving a higher priority to food processing, cloth-
ing and footwcar, fm’nit:ure and electrical appliances indus-
¯ *Such r~erves have been constituted in Switzerland since z95L
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tries than has been the case up to now.’* Incidentally, textiles
and clothing, as well as food processing industries, are anaong
the sectors where the nttmbers of unemployed are relatively
high.
6. l\’luch has been said about the preference which should
bc given to labour-intensive technologies in Ireland.
Generally speaking, it is perfectly understandable that IDA
--ahhough it happened to pa~’ up to 60 per cent of the
capital cost of small labour-intensive industries--prefers in-
dustrial projects with the best capital-labour mix which meet
commercial viability criteria and are competitive on foreign
markets. Morcovcr. the high income levels to which the h’isb
people aspire may just rule out labour intensive industries
as being uneconomical. Nevertheless. in a quasi-emergency
cmph)ymcnt situation, particularly if a wage restraint policy
is acceptable, it seems that labour-intenslve industries should
dcliberatcl,v be given some preference.
"l’his could bc made by granting tax relief on profils to
new labotlr-intcnsive industries. For instance, a tax cut o1:
rio per cent could be granted for a uunlber of years (let us
say. five year’s) to enterprises whose fixed asset investment
per job created is under £~.5no; the tax reduction could be
25 t)cr cent when fixed asset investment per job is under
£,5.°°0-
Of c¢~ursc, there is no question of introducing in Irish in-
clustYv the simplest traditional methods of production. But
the l)epartnaent of Industry and Commerce might wish to
collect information on intermediate techniques from the
InteYmediate Technology Development Group in the United
Kingdom or from the ILO (Techuolog3, and Employment
l~ranch) and to disseminate such information, particularl), to
small enterprises.
It is hardly necessary to add that it is in the construction
*Of course, an increase in agricultural production would also be necessary. As
stated below, the labour-intenslve works programme itself should help in coping
with this necc~ity.
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industry sector that intermediate technologies are both nlost
practicable and most needed due to the high tineml)loynlent
Fate.
7. Undoubtedly there is scope for /’uller ’utilisation o[
existDtg industrial capacity in h’cland. It is considered in the
Planning and Research Division of IDA that there is an
tmde/’-ulilisation of 35 to 40 per cent of tile capacity as com-
pared with ~97B in ahout 90 per cent of the enterprises.
especially in mechanical, textiles and food processing indtls-
tries. Clearly the main cause of under-utilisation is the lack
of outlets due to the recession and to the limited size of the
domestic nlaYkel, but delicient inanagenlcnt practices and
high labour costs particularly on over-time, may also prevent
Ihe full use of machines. An in-depth study of this I:)t’oblenl
Seems to he needed so that when the ecollonly recovers or
when there is an increase in internal demand for wage goods
as a result of a special works programme--an), possibility
for increasing output and enq)loyment, for instance through
iIIOl’e shift work, could he utiliscd without an,v substantial
increase in capital.
8. Possibly tile ,teamtres in [avour o[ redundant zuorkers
and to promote occupational redeployment could be made
more flexible. Surely the present system including the Pre-
mium Employment Programme on the one hand, and the
Redundancy Payments Scheme and the Resettlement Assis-
tance Scheme on the other hand, is more than reasonably
effective. Also the Training for Individuals Progl-amme in the
Industrial Training Authority (AnCO) provides good oppor-
tunities for training or retraining the unemployed, including
the payment of training allowances. However, the following
steps are suggested to facilitate occupational redeployment
or to alleviate certain situations:
--Special allowances cotdd be granted to older workers
who are over 5fi at the time of their dismissal and cannot be
redcployed. These allowances would provide beneficiaries
with 9° per cent of their former wage for a 4o hour week
up to the age o[’ retirement; thus these older workers would
no longer look for employment (this system is working under
the French National Employnlent Ftmd).
--The Resettlenlent Assistance Schelne could be expanded
to cover, on the one hand. tile "’key workers" in undertakings
which are decentralising their activities and. on tile other
hand, those recruited by firms nloving into areas of acute
I.inenlploynaent who are sent [’1"o111 these areas to tile tlllllS
headquarters for special training (like in the "Key \Vorkers"
Scheme" anti the "’Nucleus Labotu" Force Scheme" in tile
United Kingdoln).
--A "’double residence grant" could be paid to redundant
workers with family responsibilities who are unable to move
their [-anailv residence immediately to their new place of
employment (like under a French Decree of 0-4 Irebrtlar’c.
: 967).
I"IncoMe maintenance allowallces" Cotlld be gl’al’ited to
workers who are downgraded in the process of transfer wi0~-
in their enterprise and. for a linlited duration, to redundant
workers who arc obliged to accept a lower paid job than
their fornlcr one whilst awailing nlore suitable redeploy-
ll]ent.
9. The setting up of worke~¢ co-operatives by the unem-
ployed should bc considered with special interest by IDA
which, in addition to the special working capital arrange-
ments for small industries and to providing its usual ad-
visory services, could provide them up io ioo pet" cent of
fixed asset cost as cash grant, particularly in Western regions.
These co-operatives would particularly aim at meeting tile
internal demand for wage goods, as stated under (5) above.
and fish and othcr food-processing, furniture and furnishing
fabrics industries, as well as clothing induslries and other
consumer goods factories, that IDA is already largely sup-
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proling, would sccm Io be particularly al)propriate. The
o)-oj)cr;lliVcs shotlJd require little invcsllncI1t per.j0b crealed
and work on a muhiplc-shift basis.
"l’hcy wlndd be cmnposed, lirst, with unemployed skilled
aim semi-skilled workers but. with AiiCO’s assislance, they
shin,hi also engage unskilled workers on a training-cum-
productim~ basis. The need for training it] co-operatives
nl:ulagcmt:iH should be omsidcred with AnCO before
sclth|g up any co-,,pcrative of tmenlployed workers.
Ntwh Irainh]g. and indeed tile nmnagemenl of any workers’
c~-~l~eralivu, mighl imssibly be enlrusled Io trade unions or
at h:asl org;ll]isct’J ~’ilh lilt!l" col]abol’~ltJo!l, drawing on the
experience of Hisladrnt in Israel. This. however, seems
dillicu|l to implement in the h’ish context.
I:nr uncmphLved women. !he possibility of setting up
knilting and weaving units in rUllal areas might be en-
visaged. IDA :ldviscl’s shoukl bc made responsible for a
nnllll)cl" of vilktgcs and deal with obtaining raw materials
and marketing and sales of handicraft products produced
I)v lhC :vllnlcI1.~
i~. Olhev M~’n.~,v~’a. There is dcfinitely a need fro" voca-
tionol tred,ing pla,ni,g,t which should be a task i’m" the
Natimlal Manpower Service. No systcnlatic assessment of
manpower reqnirelnents is being made at the moment. Out
of AnCO’s 9.o~u, trainees per year--who should be 11.5OO in
1!}7g as a result of the on-g~ing expansion progn-amnle--
about 8.000 arc adults, most oF them unemployed, and out
of these some 5o per cent only can be placed into employ-
men!. Selection of training courses in AnCO is made on the
basis of various manpower surve,vs carried out by AnCO’s
Research I}eparmmnt. of advance warning by IDA. and of
cotlsollaliot/s o1: en~ployers’ and workers’ organisations in the
*This approach has been experimented in Cyprus, where "Home Economics
Agents" have been nppolnted by the 3’linisn’y of Agriculture to be responsible for
6 to 8 villages to advise displaced rural women. Dre~making itlstructors had first
to train tho~e women.
~Apar! from educatlo~aJ planning, wbJeb can only produce result~ in the long rva.
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training centres. Clcarly. the l)lacement rate would be higher
il: vocational training planning were systematic.
z i. As rcgards training o[ young worker,s" within indust~3,,
the Govcrmnent might consider the possibility of paying the
enterprises which recruit and train unemployed workers
under 95 years of age, an allowance varying according to the
duralion of tl’aining, pins an alnotlnt ¢(jtlal to the nliniulunl
wage for the same period (system applied in France under a
Decrec of ,I June 1975). It can be hoped that some firms
would undertake hiring and training on a voluntary basis
in response to a publicity campaign for the Crash Employ-
nlenl P i’ogl’a nl Tile.
t2. For various social reasons, emigration is not to be
pushed at present in Ireland. However, to the extent that
emigration would not completely vanish, it might be ad-
visable to train migrant workers to specifically meet the
requirements expressed by other conntries,~ for instance
EEC cotmtrics. A study of this problem is being preparcd
in AnCO. Such "planned emigration" is primarily of interest
to the workers concerned but the expenditure on training
would not be lost by Ireland because of the balancing effcct
of emigration on current international payments anti of the
possil)le return of the workers to Ireland after a few years
with improved capacities. The problem could be discussed
by the Advisory Committee on Emiga’ants’ Services in the
l)epartment of Labour.
The set of the above measures could go part of the way
to relieving uncmployment in Ireland. and some of them
may have fairly quick results. But in the short run the majol:
impact can only be made by a Special Works Programmc
which would directly create employment for a mass of un-
employed. This programme wotfld be the main component
of the Crash Employment Programme at least for a few
yeal’s,
*This is done by a number of countries of emigration.
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B. A Suggested Special Works Programme
Possible scope and cost o/the SWP
As a basic principle, the SWP should try to give work to
all those who are totally or seasonally unemployed and are
prepared to work. It is very difficult to estimate this "de-
ployable labour surplus" at present. Assuming on the basis
of available data and information collected, that the LR
population (i 16,ooo) represems only 88 per cent of all job-
seekers, including young people and the self-employed,~ one
would reach a total of some ~32,ooo unemployed. In terms
o/ man-years available for work, however, this number
should be reduced, considering that, according to the latest
ligm’e (Septemher 1973), the average number o/ weeks of
employment ohtained during the previous ~2 nmnths by
men on tile LR was 1~, i.e., 25 per cent of a year if allowance
is made for four weeks annual leave."l" The nunaber of man-
years nvailable for work then comes down to 99.ooo. Finally,
:lssuming that 87 per cent only would be prepared to take a
SWP job at current rates of pay, the latter number should
:~gain he reduced to 86,000.
Now. if the SWP would also aim at ahsorbing rural under-
employment (as desirable), one should add to this number
II~e equivalent in man-years of ~oo days per ),ear [or the
,it),,_)()() "part-time farmers", i.e., roughly ~3,ooo man/years,
which brings the total deployable labour surplus to some
too.(-),~)o man/years. Although this figure has been obtained
on the basis of a series of assumptions, it seems to give a
fairly good idea of the magnitude of the actual availability
of Inbour.
What proportion of this surplus could be absorbed by the
set of measures suggested under A above is obviously a guess.
But it would not be unreasonably optimistic to say that it
*Basis: NMS surveys carried out in 1974 in thirteen catchment areas (6,900
job~eekei’s ,as against 6:00 on the LR). But thin proportion may be fortuitous,
~R.C. Geary in Chapter t of this study,
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could absorb up to go.ooo man-years, including tile effect of
Ihc spcci:d allowances to redundant older workers, which in
fact would set them out of the labour market. Consequently
the SWP. taking into account its indirect and secondary
cmph,}’ment effects, some of which have ah’eady been taken
into consideration under A (5) and (9). shotdd absorb fit
]cast 7o.~oo n]all-ye~lrs,
Omsidcring the experience of devcloping countries which
have I:mnchcd such special works programmes, particularly
the Brazilian and Tunisian e×pericnces, this is not an im-
possible i;~sk. The average proportion ol the GNP which has
been devoted to these prograll]mes in developing countries
is ’e I>cr cent. Since GNP per hcad is )ntlch higher in h-eland.
it slmuld be acceptal)le u:, devote to a S\VP 3 per cent of tile
GNP. which on the basis of an cstimated GNP of £3.533
million at market i)rices in ’975. would nit;ill an expendi-
Itll’C Of /,~ I(~ milli,m per ),ear.~
If the SWP is labour-intensive cnongh--and depending
tllgon Ihc colllent Ill! the programnlc, to be defined below--
labour costs should alllOtlnt I0 60 per cent of loll] Costs (in-
cluding cquipn]elu, malcrials, and administrative costs), i.e.,
to £63 million per year. Again. this rio per cent is based on
the experience of ollmr countries, althou~lt ill some schemes
in Asia it reached 75 or even 8o per cent.
Assunfing that the bulk of the labour would be paid tile
normal rate for non-agricuhural unskilled labour, tile
labour costs would amount to some £’t5 per man/week on
the basis of a wage of £,1n. Of course, tile skilled workers
would have to be paid a higher rate, but they would not be
a high proportion of the total labour employed and, on the
other hand. young workers under 19 and workers in rural
areas (who could be ])aid tile mininaum agricultural wage
set fit £33.4o or £33 at tile end of 1975) would get a lower
rate. Keeping then to a labonr cost of £45 per week find
*This does not allow for the naaintcnance co~tn of completed workS.
assunaing that the workers would be entitled to paid annual
leave,~ the SWP would be able to provide 27,~o~ mira/years
of work’.
If it were possihlc to pay the tmskillcd workers :tt :t Intver
rate, for instance at a rate in between the amount of the tln-
cmployntent benefit (£24.2o from April 1976 for :m ;tvcrage
man with adult dependant and two children) and the non-
agTieuhural minimuna wage, say, £3~ per wcck with a
labour cost of £56, the SWP would providc 3,1.ooo man/
years of work if the workers would be entitled to paid annual
leave,t Then. when one takes into account the mttltiplicr
effect (indirect and secondary eml~loymcnt effects), which
ma), not be higher than 2~ since part of the secfm¢l;tr,v effect
has already been considered under A, it can lye seen Ihat the
SWP shonld permit the absorption of 70.000 nlan/yeal’s.
Of course, this result largely depends upon thc wages and
other conditions of work which would bc ~’anted to the
SWP workers, and upon the anlount of the allocations made
for the pro~q’amme by the Government. If 3.,5 per ccnt of
the GNP were devoted to the SWP instead of 3 per cent
Ilaen with an allocation of £125.f1 million, direct employ-
mcnt generation by the programme would be 3~.ooo man/
years with a normal wage and 40.000 with a reduced wage.
It would then be much easier to reach the target of 70.000
man/years.
Finally, to get the actual financial cost of the SWP to the
Government. one must dedttct the savings on the unemploy-
ment benefits and unemployment assistance which would
be involved in putting the unemployed to work. It will be
assumed, ag,-ain, that the average worker has one adult
dcpendant and two children and, for the sake of simplifica-
*The question of conditions of work under special works programmes is discussed
below.
tThis of course implies that, in facL the techniques applled would be even more
labour-intensive. This should be possible, because the prevailing ",cage is high as
compared to productivity.
**After experience in other countries.
tion, that half of thent would he entitled to UB (i.c., to
£24.eo per week) and half to UA (i.e., to £2o.85 per week).*
On this basis, the actual financial cost of tile SWP would
be as follows in the four different hypotheses suggested
above :
SWP=3% GaVP SWP=3"5% GArp
Labour cost Labour cost Labour cost Labour cost
£45 per £36 per £45 per £36 per
week week week week
(£m) (£m) (£m) (£m)
Allocation Io5"oo Io5"oo 123"6o 1~3"6o
Savings on
UB+UA 3l’18 39"37 37qo 46’37
Actual cost 73-82 65"63 86’5o 77"23
Note: In these calculations, it has bccn assumed that SWP workers,
like UB beneficiaries, would not pay insurance contributions.
The question of financing the SWP will be discussed
below, after the content and the administrative structure
of the programme have been defined.
Selection o[ SWP workers
~,,Vhatever the allocation would be, a selection should be
made, since in any case, if one sticks to the al)ove
suggestions, the maximum nuoaber of man/years directly
utilised on SWP projccts would bc less than 4o.ooo. Apart
from those who would anyhow not be prepared to take a
SWP job. there would be a direct selection on the basis of
the wage level if a reduced wage is acceptable. But. apart
from that, a nuntber of criteria could be envisaged.
(a) The purely financial criterion would imply giving a
preference to those workers entitled to UB and having
*If part-time farme~ are employed under the SWP, they would no longer be
entitled to doles in the Western areas, which would involve some savings too.
children. But since UB is payable for a maximum period o[
65 weeks, it would also imply that the workers’ turnover in
the SWP would be relatively high, which is not conducive
to efficiency.
(h) Anodler criterion may be the length of time applicants
have been on LR. Then one wotdd have a larger proportion
of UA beneficiaries, which wonld reduce savings. This
criterion may well have to be retained, however, since for
psychological reasons it may coincide to some extent with
the - readiness to take a SWP job ".
(c) A third criterion would be to concentrate on depressed
occupations, i.e.. builders’ labourers, road labonrers and
general labotn’ers. This would be logical as these workers
provide the basic labour for any works programme. It would
not i~reclnde the recrnitment of skilled, senti-skilled workers
and nccounlants and clerks in so far as they are technically
required for implementing Ihe various projects and not
available in die central and local services responsible for the
projects concerned.*
(d) Since. as a basic principle, workers would be hired
locally a fourth criterion would be to carry out most projects
in the m’cas where Ihe number of unemployed is the highest
(l)ublin and Dunlaoire) and in depressed areas where
the uncn~ployment rate--as well as tmderemployment is
rcl:nivcly high (Ulster. North Connacht).t However. due
to land distribution patterns and to social structures, it does
not appear that suitable works would be available in
sufficient numbers in those depressed areas. This qnestion
* Principles about the staffing of projects and gang~ balance are given at pp. I 1 33 if"
V-46ff. and V-I ~3ft. of the ILO Guidtlintsfor the Organisation of Special [~bour-
Intensive l’Vorl;s Programmes.
lThus, in the Public Employment Programme (PEP) in the USA, additional
federal funds were provided to State~ and localities where the unemployment
rate reached 6 per cent or more for three consecutive monti~. Similarly, under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (1973)
, 
funds have been made
available Io areas where the rate was 6.5 per cent or more for three consecutive
months and detriggered when it went below 6.5 for three months.
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will I)e considered again in the context of the definition of
tile programme conlent. In any event, if needed, unem-
ployed urban workers from such areas could be temporarily
sent to miler areas where works arc available, although this
would definitely increase tim transport, acconllllOdation and
other administrative cosls under the SWP. In this respect,
a Pilot survey of the uneniplo)’inent carried out hi .May 1975
revealed that 55 per cent of those in the sanlplo of 3oo
would accept work away fl’Onl honle and, Otll; of i]lesc 55
per cent. sonic 65 per c(’nt (i.e., 35"75 pro" cent Of the total)
wotl]d work anywhere ill ire]and; the readiness to work
away friinl fiolne iS Of course snl)jcct to tile wage level and
other conditioris of work undcl- ifie Sl,,VP.
(c) Obviously I.llc age and good fieahh criterion is of
primary importance. Conccrnlng age, it has already I)cen
suggested that redundant older workers should be entidcd
to special allowances so thai. tile)" would no longer appear
on tile labour market. [t is also suggesled that other un-
employed older workers (let us say inr)l’C ihan 55 years
old) should not be selected for SWP work: they could
of course get a job as a result of other measures adopted
under lhe Crash Employment Programme and of indirect
and secondary mnl)lo)unent generated by the SWP. As far
as workers under 25 years of age are concerned, it is sugges-
ted that at least 23 per cent of the total direct employment
under the SWP be assigned to tfienl; a special component
for young workers is proposed below as part of the pro-
granlnle,
All criteria (b), (c). (d) and (el seem to be relevanl and
they should be used in reverse order, criterion (el I)eing tile
first, for tile purpose of selecting SWP workers.
A final point related to tile selection of workers: it is
generally agreed that the rotational system sfioukl be ex-
chided since it reduces the workers’ overall income, involves
"a feeling of "relief work", does not facilitate training on-the-
it’/
j,,b and entails a loss of cl+ficienc),. I),ut the possibility of work-
ing on a Iwo-shift basis during long sunlmcr days should
be envisaged since it could be a means of reducing admini-
strative costs.
Cottt~:ttl of the SWP
In order to repay r:q)idly part of its cost. to generate as
much long-term cmlMoyment as possible (and thus to create
sooner or later the co]lditi~ms for its own disappearance,
which is both socially and politically desirable), any special
works programnlc should include a substanlial proportion
~,f dircctly-productlve projects and/or a training component,
particularly as far as young workers arc concerned, l:or this
reason, it is suggested that the SWP should consist of three
cllnlp<)nel]lS; a public Wol-ks conlpoHcnt, [l I’ura] Wol’ks coFn-
pfH]cnl, and a yottth component.
The importance of a careful project selection cannot be
t()o much cmphaslscd if one wants to prevent the traditional
criticisms thai pttblic works schemes provide no i)crmanent
s()ltJti~)n of the uncn|ployn|ent pr(+blelll and include a high
pcrccnla~c ()[ Will-ks <if lill]e (11+ 1141 ccononlic ’+,a]uc.
A c:u’cl’ul i+rojcct selection implies that: (i) SWP projects
nh<)tlltl bc c~nll)lcmcntar), Io ()t.hcr development projects;
(ii) lilt)’ sh()uld m:lximise short-term cnlployment gcncra-
li+~n; this has ah-cady been pointcd out above when it has
bct2n Sll~2~cstc(I Ihat the ;t’+’el’agc labour cost [o1" tile pro-
gr;numc as a whole should be (io per cent of total costs,* but
ill ;iddilion. :lcc~)tllll nlust bc taken of in|mcdiate indirect
:lJ~<l secondary cmpliD, mCllt eft’eels; (iii) as just pointed ont.
Ihey sll~)tllt+l also III;ixill|ise Is)rig-term cnlp]oynlcnt genera-
lion: (ix,) they sholtld have :L high economic return, a high
hctlclil/cost r:ltio. Points (ii). (iii) and (iv) combined gener-
*A direct con+~qucnc¢: of this requirement is that the SWP should mainly consist
of minor works : it should I)c baslc~Llly "a largc programmc of minor works"+ as ~11
programmcs or this kind. But this (loc+’~ not rulc out Ihc possibility of including
I:lrgc-s<:al<: proiccl~ in Ihc progr:Jnlmc.
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Mly lead to a higher priority being given to directly
productive projects snch as land development, irrigation or
drainage rather than to infrastructure projects, and to in[ra-
structure projects rather than to social investments, How-
ever. final decisions can only be made after considering the
merits of each particular work, if possible through a cost-
beneiit analysis.
A careful project selection-z-and planning--also imldies
that a shelf of projects has to be prepared within a mnlti-
anuual SWP: this is to a certain extent a corollary to the
eonlplemel]tzu’ity requirement. In this regard, it: appears
that there are in h’cland a number of project proposals
which conld be iml~temented when funds are made available.
It is important that these projects start as soon as possible.
It would be desirable too that fnture projects be included
in a conaprchensivc regional development policy.
(a) The public works component
It. is agreed that there is no shortage of inh’astrnctural
projects (roads, housing, schools and hospitals) which could
generate direct enaployment. There are a nunaber o~ projects
ready for quick implementation in the Departinent of Local
Government. which apparently could constitute a substantial
part of the first year programme of the SWP. Since these
projects have been proposed by County Councils, th’ere is
every reason for thinking that similar proposals could be
prepared in the years to come. The projects mainly cover
the provision of basic inlSrastructure for expanding housing
schemes: water supply, sewerage, access roads, minor drain-
age works. It is considered that they should trigger off
employment generation in the building industry. Other
projects ready for implementation in the Department o[
Local Government include the construction of community
halls, playgrounds, tracks and footpaths, for promoting
tourism, etc. The Dublin Corporation, in particular, should
be able to prepare a set of projects in the field of housing
and environment for direct employntent of the tmemph)}ed
io tile ftlttlre.~
A possible area for expansion of this eolllp~ment i~ the
provision of recreational facilities both for tile Irish com-
munity artd for attracth’tg more tourism.
(b) "/’he r~ral n,orhs comlmm’l~f4;
In this bllpol’tant sector, it appears that there ala." strtlc-
tural difficulties which should be overcome if one wants to
expand eml)loyment and absorb t~rtder-tnlelllployment.
First. we will has-e to set aside 01e foresll-V sub-scclor, ill
which tile Deparlment of Lands employs 2,60o regular
workers more or less permanently, Under tile regular pro-
gramme, it is difficult to provide enough work in keep
these workers fully employed and. in fact. tl~eir nuntber had
to be reduced by more than 5° per cent in past ’:ears. Even
if part of tile regular programnle works were advanced by
a few )ears. tile? would be carried om bv this labour, which
apparently might resent ~l~e use of extra-labour, m do 0mir
own job. Possibilities [or employment expansion seem there-
fore to be iIIOSt limited.
But it is agreed thai there should be a fairly wide scope
for land clearance, reclamation and improvement, including
minor drainage and flood conlro] schemes, as well as for
COllslrncliOll :llld lnaintenance of i’llral roads. In prolnote
agric~zhural development, parllcularly in tile Cemral and
Westcrn regians of the countr?’. [rt fact. tb.e l:arm Improve-
lllenlS Scllclne was tile inosl successful of those reconllllended
by 1he Interdepartmental Committee on Public \Vorks. as
staled in ils linal report in 19_15 CI6.
* In Illi~ res )ect. it may be minled OUl thai Ihe I LO Guideli*le,¢fi~r Ih," O,’ga,ti.~atio*l of
Special l~lbour-lnlensi~’e II "orks Pr~3~lammes. pp. IV-4o to 7~ propose basic principk’s
for choosing applx~priate wchnologi~ foe various categories of work.
~’lt should be slressed that Ibis compotlent would be partit’ularly suited to be part
"many h’ish ~rms ~um.r. li’om a shorlage ol’l~ll-lt~itlg caphal and ot~raEe low input
~nd low output svswms" (CEE. The Irish "~’onaml’. Economic and lqn:uwial Series,
No. m, ~9"~5. P. 43.}
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However, the Farm hnprovemeuts Scheme, as imple-
inel’lled by the Department of Agl’icu]ture aud Fisheries,
consists in gTanting non-repayable cash to small farnters to
have land improvement and small drainage works carried
out on their own holdings through contractors. As such,
it does not lend itself to the "nmhilis:~tion" of the un-
cmplo},cd or of undcr-cmpIoyed rural labour. Moreover, it is
well known that in poor areas in Connacht and Ulster, most
farms are small, frequently owned by farmers over 5°, half
of whom being bachelors without initiative, who would not
be readily prepared either to participate in rtu’al works or
to accept that unemployed workers come to work on a large
project which would cover, inter alia, their own farm. Obvi-
ously, there is a need for education and extension work to be
done at county level in co-operation with what is ah’eady
done by the Dcpartment of Aga’iculture and Fisheries. It
might be advisable too, to launch a campaign giving informa-
tion on the purposes and activities of the Crash Employment
Prog~’amme,~ and particularly of the SWP. In this task, as
in other activities trader the SWP, the County Councils
shoukl play a major role. Besides. specific land development
projects could be carried out ou Government lands, however
small they are. if one does omit forests.
It would be a task for the authorities responsible for
managing the SWP (see below) to select the minor projects
to be implemented and the areas where most emphasis has
to he laid on; it heing understood that minor draiuage
schemes should not be undertaken before larger schemes
under the Arterial D~inage Act are completed. Such minor
schemes could include digging aud maintenance of secondary
channels from the arterial network to villages, for instance.
It should be noted, however, that four arterial drainage
schemes (Corrib/Mask/Robe; Boyle; Bonet; Dunkellin and
Lavally) are ready for implementation under the Office of
*it may be a way to attract into farming young people from among the unem-
ployed.
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Public Works when funds arc available. Rough preliminary
estimates based on the experience in the on-going Boyne
project show that these four projects could absorb about
¯ 1,3oo man/years of casual labour under the SWP.
Another much larger possibility for using unskilled labour
for arterial drainage would be the Shannon drainage project.
which would easily require ten years even under a crash
progra nlme.
(c) The youth component
As stated above, it is suggested that at least ~5 per cent
o[ the iotal employment tinder the SWP be assigned to
workers under 25 years of age. Some of them could work
under components (a) and (b). But it seems to be advisable
to have two other specific schemes, one being a training-cure-
production scheme and the other, a public service scheme for
ille educated.
The training-cure-production sc leme might be an expan-
sion of the present AnCO’s Community Youth Programme.
the objective of which is to assist young people through
training and work to obtain basic industrial skills, a greater
understanding of a working environment and the oppor-
tunity to develop sell-reliance and maturity. The projects.
which are l]O’,q ahnnt ioo in h’clalld arid consist each of six
young workers plus an nncnlployed craftsman as a team
leader, include repair work on old folks’ homes and cenlres.
eomnlunity halls or centres and children’s plzyga’ounds, but
the type of projects is open to new ideas. "l’hey last for about
three months each and may be divided into nnils of work.
The sponsor o[ each project providcs materials, while AnCO
imparts basic training to the labour provided.
I[ such a scheme is expanded, it should come under the
authority responsible for the SWP. with AnCO’s co-opel,’afion
for the Iraining input. After a trial period, it could i0cludc
a wider range of projects, directly connected with projecc~
actually implemented under Ihc two other SWP componenls.
It might also includc projects for the summer employment
of students so that they could earn enot{gh money to remain
in school, on the lines of what has been done in the USA
under tile Neighbourhood Youth Corps Programme and in
Canada under the Opportunities for Youth Programme. It.
must be stressed that all)’ scheme of this kind should include
vocational guidance and preferential placement of the
pa.rticipants into permanent jobs when opportunities arise.
The public service scheme for the educated unemployed
would providc thc youths concerned employnaent in clerical,
survey-making, research-related jobs, or as teachers or
policemen, or as para-professionals like nurses, etc. As in
the Public Employment Programme in tile USA, the jobs
would be provisional--a limited duration might be fixed--
and the participants would be expected to move to perman-
ent jobs in the privatc or public sectors when possible. The
approach would be based on tile idea that curry require-
ments for many professional or para-professional occupations
are artificially high. On-the-jol3 training would enable
upward mobility for the participants.~
The scheme would be specifically designed for uncmployed
secondary school leavers. A survey carried out in 1974 by
the National Manpower Service showed that out of 37,733
second-level pupils surveyed. 5.431 had reported to be
unenq~loyetl, or stayed at honle, or " did not know " what to
do, i.e.. ’4 per cent of tile total. The total of secondary school
leavers being 4~t.7oo at that time, this percentage would
represent I’i.~7o tmemployed or assimilated. Assuming an
increase to 7.000 by now. and assuming too that they conld
he renlUllcraled £3o per week since they would get on-the-
job training,t the total cost of the scheme, if all the
unemployed would be interested, would be trader £~
million, which is quite acceptable within the SWP as it is
suggested (total cost of £to5 or £ J’>3.6 million).
*"New Careers" Programlnc concept in the USA,
]’b.’tayhe one could propose only ~t’25 per week.
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Administrative Structure*
It seems to be inevitable that running such a large scheme
as the SWP wonld require a specific central authority and
additional staff both at the central and at the county level.
"l’he SWP Central Authority should preferably be located
in the Department of Labour (possibly in the Department
of Local Government), but it would be directed by a
Committee consisting of representatives of the Departments
of Labour. Finance, Agriculture, Fisheries, Lands, Local
Government, Social Welfare, Public Services, Health,
Industry and Commerce, and of the Office of Public Xqorks.
It should also include representatives of the Confederation
of h’ish Industry, of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions,
of the Industrial Development Authority, of the Irish
Farmers’ Association and possibly members of the Parliament,
each representing one of the nine regions.
The Committee would lay down basic policies about the
type of projects and of workers to be preferred under the
three components of the SWP; consider and approve opera-
tional guidelines prepared by the Central Authority; con-
sider and approve project proposals emanating from County
Cotmcils and the Dublin Corporation as well as from co-
operating departments and indicate expenditure ceilings and
subsidies for different counties; consider project proposals
of a controversial nature and give final decision about their
inclusion under the SWP, possibly as part of regional sub-
programmes; review at regular intervals the progress of the
SWP and suggest appropriate measures to repair operational
deficiencies; review evaluation arrangements and consider
evaluation reports.
As a secretariat to the Committee, the Central Authority’s
terms of reference would have to provide detailed operational
*Chapter* I and It of t.he ILO Guidelines dcncribe in detail, the planning and
administrative structures and procedures proposed for labour-lntemive works
programmes. Those chapters are mainly designed for developing countries bigger
than Ireland. Here they are briefly summariscd, simplified and adapted to
Ireland’s structure~.
guidelines to Departments responsible for ilnplementing pro-
jccts and to County Councils in particular as regards pro-
cedurcs for recruiting workers; to make proposals for the
SWP budget to the Department of Finance; to scrutinise
project proposals on technical and economic grounds, deter-
mine priorities and allocation of budget; to determine training
needs for SWP personnel and make arrangements for this;
Io dc~crmine evaluation goals and procedures; and to prepare
progress and evaluation reports. As a first task, when the
SWP is undertaken, it will have to take into consideration all
projects proposed by co-operating Dcpartl:nents and Cotmty
Cotmcils and ready for implementation. In addition, it will
1hen make a census of other works which could be required
trader the SWP to meet the employment target for the first
year.
In order to cope with these tasks, the Central Authority
would be staffed with a Director; a small number of pro-
fessionals: two economists, a civil enginecr, a drainage en-
gineer., a soil conservation specialist, an accountant and
nccotmts clerks, plus secretarial support. SOon after the SWP
has started, a small evahlation cell with two economists and
two engineers would also be needed. But it is essential that
the staff should--and can--be kept to a minimum, since the
technical scTutiny of the projects proposed by County
Councils can be entrusted to the personnel of relevant
co-operating Departments.
At the local level, the County Councils would be respon-
siblc for submitting project proposals to the Central Autho-
rity.* They would also be responsible for ensuring strict
ndhcrcnce of SWP criteria and procedures by all project
executing departments and other persons responsible for ina-
plementing projects, and for forwarding all information
requested lay the central evaluation cell to prepare progress
and evaluation reports. In submitting project proposals, the
*Of coupe, project proposals coukl also be put forward by co-operating technical
department~ at the central level.
Councils would take advice and accept suggestions from heads
of local services of co-operating Departments and of workers’,
farmers’ and employers’ organisations, as well as from volun-
tary organisations.* if an)’. This would be done informally,
or formally within a special Local Committee. Local services
of co-operating departnteots would prepare the final detailed
design of projects once these have been approved by the
Central Authority.
The recruimlcnt of SWP workers should be organised by
the Manpower o/rices throughout the country on the basis
of the approved selection criteria. In rural areas, particularly
if one intends to utilise seasonally unemployed farmers, it
may he advisable to appoint a social promoter who, in col-
lah~waHon with local s~aff of the Dep:o’tment of Agriculture,
c~)~tl(l f~slc’r local into’rest ;m(l vo]ttotar}’ participatint~ in
lhe SWP.
As a secretariat to the Cotmty Councils for SWP matters,
an :~dministrator/ccononfist and a couple of accounts clerks
with secretarial support are likely to be needed. Furthermore,
co-operating technical departments would probably have to
strengthen their staff (especially engineers, overseers..sur-
veyors and draftsmen).
Finally, for the preparation of possible projects of regional
interest, it would be appropriate if several County Cotmcils
and theh" SWP staff could join forces and set ad hoc com-
mittees in which a representative of the Central Authority
would participte.
Financing problems
It is hardly possible that the SWP--and indeed some of
the measures suggested in part A above--could be financed
*In this respect, thc SWP mlgh¢ draw or1 the Ctle.~di,~n experience in thc Loom
Initiative Program (LIP) and the more recent Local Employment A~i,~tance
program (LEAP), in which any individual or group can put up a proposal for
Government support to an activity provlded this activity is non-profit making and
thc job~ are lifted by unemployed people. A good dc~zrlpdon o/’LI P is a~,ailable in
There’s ,work to be donemUnemployment and Manpower Policies. HMSO, London. t 974.
A study on Canadian emergency employment schemes is under preparation in the
ILO.
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Withotll ;IzlV il]CI’C[ISC ill t;IX;itiOn, illLCl’O;l| ()1" cXtCrnal loans
;rod somc degrcc of inflation, unless savings can bc made
out of ~lthcr State budgct items. This is a qucstion of accord-
ing or not a vcl3’ high ordcr of priority in nalion:il cxpcndi-
turc or policy to the gray;st national problem.
IH this rcg:trd, howcvcr, attcntion should bc paid to:
(;i) the possiblc Ilexibilitv in budgctar)’ tcchniqucs, cspcci-
ally f~r sharing cxpcnditurcs bctwcen national and county
httdgcts (11,O Gttideli,es, pp. I 1 I-7 Io i ~);
(b) the p~lssiblc conlrihutions in kind by participating
pOl)uhilll)ns, i):lriicuhii-l)’ in the fill-hi of iorilcrials (ILO
G,ideli,c,s. lip. I I I-~ I Io ~’4).
(c) thc possibilitics of rcpaymcni, by the benclici;irics, ot
:l proporti~ln of ihc pi’~llils ;it;ruing fronl thc pr~>.iccts (ILO
G,idclincs, pp. Ill-ID Ill 17).
It niltst I)C rcc:illcd hcrc th;il uilclcl the I’~:ii’nl hnprovc-
I11Onls .~chclIIC. in h~ddin.gs exceeding £15 Pool" Law valua-
li~lfi, the I’ill’lllUl" IV;IS rcquh’cd I~l repay ~flc-lhird of the cost
~llr hthour hy lilt:ins of ;i Irlng-lcrlli ;innuity, whilc in h~ildings
ii~i c×ct:cditlg ~l~l?-~ ])~l~l l.;iw vzilu:llion, Ilc wrls rcquircd to
omtribulc <xB I)cl-ccnl ~ll’ the I:lhrlur in kind.
V,t:sidcs. in ill’dr:l" Ill lilnli ~r nmslcr infhlli~mary pl’cSStlrf:
I’CSilh Jill4 ll;ll’l icillarly fl~ni incrc:~scd w~rkcrs’ dcm;ind, attcn-
i i~m will h;ivc m hc given, firsl. ;is stated ahoy;, to incrcclslng
Ihc supply ol: wag; goods; then. Io lilniling ovcr-:lll con-
slllnlllifln, cspcci:lll)’ ih;it of richcr class;s: ;in(I. third, to any
possibilit)’ of conlrolling Ihc purclmsing power distributed
ill workers wilhin Ihc SWP (11.O Gitidelines, pp. VI-3~
"> r~7).
I4#,lark.~" ab+J,t thc implc,lc,tation o[ SWP proiects
(a) h. must bc admitlcd that. :it the outs;t, the produc-
livily ~)1" hmg-tcrm tmemploycd il3;iy I)c low. In order to cope
with this situation, it would bc nccessary to appoint and,
if rcquircd. Irain skilled workers and foremen who might
not be selected from among the unemployed; to provide
for on-the-job training of labourers; to organise the work
in a rational manner, through sound site management, site
layout and material handling, operational instructions and
regular returns from the sites, as in any well-managed con-
structinn site (ILO Guidelines, pp. V-46 to 56); to control
tile work, including quality control, control of work tasks,
pr~gress control and cost control (ILO Guidelines, pp. V-57
to 7o), and perhaps to introduce payment by results, a ques-
tion which will be considered below. However, foremen will
have to understand tile special character of the labour
concerned.
(b) It is possible that some large sites or projects involving
the use of labour recruited in distant localities require
special transportation and accommodation facilities for the
workers. It is suggested that such facilities would best be
organiscd at the County level, but that the Central Authority
might make lorries available for the transport of workers,
which would require a special transport section, l, Vith
respect to amenities on site and transport facilities, refer-
ence can be made to the ILO Guidelines, pp. VI--49 to 57
and V--7J to 7,1.
(c) It is not in the nature of labour-intensive works pro-
grammes specially devised to give work to the unemployed
to use the contractor system. Direct labour, which has been
used in h’eland under schemes run by various departments.
should be the normal solution. Nevertheless, particularly
for big projects, contractors may have to be utilised and
decision would have to be taken on an ad hoc basis. But
then, contractors would have, first, to respect the criteria for
tile selection of workers (in fact, recruitment should even
then be the responsibility of Manpower offices) and, second.
to comply with the rules set for the payment of wages and
other conditions of work if particular rules are laid on for
SWP workers.
Wages and other conditions o[ work
This is a crucial issue. Not only because, if wages were
lower than the minimum wage, more labourers could be
given work, but also because in most countries where special
works programmes have been implemented, labour laws are
not wholly applicable since the workers are not considered
as normal ’,~’age earners and therefore do not pay irisurance
contributions. The question is discussed at length in the
ILO Guidelines pp. VI--~ to 57.
It is felt that in the Irish context it would not be possible
to depart from the normal rules in the case of SWP workers
and that the smallest taint of "relief" should be removed
from the programme. This, considering the relatively high
level of wages in the country, may result in leading the
Government if the,v want to make a serious attempt to
quickly reduce the level of unemployment to devote even
more than 3"5 per cent of the GNP to the SWP. which
would be a heavy burden for its finances and would generate
stronger inflationary pressures. For that reason, and in order
to facilitate the consideration of this acute problem, a few
points are submitted hereafter, on the basis of experience in
other countries. If accepted they might offer a partial solu-
tion, provided the special nature of the Crash Employment
Progq’amme is clearly explained to the population.
The Tunisian Trade Unions accepted that wages and
other ~vorking conditions under the Campaign against
Underdevelopment would be different from those prevailing
in the public and private sectors on the basis of the follow-
ing principles:
--this policy is justified as long as a country’s economic
infrastructure has not reached a minimunt level (in Ireland.
it could be "’ as long as the unemployment rate has not
decreased to an acceptable level "):
--the programme must serve the interests of the countr.v
and not of private individuals;
--only the government may he anthoriscd to offcr working
conditions below the usual standards, so as to prevent private
employers from turning the programme to their advantage.
Now, even so, if urban tmenq)loynlcnt workers were
offered by the SWP a durable job for the whole year, it
would not be possible to pay them less than the minimum
wage in the construction industry. Only if occasioned jobs
are offered could the wage be lower. And in the case of under-
employed farmers, a low wage level nmy be accepted when
work is offered in slack seasons: then the wage is an addition
to the main income which ensures a reasonahlc total annual
income. It must be added that when a project directly bene-
fits the workers, it can be considered as a self-help work
which wotdd require no payments.
Two additional points can be made. First, if it were ad-
mitted that SWP workers, not being regular wage-earners,
would have the same status as far as insm’ance is concerned,
its UB beneficiaries, and pay no contribution, some reduction
in their wage could be acceplable. But of course, thcy should
be insured against occupational injurics and the sites should
comply with normal sltfety precaution rules and bc open to
labour inspectors’ visits.
Second--and morc important--if thc "finish-and-go" system
was adopted its an incentive system, it would enable efficient
workers who have completed their daily (or weekly) task
to leave earlier and have a "bonus" in the form of free time.
Then, if the task was fixed at a reasonable norm, a lower
wage should be acceptable to them, provided, of course, the
Trade Unions would not object to it. It seems that the
special character of the SWP could justify such an approach
which is a simple form of payment by results.
Duration o[ the SWP and gradual reabsorption o/SWP
workers in the national economy
It does not seem, in the present situation, that the SWP
could disappear very soon as a restdt o[ economic recovery.
But no Government has ever considered that an tmemploy-
ment relief scheme could become permanent. If it is success-
[ul, that is, if it helps, through the selection of a fair pro-
portion of directly-productive projects, to generate long-term
cmploymcnt, it should become purposeless after a number
of years, even though it may have to be revived later on
when therc is another recession.
In order to speed up this process, further steps can be
taken,* SllCh as :
(a) Integration of those SWP workers who have acqnircd
suificieut training on the job into relevant Government
technical services as permanent workers for instance to
ensure the maintenance of works completed;
(19) encouraging the grouping of formcr SWP wnrkcrs into
labour co-operatives by granting such co-operatives temporary
lax relief and supplying them with basic tools;
(c) granting former SWP workers priority admission to
employment in both the private and public sector. This.
however, supposes that there is sufficient economic growth;
otherwise, it would only mean shifting rather than absorbing
tmemplo)’nlent.
*ILO G.idelines, pp. Vll--~8 to ~l.
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Appe,~dLx B
Summary of a paper entitled "Planning and Employment" read
by Kieran A. Kennedy at the Twenty-Jourth National Manage-
merit CoJ~,rence, Killarney, I976
"’Planning is concerned with objectives (where we want
In go), constraints (tile limits on our freedom of action,
including resource limitations), and instruments (the
measures needed to achieve the objectives). Employment
creation is suggested as the primary objective of any new
national plan. The plan should be addressed particularly
to the government measures required to achieve full
employment. Should it be obvious that the measures avail-
able would be inadequate, consideration should be given
to modifying the constraints to permit greater freedom of
action, l{ the objective still cannot be achieved in full, it
would be better to recognise this openly. In that way, the
costs and benefits of the alternatives--emigration and/or
unemployment--are more likely to be considered explicitly.
"The most essential ingredient of the plan is a restructur-
ing of public expenditure and tax policies in the light of
Ihc employment objective. Since resources are limited.
diflleuh choices are unavoidable. Choices also arise in relation
to the exploitation of natural resom’ces. Elementary process-
ing operations alone may secure little expansion in employ-
ment, unless followed by the development of further down-
stream industries.
"Tbe current debate on public versus private enterprise
is considered hollow: what is needed is more enterprise
generally. For private enterprise this involves a recognition
of the need for profitability, hut it is possible to devise
instrtnnems to ensure that profitability is more closely geared
to employment expansion. Various means of encouraging
new domestic private enterprise are proposed. For public
enterprise, there is need for a clear definition of the criteria
trader which it will be expected to operate, bearing in mind
that there may be a conflict between efficiency and detailed
accountahility.
"The pursuit of higher real incomes by employees of all
kinds represents a major constraint on employment creation.
This constraint is unlikely to he eased on a voluntary basis,
and the overall growth of output may be insufficient to
satisfy pay demands except through an unsatisfactory rise
in employment. Government m.~asures to secure pay restraint
are considered under six headings: (i) general statutory
restraint; (ii) greater resistance to public sector pay claims;
(iii) stiffening the resistance of private sector employers;
(iv) fiscal measures to limit pay settlements or offset their
effects; (v) profit sharing schemes; and (vi) devaluation.
If all or most of these are ruled out, the objective of full
employment may be unattainable".
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Appendix C#
Art ILO Manual
A Manual is now available in typescript prepared by a
group of economists and engineers in tile Employnlent and
1)evelopment Departnmnt of the ILO, based oil Ille reflec-
tions on, anti experiences oL labour-intensive public works
progranunes in developing countries over the past twenty
years.~
In this paper we rcconamend public works programmes
on a vastly ino’eased scale compared with the past for the
relief of the unemployed and we consider that this Manual
should be an indispensible guide to all directors of such
programmes.
We refer readers to the Table of Contents of the Manual
which is veD, detailed and gives a good idea of its wide
scope. We shall thereby regard ourselves as dispensed of the
task of giving a summarT of this very long work. ~,.Vc shall
simply make some brief comments on part II of Chapter VII,
which part is entitled "Economic Evaluation", mainly in
relation to its cost-benefit (CB) aspects.
Emphasis is laid on the importance o£ uniform accounting
of each project ex ante and ex post on the same basis by a
lralned evaltmtor.
In Table Ct the various components of costs and benefits
at project level are shown from four viewpoints: the
*World Employment Programme "Ouideline~ for tile Organlsation of Special
Labour-intensive Work~ Programmes" by Emile Costa, Sunll Gulm. lbrahlm
I-lu~ain, Nguyen T.B. Thuy and Aline Fardet, International Labour Office.
Oeneva~ 1976.
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Table C.2: Class~cation of Cost and Benefit Components
(a). costs
I. Direct Costs
(a) Programme outlays, or
joint costs
(i) Admlnistraliw: costs
--variable costs,
(Inhour and relatcd)
--lixed costs
(ii) Other administrative
COSTS
--direct (rccrultmcnt,
selection, placc-
Illcl)l)
--indirect (cxpcndlturc
incurred by other
organisations)
--cost of training
(iii) [nvcstnlent costs:
--[atld
--building
--equipmcnt (local,
ilnportcd)
’2. Social Costs
(shadow pricing)
(b). 6en6u"
Direct benefits:
--from directly productive
projects iiand development,
irrlgatlolq drainage, forestry
and fishery projects)
--fi’om non-directly pro-
ductive projccts (infra-
structural projects: roads,
trails, sehc~ols and other
buiklings) :
"2.Indirect bcncfits:
--"induced by" benefits i.e.,
incrcase in production of
those supplying inputs to
thc LP’0]P
--"stemming from" benefits
i.e., increase in productive
activities of those involved
in proccssing or marketing
commodities produced as a
resuh of the LPX.VP project.
3. Secondary bcnefits (multiplier
cOCCI).
4" Social bcncfits (urzquantifiable
and immeasurable).
(c). Externalities
individual, the agency responsible for LPEPs, the govern-
ment arm the society (i.e.. the nation). In Table C2 the
components are classified in a somewhat different way.
The opportunity cost (or shadow price, rcally the true
economic cost) mentioned in Table Ct of any factor is the
"social cost of using that factor, i.e.. the value of lost chances
to do things." In the case of an unskilled worker with no
other offer of work available the opportunity cost would be
zero: this situation is very rare, however; nearly all tile
unemployed have odd jobs or housework with some value
even if small, which value (i.e., the opportunity cost) would
be lost if the individual were employed on a LPWP pro-
gramme. The opportunity cost concept is important mainly
in regard to two cost items, unskilled labour and imports
(i.e., foreign exchange requirements). The use of market
prices for valuation pro’poses will distort the actual economic
valnes; usually the over-supply of unskilled labour will result’
in its opportunity cost being far below the actual wage rate,
whereas scarce supplies of foreign exchange will be under-
valued in terms of the national currency by the official
exchange rate.
Thc Manual is admirably clear in defining the items used,
particularly those of Table C~. Furthermore, the definitions
are given algebraic effect with much thoroughness. It is in
regard to giving statistical effect to non-market values that
the difllcuhics arise as the Manual stresses. It is less cleat"
in regard to estimation of shadow prices than with other
aspects of these programmes, for the most part being content
to refer to the considerable literature on tile subject.*
Perhaps with an undue (no doubt, old-fashioned) regard
for the sanctity of statistical estimation, the authors must
confess to a measure of scepticism in regard to cost benefit
analysis in its purely statistical aspect. We think we could
find enough quotations from the Manual to support us in
this belief. There is a specific mention of "inconamensurable
benefits". Indeed, in the working accountancy tables we note
that provision is always made for market as well as shadow
price vahtalion. ~,.Ve have no desire, however, to press the
present point of view on h’ish LPWP administrators. In the
Manual the specification detail of all costs and benefits, even
without the actual figures, is of great importance, ensuring
that. in practice, no aspect will be overlooked. This alone
justifies CP, from our point of view. ~,.Ve have less objection
*lfi particular, UNIDO Guideline~ for Project Evaluation, New York; 197~.
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to actual CB valuations of different projects including shadow
pricing, provided that these are carried out by ~lle same
group of skilled evaluators, such exercises being undertaken
for the purpose ot7 selection from the vast number of possible
projects, i.e., for evolving something like an optimal pro-
gramme. "Fhis will be one which provides the largest possible
number, of man/years work at the lowest cost per worker.
regard also being had to the social value of the work done:
we rccognise that no programme can be optimal in regard
to all conditions mentioned. V~re encounter the familiar
general economic conflicts of choice here. conflicts which
can be resolved only in a practical way. Emphasis. we
suggest, II/tlSt be Oil nlllllbcr o[ 111an years work created.
The Manual’s principal statistical instrument is B/C, the
ratio of the economic value oE benefits to the value of costs.
The treatment in the Manual is theoretical, i.e.. "ideal" iia
character. It is inevitable that no countr.v could fully realisc
the statistical formulation, quite apart from the point in the
last paragraph. Instead. we describe in SOllle detail the
method actually used by one of the authors of tlae Manual
on mission to :t developing country. This method is a great
simplilication compared with that described in Ihe Manual
and. we suspccl, may have to be used in countries in which
cerlain kinds of statislics are not available.
The national objectives in this unnamed country were to
provide employment for tile unemplo.ved, to increase ihc
inomms of tim underemployed and "to capitalist the present
abundance of labour (not all of it by any means unskilled)
in m’der to create investment which will be productive but
which would not ordinarily bc justified in relation to the
labmn" input required, judged by conventional investment
criteria. "With these objeclives in mind the programme
c,msists of labour-intensive public works projects (wages
accounting for at least 60 per cent of total cost) which arc
directly productive (mainly in agriculture) indirectly
productive (roads etc.) and socially beneficial (e.g., amenities
and construction of schools).
’l’he ILO anthor explained that the Manual guidelines
were not closely followed because "the general methodology
would require micro data surveys for each component of
inputs and outputs" which there was not time to carry out,
and the World Bank had fairly recently estimated the main
shadow prices for a rural development programme.
The author gives a summary of the World Bank’s methods
and estimates front which one derives the impression of
clost: thought being given to each element of estinmte, but
Ihe rcsulting estimates looking somewhat arbitrary. The
clc111cnls with shadow (or "accounting" prices) are as
follows : I
(I) Unskilled labour when "uncmployed" may actually
have some work content. Price is taken as U** 3.1, one-third
of daily wage actually paid.
(2) Other labour generally priced ;it markct rates.
(3) The official exchange ratc may not be a valid measure
of the domestic value of a unit of foreign currency. After a
close argument it is decided to mtdtiply the ofllcial rate of
U 6.13 (to one $) by i.3.
(,1) Transportation of workers is taken to be o.7 of the
nlonev cosl.
(5) Because of the large import (foreign cxchangc) contcnts
the cost of fertiliser is raised by ~6 per cent.
(6) Other imports raised costs by to pet" cent.
(7) Land planted with trees was nnproductive beforc.
hence opportunity cost was nil.
(8) Forest products were substitutes for imports, hence price
was increased by 5 per ccnt.
*O=currency unit of country.
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(9) Non-internationally traded goods were valued at cur-
rent domestic prices.
Costs incurred and benefits gained during tile three )’ears
~97t-~974 were evaluated and tile benefits and costs esti-
mated on a per worker basis. The assessment was necessarily
tentative because of gaps in information mentioned by tile
attthol-.
We set out the methods in some detail, becanse of their
possihlc adoptJ.on in Ireland.
The table for costs may be stnnmarised as follows:
Cost per worker (U)
aVational cost Foreign aid
Capital 6t= 7t5
Management Variable 2,191 456
Fixed t ,231 25 i
Other administrative 2o9 --
Total
Grand total: U 5,665
In the author’s table there are sixteen separate estimates (as
compared with seven above), each explained in some detail.
On the benefit side agriculture is of course, by far the
most important. The approach for "directly productive pro-
jects" is by discounted value during "the expected economic
life o[ the agricultural project", taken as 5° years, stated
to be used in other analyses. Discount rate (always a problem
with this approach) is taken at to per cent2* Related projects
(figures in parentheses are U per worker) include forestry
(t,751). mixed farming 0,357), fodder plantation (413),
irrigzttion (I,511) other (356). Total benefit (described as
"direct") from agrieuhure and related projects is therefore
U 5.188 per worker.
*Note that this is far Ices of a problem if tile object is comparison of benefils fi’om
a variety of project~, the same rate, of course, being used for all
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Up to the end of ’973 the programme completed 12 new
primaT~y schools and extended 24 schools, almost 250 class-
rooms in all. It is remarked that the benefit is the difference
between what private contractors would have charged and
tile programme cost. The per worker gain is U ~61.
With road construction, methods of calculation were those
devised by tile World Bank. Construction yeas confined to
feeder roads of short length and low traffic, in fact ~ J3 roads,
total length 47 miles. Total benefit over 3° years discounted
at to per cent amounts to U 4.6 million or 7t4 per worker,
Total benefit amonnts to U 6.o63 (--5,188+161+714)
per worker. The benefit-cost (B/C) ratio is i.o7 (=6,063/5,
6(~5) if estimation of costs includes foreign aid or t.43
(=6,o63/4,2,13) if only national costs were taken into
account. It is remarked that these ratios were not particularly
favourable but it is added that only direct benefits from
work projects were taken into account. For instance, no
consideration was given to the possible long-term benefit of
training on these works or the over-all impact of the works
specified on the economic development and welfare.
It is suggested in conclusion that to improve the benefit-
cost ratio the greatest need is greater efficiency at the work
site involving measnrement of work, a new wage policy, more
supervision and planning, and training by professional in-
structors instead of by foremen and gangers. Ireland has
much to learn from this experience, particularly in the
manner of assessment of beneft in relation to cost of works.
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